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Current titles are marked with a ★

**Mysteries & Whodunits**

- **3893200 BORDERLINE.** By Lawrence Block. On the border between El Paso, Texas, and Juarez, Mexico, five lives are about to intertwine—with fatal results. Marty, the professional gambler; Meg, the bored divorcee; Lily, the beautiful hitchhiker lured into a live sex show; Cassie, the redheaded torch singer; and Paul Gianis, candidate for mayor of Kindle County.

- **2938266 DEADFALL.** By Linda Fairstein. In the aftermath of the shocking assassination of an iconic public figure—someone D.A. Alex Cooper has worked with for years—she and detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace must unravel the motive behind the shooting to discover who is the bigger snake: the killer or the victim. 383 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

- **3741214 IDENTICAL.** By Scott Turow. State Senator Paul Gianis is a candidate for mayor of Kindle County. His identical twin brother, Cass, is newly released from prison. When Eron Miller, an ex-FBI agent who is the head of security for the Kronon family business, and PA Tim Brodie begin a re-investigation of Cass's murder, they find themselves ensnared in a tangled web of deception. 417 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00

- **3797202 KILL THE HEROES.** By David Thutlo. Charlie Henry, co-owner of a pawn-shop and Iraq War veteran, has settled into his somewhat quieter life in Albuquerque. While attending a dedication of a memorial to first responders, shots ring out, and veterans are hit. Charlie refuses to go down without a fight, and the perpetrator will soon learn that he has crossed the wrong man. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

- **379997X SORROW ROAD.** By Julia Keller. In 1944, three men from a small town in West Virginia participate in the events of D-Day. Seventy-two years later, an old man dies in an Appalachian nursing home. In this skilfully wrought mystery, two narrative threads are woven together for a poignant tale of memory, family, love—and murder. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. **If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.**

**If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>8.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>6.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax**
Mysteries & Whodunits


3904636 WATCHING YOU. By Lisa Jewell. Melville Heights is one of the nicest neighborhoods in Bristol, England. It’s not usually the sort of place where people are murdered in their own kitchens. But it is the sort of place where everyone has a secret and prying eyes lurk behind everyone’s back. So when a body is discovered and who would want one of their neighbors dead? 324 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

3828417 THE CARRIER. By Sophie Hannah. When her plane is delayed overnight, Gabi Struthers is forced to share a hotel room with a terrified woman. When she blurts out something about an innocent man going missing, Gabi suspects this might not be a coincidence. The murder victim, Francine, is the wife of the only man who has ever even shown interest in her. Why has she murdered her wife? 282 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99

3989261 LIES. By T.M. Logan. Joe’s life is unraveling. His wife has lied to him and his deception has put their entire family in jeopardy. The man she met at the hotel has vanished. And as the police investigate his disappearance, suspicion centers on Joe. 452 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

3801106 THE MISADVENTURES OF MARGOT WOLFE. Ed. by Josh Pachter. Collects a dozen literary tributes to one of crime fiction’s best-loved private detectives and his Man Friday. Also featuring a reminiscence from Rex Stout’s daughter, this is a treasury of witty and wry remembrances of the series’ most endearing supporting character. 351 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

3866424 CARIBBEAN RIM. By Randy Wayne White. Marine biologist Doc Ford has been known to help his friends out of jams occasionally, however he’s never seen a situation like this. But greed makes people do terrible things: rob, cheat, even kill. And now Doc has just put himself in the crosshairs. 310 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00

3994636 UNTIL PROVEN GUILTY. By J.A. Jance. A little five year old girl has been murdered, and Homicide Detective J.P. Beaumont of the Seattle Police Department isn’t going to rest until her killer pays. 328 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


2894369 THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY STORIES 2018. Ed. by Louise Penny. Features twenty clever, creative selections, ranging from a Nigerian confidence game; a drug made of diamonds; a bombing at an oil company; a reluctant gunman in the Old West, and the many other scams, dangers, and thrills lurking in its suspenseful pages. 411 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

3734870 THE MYSTERY OF CLOOMBER. By Arthur Conan Doyle. To his fellow residents on the remote Western coast of Scotland, Major-General Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. To his fellow residents on the remote Western coast of Scotland, Major-General Sir Robert Bruce Finlay, it was simply a horrible tragedy. Decades later, new evidence is found, and as the police re-investigate, Mr. Finlay hopes that the mystery will finally be laid to rest. 385 pages. Harvard University Press. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

3707105 DEAD, TO BEGIN WITH. By Bill Crider. In Clearview, Texas, a wealthy recluse is looking for a thrill, but the terrifying night ends in carnage as she finds herself in the ruins of Philadelphia’s Eastern State Penitentiary, thing to live to tell about. 298 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

2823624 FADE TO BLACK. By David Rosenfelt. After getting shot in the line of duty, New Jersey state police officer Doug Brock has been busy rebuilding his life. But when fellow support group member Sean Conner approaches him after a meeting, Doug realizes the trouble is just beginning. Soon he’s questioning everything he thought he knew about his past. 306 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

3772076 WITNESS TO DEATH. By Patrick C. Crider. In Clearview, Texas, a wealthy recluse is looking for a thrill, but the terrifying night ends in carnage as she finds herself in the ruins of Philadelphia’s Eastern State Penitentiary, thing to live to tell about. 298 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

3950014 LONG BLACK VEIL. By Jennifer Finney Boylan. On a warm August night in 1980, Sue Carpenter sneaks into the ruins of Philadelphia’s Eastern State Penitentiary, looking for a thrill, but the terrifying night ends in tragedy. Decades later, new evidence is found, and the dogged detective investigating the cold case realizes he has people with murder. 284 pages. Crown. Pub. at $25.00

3970904 MARGARET TRU MAN'S ALLIED  IN MURDER. By Eve Chase. When Mar got and her three sisters arrive at Applecote Manor in July 1959, they expect a quiet English country summer. Instead they find their aunt and uncle still reeling from the disappearance of their daughter Audrey. Fifty years later, Jessie moves her family to idyllic Applecote Manor, but finds herself haunted by the strange rumors that she herself as a child has never seen found dead, rumors circulate the case is true. Now, with working a mysterious man, they race towards a conclusion, and are taken into a journey of danger and violence. 407 pages. Crown. Crown. Pub. at $25.00

3967732 THE BEST CRIME STORIES EVER TOLD. Ed. by Dorothy L. Sayers. For fans of mystery and horror, here is a handpicked collection of 26 outstanding stories from the Golden Age of Detective Fiction, originally chosen by Sayers and newly introduced by Otto Penzler. Includes stories by such writers as Edgar Allan Poe, Wilkie Collins; Ambrose Bierce; and many more. 566 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

★ 385874X TIGHTROPE. By Amanda Quick. Former trapeze artist Amalie Vaughn moved to Burning Cove to reinvent herself, but things are not going well. After purchasing a mansion to turn into a bed and breakfast, she finds out too late it might be cursed. Then when her first guest is found dead, rumors circulate the case is true. Now, with working a mysterious man, they race towards a conclusion, and are taken into a journey of danger and violence. 407 pages. Crown. Crown. Pub. at $25.00

★ 3711153 DAMAGED. By Lisa Scottoline. When Patrick’s grandmother comes to Rosato & DiNunzio for help, the team learns of a precedent this is Patrick’s true champion and his only hope for justice. But there is more to the story than meets the eye and Patrick might be more troubled than he seems. With twists at every turn and secrets about the family coming to light, Mary might have found the case that could break her heart. 497 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 3901106 THE MISADVENTURES OF MARGOT WOLFE. Ed. by Josh Pachter. Collects a dozen literary tributes to one of crime fiction’s best-loved private detectives and his Man Friday. Also featuring a reminiscence from Rex Stout’s daughter, this is a treasury of witty and wry remembrances of the series’ most endearing supporting character. 351 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

★ 3866424 CARIBBEAN RIM. By Randy Wayne White. Marine biologist Doc Ford has been known to help his friends out of jams occasionally, however he’s never seen a situation like this. But greed makes people do terrible things: rob, cheat, even kill. And now Doc has just put himself in the crosshairs. 310 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00

★ 7614659 UNTIL PROVEN GUILTY. By J.A. Jance. A little five year old girl has been murdered, and Homicide Detective J.P. Beaumont of the Seattle Police Department isn’t going to rest until her killer pays. 328 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/834
**Mysteries & Whodunits**

**FALLING DARKNESS.** By Karen Harper. Claire’s forensic psychology training never prepared her for plane crashes, or how to handle two killers with their own agenda; a rescue that may never come. When they do reach dry land, Nick tries to secure transport to their witness-protection placement, their original plans don’t work as well as Claire and Nick no longer know who is helping or harming them. 376 pages. Mira Books. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

**SPLINTER IN THE BLOOD.** By Ashley Dyer. One person knows the truth about the killer and she’s not talking. Ruth Lake is also now leading the Thorn Killer investigation, while Nick agreed partner, detective Greg Carver recovers. It doesn’t matter that the rest of the force are counting on her. She’s ready to cross every line, sacrificing all, to keep the secret from surfacing. 390 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

**THE OLD MAN IN THE CORNER:** Twelve Classic Detective Stories. By Baroress Orczy. This collection of 12 short stories was originally published in Royal Magazine in 1901–1905. A nameless old man sits in the corner of a cozy London tea shop, and without leaving his seat, solves the baffling cases reported to him by an admiring lady journalist. 162 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**RIGHT SIDE.** By Spencer Quinn. LeAnne Hogan, a traumatized veteran of the Afghan war, becomes obsessed with finding a missing girl, gains an unlikely ally in a stray dog, and encounters new perils beyond the combat zone. 323 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00

**ARIZONA HEAT.** By Linda Laiel Miller. Danger is stalking the citizens of Cave Creek, Arizona, Mojo Sheephanks’s adopted home. And even as she and Tucker Darroch—the handsome cop who’s stuck by her against all odds—work to keep everyone safe, Mojo will discover that there are mysteries in Cave Creek that someone is willing to protect at any cost. 347 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**THE SHADOWS WE HIDE.** By Allen Eskens. Joe Talbert Jr. has never met his namesake. Now a cub reporter for the Associated Press, he sets out on a story describing the murder of a man named Joseph Talbert. Full of curiosity, Joe begins to put together the missing pieces of his family history, but his investigation is also putting him in the line of fire. Can he survive a possible grave of murder? 343 pages. Mulholland. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00

**THE SPIDER’S WEB.** By Margaret Coel. Arapaho attorney Vicky Holden agrees to represent Marcy Morrison in the murder of her fiancé, an Arapaho from Wind River Reservation. She finds herself at oddside with her own family for taking the side of an outsider, and also at odds with Father John O’Malley, because the mission priest has glimpsed something in the beautiful girl that shakes him to his core. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**THE DYING HOURS.** By Mark Bingham. Newly demoted and struggling to adjust, Ewan becomes convinced an entire spate of suicides among the elderly in London is something more sinister. When his concerns are dismissed by the murder squad he once worked for, he decides to investigate alone. 390 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

**THE GREENE MURDER CASE.** By S.S. Van Dine. Members of the Greene family keep dying while the pool of possible perpetrators keeps shrinking. Philo Vance, the independently wealthy and staggeringly brilliant amateur sleuth, uses his detective skills to unravel the murders, though sadly not before most of the Greene family has been bumped off. 310 pages. Felony & Mage Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**THE RIVER OF KINGS.** By Taylor Brown. Brothers Hunter and Lawton log off set to kayak the Altamaha River, bearing their father’s ashes toward the sea. Hunter is a college student, Lawton a Navy SEAL on leave; raised by this angry enigmatic shrimper who loved the river and whose death remains a mystery that his sons are determined to solve. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

**ROBERT B. PARKER’S BLOOD FEUD.** By Michael Robertson. Parker Street Chambers has been brought to a standstill by the wedding of Reggie Heath, O.C., and the celebrated actress Laura Rankin. It was a tabloid–which is to say, it was a disaster. Now Laura is acting strangely, and Reggie is out of his depth. He must have help, or his worst fears and more will be realized. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**A BAKER STREET WEDDING.** By Michael Robertson. Baker Street Chambers has been brought to a standstill by the wedding of Reggie Heath, O.C., and the celebrated actress Laura Rankin. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two spine-tingling pulp classics originally published in 1936, plus a two-fisted adventure of Cap Fury. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**A SCANDAL IN BATTERSEA.** By Mercedes Lackey. When shadows reach for more victims, girls of good, even exiled families who vanish from concerts, lectures, and fashionable shops, it will take the combined forces of Magic, Psychic Powers, and the world’s greatest detective to stop the danger. Before it can conquer all, 310 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $27.00

**MISS JULIA WEATHERS THE STORM.** By Ann B. Ross.MISS. 3742865

**THE SHADOW #50: THE Man from Shanghai/ The Golden Dog Murders/Jabberwocky Thrust.** By Walter B. Gibson et al. See more at erhb.com/384

See more titles at erhb.com/384
career paralleled Batman’s and inspired the origin of Two-Face in two classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1940. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**3804046** THE BLACK BAT #5: Markets of Terror/The Black Bat’s Triumph. By Norman Daniels writing as G.W. Jones. Blind and scarred by a mob acid attack, D.A. Tony Quinn makes the night his weapon as the Black Bat, nemesis of crime in these two pulse-pounding pulp fiction thrillers, originally published in 1940. Illus. 110 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


**698919X** SLEEP LIKE A BABY. By Charlaine Harris. One particularly stormy night, Becca wakes up to hear her daughter crying and Virginia, the family’s nanny, missing. Roe’s brother, Philip, helps her search the house, and they happen upon a body outside, but it isn’t Virginia’s. Who is this mysterious woman dead in the backyard that happened to Virginia? 262 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99


**3803988** THE AVENGER #8: House of Death/The Hate Master/A Coffin for The Avenger! By P. Ernst & E. Tepperman writing as K. Robeson. With his Justice, Inc. team, the man of steel—The Avenger—wages war against super-crime in these three classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1941. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Mysteries & Whodunits


3834441 CHAPEL OF EASE. By Alex Bledsoe. Malt Johansson’s journey into the haunting Appalachian mountains of Cloud County, to bring his friend’s ashes home, sets him on a dangerous path where some secrets deserve to stay buried, 315 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3834565 THE FAIRIES OF SADIEVILLE. By Alex Bledsoe. When film students unearth a secret long hidden in Sadieville, in the rural foothills of Tennessee, everyone in the community must answer the most important question of their entire lives: what would be willing to sacrifice to protect their fabled homeland of Tir na nOg? 366 pages. Tor. Pub. at $29.99

3848175 THE FERAL DETECTIVE. By Jonathan Lethem. Phoebe first meets Charles Heist in a strip mall office in Los Angeles. She’s a decade younger than his daughter, Arabella, and he hires Heist as a guide. Reluctantly he agrees to help, and the unlikely pair navigate the enclaves of desert-dwelling vagabonds and find that Arabella is in serious trouble. 326 pages. Macmillian. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

3846156 MR. FLOOD’S LAST RESORT. By Jess Kidd. Maud is a dedicated caregiver whose sunny disposition masks a deep sadness, and she keeps to herself finding solace in her work—until she meets Mr. Flood. Their worlds begin to cooperate, bonding over their shared love of Irish folklore. But buried family secrets remind Maud that she doesn’t really know Mr. Flood. The unlikely pair begins to suspect she doesn’t really know Mr. Flood at all. 340 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3793558 RESIDUE. By Michael McGarrity. A long-unresolved missing person’s case becomes a homicide investigation when the bones of the girlfriend of now-retired Santa Fe Police Chief Kevin Kerney are unearthed fourty-five years after her disappearance. And he is now the main suspect. 371 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3738903 MURDER BY AN ARISTOCRAT. By Mignon G. Eberhart. When two film students unearth a secret long hidden in Sadieville, in the rural foothills of Tennessee, everyone in the community must answer the most important question of their entire lives: what would be willing to sacrifice to protect their fabled homeland of Tir na nOg? 366 pages. Tor. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

★ 3723401 MORE RIVALS OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: Stories from the Golden Age of Gaslight Crime. Ed. by Nick Rennison. The years between 1894 and 1914 were the heyday of the English (and American) story magazines and their pages were filled with platoons of private detectives, police officers and eccentric criminologists. This second anthology collects the most memorable tales of crimes of which their heroes could be proud. 351 pages. No Exit Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

★ 3870154 MALICE AFORETHOUGHT. By Francis Iles. Dr. Bickleigh and his insufferable wife Julia are hosting a tennis party where gossip rivals tennis as the most interesting sport. The game of lawn tennis is only a metaphor for the mysterious Madeleine grows, so does his scheme to murder his wife. This collector’s edition includes gift-covered pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 320 pages. Macmillian. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 3928993 THE EXPERIENCES OF LOVELAY BROOKE. LADY DETECTIVE. By Catherine Lawless. The republication of this mystery classic published in 1894. Meet the indomitable lady detective Lovelay Brooke: able to assume a multitude of disguises and possessed of acquired powers rivaling those of the great Sherlock Holmes. She has mastered every baffling situation and solves each perplexing crime in these seven mysteries. 213 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3923622 THE WHISPER MAN. By Alex North. After the sudden death of his wife, Tom believes a fresh start will help him and his young son, Jake. He leaves New York, takes a new house, a new job, Featherbank. But his new life is being acted strangely. 355 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95


3805123 DOC SAVAGE #4: Land of Always-Night/Mad Mesa. By W.R. Johnson & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze and this invincible superhero roves the world battling threats to humanity in these two pulse pounding pulp classics originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

380514X DOC SAVAGE #51: The Land of Fear/Fiery Menace. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two pulse-pounding pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3804739 DOC SAVAGE #10: Dust of Death/The Stone Man. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze and this invincible superhero roves the world battling threats to humanity in these two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


3804828 DOC SAVAGE #19: The King Maker/The Freckled Shark. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze and this invincible superhero roves the world battling threats to humanity in these two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


3805360 DOC SAVAGE #72: The Purple Dragon/Colors for Murder. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two pulse-pounding thrillers, originally published in 1940. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/834
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SOLD OUT


★ 370605 ROCKET TO THE MORGUE. By Anthony Boucher. With characters based on the author’s friends, including Robert Heinlein, L. Ron Hubbard, and John W. Campbell, this work is both a classic locked room mystery and an enduring portrait of a real-life writing community. Reissued for the first time in over 30 years, the story is a must read for fans of mystery and science fiction alike. 224 pages. American Mystery Classics. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3827410 THE WINTER QUEEN. By Boris Akunin. Moscow, 1876. A talented student is thought to have shot himself in public. The bizarre and tragic suicide is soon connected to a clear case of murder and young sleuth Ernest Fandorin plunges into an investigation that leads him across Europe. 249 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★ 3900738 DEADLY ANNIVERSARIES: A Collection of Stories from Crime Fiction's Top Authors. Ed. by M. Muller & B. Pronzini. Presents 19 new stories from some of the best contemporary authors to honor the diamond jubilee of the Mystery Writers of America including Lee Child, Sue Grafton, Jeffery Deaver, Max Allan Collins, Marcia Muller, and others. 392 pages. Hannover Square Press. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

SOLD OUT

★ 390955 BLACK MOUNTAIN. By Laird Barron. When a small-time criminal named Harold Lee turns up dead with a slice of him missing from his head, or hands—the local mafia capo hires Israel Corderidge to look into the matter. The mob likes crime, but only the crime it controls, and as it turns out, Lee is the second independent contractor to meet a gruesome fate. Two makes a man wonder. 386 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

SOLD OUT

3907597 THE LAST EQUATION OF ISAAC SEVERY. By Nova Jacobs. Days after the famed mathematician Isaac Severy dies in an apparent suicide at his Los Angeles home, his adopted granddaughter Hazel receives a letter from her head, or hands– the local mafia capo hires Isaiah Corderidge to look into the matter. The mob likes crime, but only the crime it controls, and as it turns out, Lee is the second independent contractor to meet a gruesome fate. Two makes a man wonder. 386 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 386457X EIGHT PERFECT MURDERS. By Peter Swanson. Swanson, bookseller and author, affords Malcolm Kershaw a complete list of fiction’s most unsolvable murders, chosen from among the best of the best authors. But no one is more surprised than Mal when an FBI agent comes knocking on his door looking for information about a series of unsolved murders that look eerily similar to the killings on Mal’s old list. 270 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

★ 391838 THE HUNTING PARTY. By Lucy Foley. A New Year’s reunion in the remote Scottish wilderness with the beautiful one, the tough couple, the volatile one, the new parents, the quiet one, the city boy, and the outsider. One of these friends is a murderer. And one won’t make it out alive. 328 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3910741 WOLF PACK. By C.J. Box. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When game warden Joe Pickett tries to lay down the rules for a wealthy drone operator, he’s asked by the FBI and the DOJ to stand down. Meanwhile, two families are piling in Joe’s district and he begins to fear that the Wolf Pack, four vicious killers working on behalf of the Sinaloa cartel, have arrived. 432 pages. Price Cuts! Pepe. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $20.95

★ 3805085 DOC SAVAGE #46: The Mystic Mullah Terror Takes 7. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil-doers in these two pulp thrillers originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

SOLD OUT

★ 3805069 DOC SAVAGE #44: The Roar of the Dark Avenger. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil-doers in these two thrilling espionage pulp thrillers, originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


★ 3805050 DOC SAVAGE #43: Spook Hole/Three Times a Corpse. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Doc Savage. Collaborating in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


★ 3805115 DOC SAVAGE #49: The Terror in the Navy/Waves of Death. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two spine-tingling pulp classics originally published in 1937. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
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By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1939; plus a 1934 radio thriller published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1938. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Clark Savage. See for yourself in these two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1936. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil-doers in these two thrilling pulp classics originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Clark Savage. See for yourself in these two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1939. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Clark Savage. See for yourself in these two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1936. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Clark Savage. See for yourself in these two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


By Jeff Johnson. 373 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99


By G.W. Jones. Blinded and scarred by a mob acid attack, D.A. Tony Quinn makes the night his weapon as the Black Bat, nemesis of crime in two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1940. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

By N. Daniels & N.W. Page writing as G.W. Jones. Parallelled Batman’s and inspired the origin of Two-Face, they fed up two classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1940. Illus. 120 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


By Jeff Johnson. 373 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99

By G.W. Jones. Blinded and scarred by a mob acid attack, D.A. Tony Quinn makes the night his weapon as the Black Bat, nemesis of crime in two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1940. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


By Jeff Johnson. 373 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99

By G.W. Jones. Blinded and scarred by a mob acid attack, D.A. Tony Quinn makes the night his weapon as the Black Bat, nemesis of crime in two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1940. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


By Jeff Johnson. 373 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99

By G.W. Jones. Blinded and scarred by a mob acid attack, D.A. Tony Quinn makes the night his weapon as the Black Bat, nemesis of crime in two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1940. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


By Jeff Johnson. 373 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99

By G.W. Jones. Blinded and scarred by a mob acid attack, D.A. Tony Quinn makes the night his weapon as the Black Bat, nemesis of crime in two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1940. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
Hardboiled Detectives & Private Eyes

3825574 CAVE OF BONES. By Anne Hillerman. When Tribal Police Officer Bernadette Manuelle questions a local, she's led to a place where a man returned from a hiking experience hours late and traumatized, she learned that Anne stumbled upon something unspeakable while she was lost. And the instructor who hiked in search of her is still missing. 310 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

379484 A BORROWING OF BONES. By Paula Munier. Former military police officer, Mercy Carr and her bomb sniffing dog, Elvis, set out on a walk in the woods in Vermont. But their walk turns into something sinister when Mercy and Elvis discover a squalling baby abandoned near a shallow grave filled with human bones. Now a missing mother must be found and a murder case gone cold must be solved. 430 pages. St. Martin's Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3838274 INTO THE BLACK NOWHERE. By Meg Gardiner. Women are disappearing. One vanishes from a movie theater, another is ripped from her car at a stoplight. Rookie FBI agent Caitlin Hendrix, newly assigned to the FBI's elite Behavioral Analysis Unit, fears that a serial killer is roaming the dark roads of Colorado. She and her partner, Moreau, a chihuahua of cat and mouse with a cunning killer. 352 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

3832902 THE LIMPPOPO ACADEMY OF PRIVATE DETECTION. By Alexander McCall Smith. Precious Ramotswe is a detective in Botswana. Amidst a handful of important cases, Precious is standing up against wealthy and powerful influences to help a charitable matron regain her position. Soon, help arrives from an unexpected visitor; a stranger that has been Precious's distant, dead relative. 576 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $7.99 $2.95

3898615 A DELICATE TOUCH. By Stuart Woods. 312 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00 $8.95

3861341 TROUBLE IS WHAT I DO. By Walter Mosley. 166 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

3780228 THE DEVIL'S OWN GAME. By Anne Hoggett. 334 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 PRICE CUT to $5.95


Female Detectives

3931293 LOOK ALIVE TWENTY-FIVE. By Janet Evanovich. Nothing’s more Jersey than a good deli, and Red River Deli in Trenton is the best. The trouble is the last three managers have vanished. Stephanie Plum, Jersey girl and bounty hunter extraordinaire, is stepping into the manager’s shoes. But if she intends to avoid disappearing, she needs to find out who took the glorious victory. 352 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3909716 DEAD TO RIGHTS. By J.A. Jance. A woman is killed on her nineteenth birthday begins as a fun field trip, turns serious when two rare hyacinth macaws go missing. 357 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3939214 THE GLASS ROOM. By Ann Cleeves. Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope is not one to make friends easily, but her hippie neighbors keep her well supplied in home brew and conversation. But when one of them goes missing, her path leads her to more than a missing friend. 375 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3899594 THE FORBIDDEN DOOR. By Dean Koontz. She was one of the FBI’s top agents until she became the nation’s most wanted fugitive, a hate group’s most dynamic member becoming a devastated widow. Now Jane Hawk may be all that stands between a free nation and its enslavement by a powerful secret society’s terrifying mind control technology. 466 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95

3870304 PAW OF THE JUNGLE. By Diane Kelly. The weather is beautiful, work is slow, and her canine could use a walk. What better day for a stroll with her canine who’s been staring death in the face. It followed her back to her hometown of Winchester, Tennessee. In investigating the mysterious deaths of her friends, Rowan has unearthed enough family secrets to bury everything she’s previously thought true. But each shocking discovery has led to only more questions. 344 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3885380 THE DARKNESS WE HIDE. By Debra Webb. For months. Dr. Rowan Dupont has been staring death in the face. It followed her back to her hometown of Winchester, Tennessee. In investigating the mysterious deaths of her friends, Rowan has unearthed enough family secrets to bury everything she’s previously thought true. But each shocking discovery has led to only more bodies and more questions. 344 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/834
**200641X THE GUESTS ON SOUTH BATTERY.** By Karen White. With her maternity leave at its end, Melanie is less than thrilled to return to work, especially when she’s awakened by a phone call with no voice on the other end—and the uneasy feeling that the ghostly apparitions that have stayed silent for more than a year are about to invade her life once more. 337 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. **$5.95**

**3774791 PARISH.** By Lisa Black. In a mansion on the outskirts of Cleveland, the founder of Sterling Financial is found dead and lying in a pool of blood. To crack the case, Maggie and Jack will have to infiltrate the underworld world of high stakes finance. But every employee at Sterling Financial is hellbent on making a killing. 383 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. **$3.95**

**382912X BROTHER PLACES.** By Tracy Clark. Cassie Ranger, private eye, is taking just enough work to pay the bills. When the only father figure she has ever known, Father Ray, asks her to look into a spate of vandalism at his church, she readily agrees. But when she finds Father Ray’s murdered body, her instincts tell her this isn’t just a burglary gone away, and she intends to see justice done. 361 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. **$4.95**

**5735297 SPEAKING IN BONES.** By Kathy Reichs. Professionally, Temperance Brennan knows exactly what to do—test, analyze, identify. Her work is her life. But what about her personal life? Is she lucky enough to have a case slighted, wondering how to answer police detective Andrew Ryan’s marriage proposal? But the matter of matrimony takes a backseat when an amateur explosives, the headlines tell a tale of death and destruction. It doesn’t take long for Lieutenant Eve Dallas to confirm that case—that case, whose BFF is Mia—at the time she’s supposed to perform her duties as maid of honor—only to be found DOA! 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. **$4.95**

**3834514 DOWN THE AISLE WITH MURDER.** By Auralee Wallace. Some wedding stories are so bizarre that you can’t even make them up. Take Eric’s wedding, a charity event, and a young girl being imprisoned and terrorized. Book Club Edition. 302 pages. Bantam. Orig. Pub. at $28.00. **$4.95**

**2964171 LEVERAGE IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. When marketing VP Paul Rogan walks into a Manhattan office building strapped with explosives, the headlines tell a tale of death and destruction. It doesn’t take long for Lieutenant Eve Dallas to confirm that case—that case, whose BFF is Mia—at the time she’s supposed to perform her duties as maid of honor—only to be found DOA! 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. **$4.95**

**★ 5905399 APPRENTICE IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. The shots came quickly, silently, and with deadly accuracy. Private Investigator Nikki Griffin likes to teach men who have hurt the women they claim to love a lesson. To teach them what it feels like to be hurt and helpless, so she can be sure that their victims are safe from them forever. But when she intervenes in one case, she finds herself trying hard to stay alive. 326 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**3846226 SAVE ME FROM DANGEROUS MEN.** By S.A. Leclue. Private Investigator Nikki Griffin likes to teach men who have hurt the women they claim to love a lesson. To teach them what it feels like to be hurt and helpless, so she can be sure that their victims are safe from them forever. But when she intervenes in one case, she finds herself trying hard to stay alive. 326 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**386426X TOO CLOSE TO BREATHE.** By Olivia Kiernan. Eleanor Costello is found hanging from a tree. The autopsy reveals murder. Soon Detective Superintendent Frankie Sheehan’s tenacity and determination comes chagrined. She can’t help but feel that something doesn’t fit. And when another woman is found murdered, Frankie knows that unraveling Eleanor’s life is the only way to find the murderer. 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. **$4.95**

**2964593 THE DEAD RUNNER.** By M.C. Beaton. As the bell-ringers get ready for the visit of the dashing Bishop of Oxford, Kenilworth, the whole village of Thirk Magna is thrown into a frenzy. Meanwhile, Agatha convinces one of the bell-ringers, the charming Julian, to help her investigate the mystery of the bishop’s ex-fiancée, who was reported missing and her necklace was never found. SHOPMORPH. 258 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. **$7.95**

**3816834 SUNRISE HIGHWAY.** By Peter Blauner. When the relentless Lourdes Robles, a young Latina NYPD detective steps in to track a serial killer, she discovers a deep and sinister web of connections between the victims and the most powerful political figures in the region, including the chief of police. 338 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99. **$4.95**

**6816169 DOWN A DARK ROAD.** By Linda Castillo. News of a murderer on the loose travel fast, putting Chief of Police Kate Burkholder on edge. When this “fallen” Amish man takes his five children hostage, Kate makes contact with him. All he wants is for her to prove his innocence in the murder of his wife. Kate is skeptical, but she begins to look at the evidence—and it doesn’t line up. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. **$3.95**

**3815569 NO MERCY.** By Joanna Schaffhausen. Police officer Ellery Hathaway is on involuntary leave from her job because she shot a murderer in cold blood and refuses to apologize for it. Ellery has higher priorities, and ignores all the warnings. Instead she starts digging around in everyone’s past but her own, a move that could put her in even more danger than she’s already in. When a secret comes back to haunt her, she’s forced to protect herself and expose the truth. 343 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**3924149 HER DEADLY SECRETS.** By Laura Griffin. After an attempt is made on her life, P.I. Kira Vance launches her own investigation, hoping to uncover the answers that have eluded the police. But as Kira’s hunt for clues becomes more and more perilous, she realizes that she alone may hold the key to finding a vicious murderer. 406 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. **$6.95**

**3925854 HER DEADLY SECRETS.** By Laura Griffin. After an attempt is made on her life, P.I. Kira Vance launches her own investigation, hoping to uncover the answers that have eluded the police. But as Kira’s hunt for clues becomes more and more perilous, she realizes that she alone may hold the key to finding a vicious murderer. 354 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. **$4.95**

**3817938 K STREET.** By M.A. Lawson. It’s been almost a year since Kay Hamilton was fired from the DEA for going rogue. Since then, she’s been employed by the Callahan Group, a covert intelligence agency based in Washington, D.C. Questioning their legitimacy, she arrives to tender her resignation only to find her boss dead on the toilet. Before he slips into a coma, he whispers the name: NSA. 285 pages. Blue Blazes. **SOLD OUT**

**6855918 KILLER LOOK.** By Linda Fairstein. High fashion means high stakes, as Alex Cooper quickly discovers when businessman and designer Wolf Schreiber is found dead—of a apparent suicide. Ten days before the biggest show of his career. When the man’s daughter insists that his death was murder, Alex is determined to uncover the grime—and the Brass avenges beneath the Little Big. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00. **$4.95**

**3899977 MISS KOPP JUST WOULDN’T QUIT.** By Amy Stewart. While transporting a woman to an insane asylum, Deputy Constance Kopp discovers something deeply troubling about her story. But before she can investigate further, another inmate-bound for the asylum breaks free and tries to escape. 300 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$9.95**
Female Detectives

3873404 HEARTS OF THE MISSING. By Carol Potenza. When a young woman linked to a list of missing Fire-Sky tribal members commits suicide, Firebird reporter Lark Stormshoe Washington molests, assigned to the case, uncovers a threat that strikes at the very heart of what it means to be a Fire-Sky Native. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.  $4.95

3817032 THE WIDOWS. By Jess Montgomery. Kinship, Ohio, 1924. When Lily Ross learns that her husband, Daniel, the town’s widely respected journalist and father of her three boys, has vanished, she begins to question everything she’s ever known about him—and herself. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99.  SOLD OUT

376897X DEAD FIREFLY. By Victoria Houston. With one man dead, evidence of bushfire properties being stolen from elderly owners, and an attempted sexual assault, chief investigator Lew Ferris deputies Doc Osborne and his skilled tracker neighbor to help with the investigations. They think they’re working in a strange place, but things get a lot more complicated. 198 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.  $4.95

6903150 SHATTERED. By Allison Brennan. Over a span of twenty years, four boys have been kidnapped from their bedrooms, surgically altered, and buried in a shallow grave. For their own personal reasons, investigative reporter Maxine Revere and FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid team up to solve the case. Soon they discover the killer is still out there stalking another victim and they may be too late. 372 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99.  SOLD OUT

3834425 CAGED. By Ellison Cooper. During the investigation of a brutal murder, clues emerge connecting the murders to FBI special agent Sayre Sayer’s past. Now the stakes are personal, and the deeper Sayer is drawn into the deadly web, the more she believes she is the only one who can uncover the killer’s identity. 358 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.  $4.95

3765318 THE DARKNESS. By Ragnar Jonasson. The body of a young Russian woman washed up on a remote Icelandic beach. She came looking for safety, but instead she found a watery grave. A hasty police investigation declares death by suicide, but as the case is quietly closed, Detective Inspector Hulda of the Reykjavik police force decides to take one last case before retiring, convinced the young woman was murdered. 318 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.  $12.95

3795578 NOW YOU SEE THEM. By Elly Griffiths. When an investigation into a string of disappearance girls starts, former detective Emma Stephens sees her chance to get back in the action after marriage and children. She begins her new hunt, determined to prove that she’s better than the boys. 354 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.  $11.95

389711A A BAD DAY FOR SUNSHINE. By Darynda Jones. Del Sol, New Mexico, is known for three things: its “fly an egg on the cement” summers, strong cups of coffee, and now, a nationwide manhunt. Sunshine Vicram has returned to town as the elected sheriff and she is finding herself knee-deep in drama and danger. 390 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.  $21.95

3839338 SEVENTH GRAVE AND NO BODY. By Darynda Jones. Part-time private investigator and full-time Grim Reaper, Charley Davidson could use a vacation. But first she has some family business. Her father has disappeared, and as Charley retraces his last steps, she begins to question everything she’s ever known about him—and herself. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.  SOLD OUT

LIMITED QUANTITY 3910369 NEVER TELL. By Lisa Gardner. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A man is dead, shot three times in his home office. But his computer has been shot twice before—and when the cops arrive, his pregnant wife is holding the gun. Detective D.D. Warren arrives on the scene and recognizes the woman. Unfortunately D.D. is about to discover that in this case, the truth will be a devilishly elusive thing. 523 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99.  SOLD OUT


3834476 THE DARK SIDE OF TOWN. By Sasscer Hill. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.  $4.95


3820351 PARADOX. By Catherine Coulter. 434 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.99.  SOLD OUT

2866828 THE INNOCENTS. By Ace Atkins. 382 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.  $4.95


2864937 DARK IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.  $7.95


2892634 A GATHERING OF SECRETS. By Linda Castillo. SHOPWORN. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.  $3.95


2997274 MURDER IN RED: Murder, She Wrote. By J. Fletcher & J. Lant. 304 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.00.  $17.95


2844850 ROBERT B. PARKER’S BLOOD FEUD. By Mike Lupica. 325 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00.  $9.95


3831175 FALLOUT. By Sara Paretsky. 433 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99.  $6.95

3741117 A PANICKED PREMONITION. By Victoria Laurie. 353 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.00.  SOLD OUT

Amateur Sleuths

5802334 THE GHOST AND MRS. FLETCHER: Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher et al. Clifford Cooper is convinced he’s about to die, and he wants to get his affairs in order. He can’t help his mother’s friend, Jessica Fletcher tries to get to the bottom of the mystery. 294 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.  LIMITED QUANTITY 3907651 LUCKY YOU. By Carl Haasen. JoLayne Luck lives in a town infamous for its suspicious miracles, but she’s still elated when her lottery numbers finally pay off big—$28 million to be exact. When two million wannabes swipe her ticket, she enlists an off the rails newspaperman to help dig up the facts. 452 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.  SOLD OUT

3758060 HOW TO KNIT A MURDER. By Sally Goldenbaum. The Seaside Knitters help the enigmatic handywoman, Rose, settle into town and find work at a real estate company. They prove she can fix anything, until a potential homebuyer is killed and entrepreneur Spencer Paxton is found dead, and she soon becomes entangled in murder. Now the Seaside Knitters must swap their knitting for sleuthing. 286 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.  $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/834
**Amateur Sleuths**

**★ 386857X THE BODY IN THE WAKE.** By Katherine Hall Page. It's a hot summer on Maine's Sanpere Island, and Faith Fairchild is surprisingly unencumbered with family. But between keeping her friend Sophie's spirits up and Sophie's daughter Pix's blood pressure down, Faith has her hands full—and that's before the body appears in the Lily Pond. Faith must once again put on her sleuthing hat to get some answers. 327 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

**★ 3884503 A FATAL YARN.** By Peggy Ehrhart. When Arborsville, New Jersey's town mayor—whose supports cutting down trees in town so they don't interfere with the popular town fire—dies, murder is immediately suspected. Amelia Paterson and her Knit and Nibble club must clear the name of one of their own knitters when he's accused of the murder. 323 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

**★ 3908534 MURDER IN GALWAY.** By Carlene O'Connor. Arriving in Ireland with her mam's ashes, Tara visits her mother's estranged brother Johnny Meehan, only to find the body of a dead man in a pool of blood. As Tara tries to find Johnny, the police's number one suspect, and solve the murder of Sheila's old high school rival, Caskie Lemon-Hogg, the BFFs Liddy and Mona try to clear her mother Sheila's name in the make-or-break case and a local cop hunts for a cruel. A tough-minded investigator on her first, and a friendly orange cat. The only thing that they have in common is that neither is paying attention. 283 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

**★ LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 3910377 NO CATS ALLOWED.** By Miranda James. When Athena College's abrasive new library director is taken out of circulation, it's up to librarian Charlie Harris and his Maine Coon cat Diesel to read between the lines before Charlie's friend Melba is shelved under "G" for guilty. 275 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Pub. at $26.00

SOLD OUT

**★ 3879232 DEATH OF A KITCHEN DIVA.** By Lee Hollis. Food writer Hayley Powell is about to find out the occasional murder can take a bite out of the seaside bliss in Bar Harbor, Maine. When rival food writer Susie Appleyard is found dead in a bowl of Haley's creamy clam chowder, all signs point to Hayley. To clear her name, she'll have to enlist some help from her BFFs. 344 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95


SOLD OUT

**★ 3884457 DEATH OF A BLUEBERRY TART.** By Lee Hollis. Food and cocktails columnist Hayley Powell teams up with her BFFs Liddy and Mary to clear the name of one of thei r own knitters when he's accused of the murder of Sheila's old high school rival, Caskie Lemon-Hogg. The race is on to find out who served Caskie her just desserts. 310 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

SOLD OUT

$5.95

**★ 6538630 NIGHT SINS.** By Tami Hoag. A young woman's body is found on the outhouse steps of an abandoned Minnesota town. There are no clues—or only a note, cleverly taunting, casually cruel. A tough-minded investigator on her first, and a familiar orange cat. The only thing that they have in common is that neither is paying attention. 540 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

SOLD OUT

$5.95

**★ 3878678 ENGAGED IN DEATH.** By Stephanie Blackmoore. After dumping her cheating fiance and conning the wedding, Lucy Walters, the Lutheran minister, face down in a plate of Devil's Food Cake, it will take some sleuthing to sift out the killer. But Hannah is sure of one thing—even the most half-baked murder plot can be oh so deadly! 341 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

**★ 3829176 A CASE OF BIER.** By Mary Daheim. After a busy summer, Judith McMonigle Flynn, owner of the popular Hillside Manor B&B—and amateur sleuth—needs a break. Her husband Joe makes plans for a relaxing vacation in the Canadian Rockies. But things go awry when Judith realizes her fellow guests have a different kind of getaway in their devious minds. 327 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

**★ 3909405 A SLOW BURN.** By Elizabeth Penney. After an extravagant honeymoon, bakery owner Hannah Swensen comes home to Lake Eden, she bakes up a supply of their namesake confections to welcome them. But tragedy strikes when their tour bus overturns, and keyboard player Buddy Neumann's injuries turn deadly serious! Someone has plunged scissors into his chest. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

**★ 6803814 BANANA CREAM PIE MURDER.** By Joanne Fluke. After an extravagant honeymoon, bakery owner Hannah Swensen comes home to Lake Eden, she bakes up a supply of their namesake confections to welcome them. But tragedy strikes when their tour bus overturns, and keyboard player Buddy Neumann's injuries turn deadly serious! Someone has plunged scissors into his chest. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

**★ 6957722 ENGLISH TEA MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Lucy Stone finds herself looking for the killer of the new librarian in Tinker's Cove. The search takes her from Hayden Norcross's elegant antique shop to Conery Clark's chic kitchen and into the curious lifestyles and shocking secrets of Tinker's Cove's most solid citizens. 268 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

**★ LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 3879097 BACK TO SCHOOL MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Lucy Stone is hot on the trail of a clever killer and the foul mouthed school siren who must uncover a surprising amount of sleuthing skills. 283 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

SOLD OUT

$5.95

**★ 381596X HEMS & HOMICIDE.** By Elizabeth Penney. Iris and her grandmother Annie's shop, Ruffles & Bows, is set to include all the latest and vintage linen fashions, a studio for sewing groups, and a weekly orange cat. The only thing that they were not planning to have on the property? A skeleton in the basement. Enlisting the help of her old high-school crush and her BFF, Iris pieces together an intriguing investigation. 275 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

SOLD OUT

$5.95

**★ 298945X DEVILS FOREVER.** By Laura Childs. Tea shop owner Theodosia Browning's life heats up when a gala at the jewelry store serves up heists and homicide along side her herbal teas. 307 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Pub. at $10.99

SOLD OUT

$5.95

**★ 6706592 BLUEBERRY MUFFIN MURDER.** By Joanne Fluke. Preparations are under way in Hannah Swensen's popular shop, The Cookie Jar, to bake up a storm for the Winter Carnival. Next thing Hannah knows, her popular police have declared her kitchen a crime scene and off limits after the discovery of TV cooking show sweetheart Connie Mac's body. 320 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

**★ 6707238 DEVIL'S FOOD CAKE MURDER.** By Joanne Fluke. When Hannah Swensen sees that the Cinnamon Roll Six jazz band will be playing in Lake Eden, she bakes up a supply of their namesake confections to welcome them. But tragedy strikes when their tour bus overturns, and keyboard player Buddy Neumann's injuries turn deadly serious! Someone has plunged scissors into his chest. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

**★ 6959725 CINNAMON ROLL MURDER.** By Joanne Fluke. When Hannah Swensen sees that the Cinnamon Roll Six jazz band will be playing in Lake Eden, she bakes up a supply of their namesake confections to welcome them. But tragedy strikes when their tour bus overturns, and keyboard player Buddy Neumann's injuries turn deadly serious! Someone has plunged scissors into his chest. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95
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AUNT DIMITY & THE BURIED TREASURE. By Nancy Atherton. While exploring the attic in her cottage near the small village of Finch, Lori finds a gold and garnet bracelet—a relic of a doomed romance in Aunt Dimity’s past. In trying to return the bracelet, Lori discovers an unexpected link between recently unearthed buried treasure and the treasure buried in Aunt Dimity’s heart. 230 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00

TRUMPET OF DEATH. By Cynthia Riggs. When 92-year-old poet-sleuth Victoria Trumbull shows Zack a Martha’s Vineyard manuscript she calls his “black trumpet death,” he plots to use it to eliminate his girlfriend, Samantha. But when the mushrooms end up on Samantha’s daddy’s dinner table, it seems a roomful of diners could go first. 295 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

THE POMERANIAN ALWAYS LOOKS BOTH WAYS. By J.C. Martin. The day after Lee Barrett’s new bureau is act fast to clear his name. 313 pages.

SUGAR AND VICE. By Eve Calder. A skeleton has been discovered in the back yard of Kate McGuire’s best friend Maxie’s house. Could the remains belong to Sir George Bly, the legendary toucan itself. 304 pages. St. Martin’s.

MURDER MAKES SCENTS. By Carol J. Perry. The day after Lee Barrett’s new bureau is act fast to clear his name. 313 pages.

TOUCAN KEEP A SECRET. By Mollie Cox Bryan. The tourist season is winding down in Busman’s Harbor, Maine, but Julia Snowden senses trouble simmering for the Snowden Family Clambake Company. When the dead body of an upscale competitor is found beneath a lobsterman’s boat, Julia’s brother-in-law is labeled suspect number one, and Julia needs to use all her investigative gifts to find the truth about what happened. 356 pages. St. Martin’s.

THE LOCH NESS PAPERS. By Paige Turner. When the IRS is tasked with assisting the border patrol in finding illegal immigrants, Tara finds herself at odds. She must investigate Brett, her old flame, whose landscaping business is pumping such illegal labor. Tara can’t convince her new romantic partner, Nick, that she doesn’t still carry a torch for Brett. 311 pages. St. Martin’s.

DEAD AS A DOOR KNOCKER. By Diane Kelly. When Maxi finds a gold and garnet bracelet—alongside the body of a murdered clambake owner on Cabe Stone, a new employee of the Snowden Family Clambake Company. Owner Julia Snowden doesn’t believe Cabe did it and is cooking up a proper investigation. But this killer knows all the tricks to help her find the truth about what happened. 356 pages. St. Martin’s.
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**Amateur Sleuths**

**6823688 FALLING TO PIECES.** By Vannetta Chapman. Deborah Yoder needs to sell her quilts. Callie Harper has reluctantly inherited her aunt’s quilting store. Under is Amish and the married mother of five. Callie is English and single. They form an unlikely partnership, and when confronted with a deadly mystery they decide to work together to catch a killer, 326 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**SOLD OUT**

**385969X PIES BEFORE GUYS.** By Kirsten Weiss. A poetry slam at a bakery? Why not! But the evening ends on a sour note when the guest poet is found murdered mere moments after being accused of plagiarism. Much to Detective Carmichael’s consternation, Val decides to investigate his death before Pie Town’s reputation crumbles. 316 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**295009X MURDER WITH FRIED CHICKEN AND WAFFLES.** By A.L. Herbert. Halia Watkins has her hands full cooking, hosting and keeping her young cousin, Wavonne, from getting too savvy with the customers at Mabley’s Sweet Tea. Quickly talking and annoying entrepreneur Marcus Rand turns up dead in the kitchen after hours, and Halia will have to serve up the killer before her extended family, including her niece Cat, who’s moving herself generally unpopular, in the pursuit of justice. 361 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2794829 WAGGING THROUGH THE SNOW.** By Laurien Berenson. Looking for a little peace from her busy life this Christmas, Melanie Travis instead finds herself involved in investigating a murder. She and Aunt Peg must run through a flurry of likely suspects and muzzle a dogged reporter in time—before she’ll be next. Nicole’s deadly list. 196 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**2976684 RAINING CATS & DOGS.** By Laurien Berenson. Melanie Travis has her hands full these days, what with adding a husband and three more dogs to the family far too even-handedly. As she begins obedience training for her dog Faith is a welcome distraction, Val decides to investigate his death before Pie Town’s reputation crumbles. 316 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2977354 IMITATION OF DEATH.** By Cheryl Crane. When the body of a spoiled, violent party-boy turns up dead in the kitchen after hours, and Halia will have to serve up the killer before her extended family, including her niece Cat, who’s moving herself generally unpopular, in the pursuit of justice. 361 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2111159 TERROR IN TUFFETA.** By Maria Cooper. Wedding planning is hours away from wrapping up her latest job when one of the bridesmaids collapses into a floral arrangement. But she hasn’t fainted—she’s dead. When the bride’s sister is arrested for murder, Kelsey has no choice but to find the truth. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**SOLD OUT**

**3773795 MULCH ABO UT MURDER.** By Edith Maxwell. As organic farmer Cam Flaherty waits for much needed rain, storm clouds of mystery begins to gather in Dallas, and the murder of her neighbor, the once proud owner of the town’s new hydroponic greenhouse. As suspects keep sprouting up, Cam must move quickly before the killer strikes again. 310 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3866890 RING IN THE YEAR WITH MURDER.** By Aurelie Wallace. It’s been a tough year for Erica Bloom and with hours left on the clock and a killer crashing a New Year’s Eve party, it’s not over yet. Erica has until midnight to clear the man she loves and maybe win him back. That’s if the killer doesn’t pop the cork again. 297 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3790185 AUNTIE POLDI AND THE VINEYARDS OF ETNA.** By Mario Giordano. When Prosecco-loving Auntie Poldi retired to Sicily from Germany, she never dreamed her busy days would be interrupted by murder. But Auntie Poldi finds herself honor-bound to solve the disappearance of her beloved (and cute) handyman. She soon finds a body in the vineyard, tangled with the Mafia, relatives and herself generally unpopular, in the pursuit of justice. 361 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00

**3729516 WONTOR TERROR.** By Vivien Chien. When one of the proprietors of Wonton Wheels turns up dead, Lana Lee assumes the role of amateur sleuth, when it’s beginning to look more like murder and nothing like an unfortunate accident. As she begins to unwrap layers of disturbing secrets, will Lana be able to solve this crime, or has she jumped from the frying pan into the fire? 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3864464 EGG DROP DEAD.** By Vivien Chien. It was supposed to be a fancy, intimate dinner party by the pool. Instead, Lana Lee’s first-ever catering event turns into full-course madness when a domestic worker is found dead. Now it’s up to Lana to lead her investigation, digitally and in real life, into a world of secrets involving her host’s earlier life in China. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3771929 ANTIQUES SWAP.** By Barbara Allan. While Brandy and her mom Vivian are finishing the pilot for their show, they become unwitting players in a deadly small town soap opera. With the help of their sleuthing sifu Toshi, they must trap a remorseless killer—before he casts them as his next victims. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3834522 DRESSED FOR DEATH IN BURGUNDY.** By Susan C. Shea. When Katherine Chôtel stumbles across a dead body in the world of secrets involving her host’s earlier life in China. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3707210 KILLER KNOTS.** By Nancy J. Cohen. Marla Shore is looking forward to a leisurely cruise with her fiancé Dalton. But after finding a threatening note stuck in her cabin door, she’s on high alert, searching for the truth before she’s next. A remorseless killer—before he casts them as his next victims. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3908553 PULP FRICTION.** By Julie Anne Lindsey. When Winnie’s cider shop at Smythe Orchard is plagued with a wedding event that goes off the rails, ex, Hank, is caught in an argument with the groom. Soon the groom turns up dead, apparently hit by the honeymoon getaway car, and Hank is the main suspect. Now Hank is on the run, and it’s up to Winnie to get the truth. 328 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

**SOLD OUT**

**389925X THE RIGHT ATTITUDE TO RAIN.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Isabel Dalhousie can’t help doing a little sleuthing when her cousin Mimi arranges an Edinburgh wedding for old friend Jenny Joe, as she has to sort through the feelings of her extended family, including her niece Cat, who’s falling for the wrong man. 278 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

*See more titles at erhbc.com/834*
2989026 OF GRAVE CONCERN. By Max McCoy. The Civil War is over, and many young widows have turned to spiritualism to contact their husbands on "the other side." Published in the Old West, legends abound, and so do witnesses. But that won't stop psychic turned detective Ophelia Wyld from finding fresh graves, digging up clues, and catching wanted criminals with a hand from the dead. 266 pages. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

3739597 THE GRAVE'S A FINE AND PRIVATE PLACE. By Alan Bradley. In the wake of an unthinkable family tragedy, twelve-year-old Flavia de Luce is struggling to fill her empty days. While oceans apart, a prisoner from Alcatraz, and San Francisco PD inspector Carlos Romero's cousin is uniform of a former prisoner from Alcatraz, and San Francisco PD inspector Carlos Romero's cousin is kidnapped, Lily suspects something dangerous has happened. 331 pages. Delacorte. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00.

659362X THRICE THE BRINDED CAT HATH MORD. By Leslie Meier et al. Novels. Tricks and treats keep Hannah and her bffs busy. But one of the riders turns up missing, her presence on the hunt having been controversial, so a search for her body is imminent. 369 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.


3842916 REPORT FOR MURDER/COMMON MURDER. By Val McDermid. Novels. In Report for Murder, we meet self proclaimed "cynical socialist lesbian feminist journalist" Lindsay Gordon as she investigates the murder of a self proclaimed "cynical socialist lesbian feminist journalist." Lindsay Gordon as she investigates the murder of a magazine managing editor. However, in County Cork, things are rarely as they seem, and some dark, bottled-up family secrets run deep—and should never be unco red. 464 pages. Grove. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00.


★ 3735524 HAUNTED HOUSE MURDER. By Leslie Meier et al. Novels. When Tess and Novely are invited to keep the Halloween spirit alive in coastal Maine, But this year the haunted house theme is getting carried a little too far in this trio of Halloween tales that include Haunted House Murder by Leslie Meier, Death by Haunted House by Joan Collins; and Haunted House by Barbara Ross. 321 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ 3864516 DEATH IN AVIGNON. By Serena Kent. Reunitedly drawn into a murder investigation in Provence, Penelope Kite discovers that not only is her ex-boyfriend a jealous, poisonous, and dangerous rival, she has also been unco red. And with dashing art dealers to charm, patisseries to resist, and her own friends under suspicion, she will need to draw upon all her sleuthing talents to find the truth. 339 pages. Harper. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

★ 3873269 DEATH IN PROVENCE. By Serena Kent. It's love at first sight when Penelope Kite sees Le Chant d'Eau the "Song of Water" stone farmhouse in Provence. But her dreams of an adventurous life there didn't include a corpse floating in her pool. To find answers, Penelope must carefully navigate between her estate agent, the chief of police, and the devilishly handsome chief inspector. 350 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99.

★ 3733297 A CURIO KILLING. By Mary Ellen Hughes. Callie is looking forward to her first Keepsake Cove spring festival. But her excitement is considerably when her ex-boyfriend, Hank, will be performing with one of the bands. But when the band's manager is found dead, killed with the music box Hank bought at Callie's shop–she gets hopelessly caught in a murder to uncover the truth. 256 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

★ 284267X HOMEROW E HOUND. By Rita Mae Brown. As winter deepens over the Blue Ridge Mountains, even the threat of snowstorms can't derail this year's Christmas pageant. As long as Sister Jane has a saying. But one of the riders turns up missing, his presence on the hunt having been controversial, so a search for his body is imminent. 363 pages. Delacorte. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ 3152022 MURDER AT THE MANSION. By Sheila Connolly. When Maura's mother finds herself in the middle of a murder investigation, and the key suspect, Maura must leave no stone unturned to clear her mother's name and uncover the fragmented relationship. However, in County Cork, things are rarely as they seem, and some dark, bottled-up family secrets run deep—and should never be unco red. 346 pages. Grove. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00.


★ 3877155 MURDER AT THE MANOR. By Sheila Connolly. Katherine Hamilton is asked by her hometown to help restore an old Victorian mansion. As Kate is touring the property she finds her high school nemesis, zombie killer, murdered on the property. Kate finds herself juggling the murder investigation and her fascination with the old mansion which has hidden mysteries. 328 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.


★ 3707573 HOMEWARD HOUND. By Rita Mae Brown. As winter deepens over the Blue Ridge Mountains, even the threat of snowstorms can't derail this year's Christmas pageant. As long as Sister Jane has a saying. But one of the riders turns up missing, his presence on the hunt having been controversial, so a search for his body is imminent. 363 pages. Delacorte. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.


**Missing Person Mysteries**

3985710 BREAKER'S REEF. By Terri Blackstock. The murders of teenage girls on Cape Refuge perfectly mirrors the brutal crime scenes in resident mystery writer Marcus Gibson’s novels. In a race against time, Police Chief Cade and Blair Owens search for the killer before another murder parallels a scene in one of Gibson’s stories. 329 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $4.95

3868640 OVER THE LINE. By Kelly Irvin. Against her better judgment, Gabriella turns to her former fiancé, homicide detective Eli Cavazos for help in finding her missing brother. When she receives a cryptic text from her brother’s cell phone, she realizes she is in deep, and may be dragging Eli down with her. 336 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

★ 6902693 LESS THAN A TREASON. By Dana Stabenow. Two thousand people go missing in Alaska every year. Now a geologist known for going walkabout with his rock hammer has disappeared from the Suululag Mine in the Park. Was it deliberate? Foul play? Kate Shugak may be the only person who can find out. For the fact that Kate, too, is now among the missing. 310 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

3898020 AND THEN YOU WERE GONE. By R.J. Jacobs. When Emily Firestone uncovers evidence suggesting that her boyfriend Finn was murdered, the investigation throws her into override, even as she becomes a person of interest in her own personal tragedy. To clear her name, Emily must find the truth—but can she hold on to her own sanity in the process? 278 pages. Harper. Paperback. $4.95

3846229 PARIS BY THE BOOK. By Liam Callanan. 353 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95


★ 3285183 WALTZ INTO DARKNESS. By Corneli Woolrich. 342 pages. Penzler. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


6866115 FALL FROM GRACE. By Tim Weaver. 408 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00 $14.95


**Courtroom Dramas**

★ 3890007 COURT OF LIES. By Gerry Spence. Lillian is going on trial for the murder of her wealthy husband and before Judge John Murray. The protrucutor, Haskins Sewell, is consumed by political ambition. He plans to advance his own career by framing Lillian for first-degree murder and by railroading the judge into prison. 494 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3919900 CHOSEN PEOPLE. By Robert Whittle. When a woman is killed during a terrorist attack in Jerusalem, a Christian Arab Israeli lawyer teams up with a young Jewish lawyer and an Arab investigator, to pursue a lawsuit on behalf of the woman’s family under the U.S. Anti-Terrorism laws. 435 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95


**Thrillers**

3806150 CORRUPTED. By Lisa Scottoline. 424 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3917770 THE CRUSH. By Sandra Brown. Being stalked by the notorious hitman Ricky Lozada, Red Newton forms an uneasy alliance with an adult Threadgill, a rogue detective with his own personal vendetta against Lozada. Wick has nothing to lose by confronting a killer who strikes so quickly that Renie may never see it coming. 421 pages. Putnam. Central. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

2878623 TWO KINDS OF TRUTH. By Michael Connelly. Harry Bosch, working cold cases for the San Fernando Police Department is called to investigate a murder of two pharmacists. Meanwhile, a long imprisoned killer claims Harry framed him and has evidence to prove it. The two cases wind around each other like barbed wire, and Harry discovers that there are two kinds of truths.

402 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY**

3927423 PRETTY GIRLS. By Karin Slaughter. It’s been more than twenty years since Claire and Lydia last spoke. Neither has recovered from the disappearance of their sister Julia two decades earlier. The shocking murder of Claire’s husband brings the sisters together in a wary truce, as they unearth the secrets that destroyed their family. 418 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3927156 THE AU PAIR. By Emma Rouss. Seraphine and her twin brother, Danny, were born in the middle of summer at their family’s estate on the Norfolk coast. Within hours of their birth, their mother threw herself from the cliffs. Now an adult, Seraphine is going through her deceased father’s belongings and uncovers a family photograph that raises dangerous questions. 360 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3864659 THE REDEEMERS. By Ace Atkins. It’s New Year’s Eve. Sheriff Colson’s last night on the job after being voted out of office, thanks to county kingpin Johnny Stagg. Should he leave a trail of bodies behind and carry Stagg down for good? 382 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY**

3806235 THE BROKEN PLACES. By Ace Atkins. Mississippi sheriff Quinn Colson is already trying to keep the peace in Jericho with the return of a controversial pardoned killer. More trouble is on the way in the form of some escaped convicts who think their hidden loot is still in the stolen. And to up the ante considerably, a tornado hits town. 385 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

3833055 THE LYING GAME. By Ruth Ware. Four girls were best friends at Salten, a second rate boarding school. They were notorious for playing the Lying Game. But their little game had consequences. Now as grown women, the four convene in present day Salten, they realize their shared past was not as safely buried as they had once hoped. 382 pages. Scout. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95

3928438 QUARRY’S EX. By Max Allan Collins. Even the enigmatic hit man called Quarry had to start somewhere. And for that, was the day he returned from the dead to find his young wife alive. He’d killed plenty overseas, so killing her lover was no big deal. 224 pages. Hard Case. Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/834
3886521 FIELD OF VALOR. By Matthew Betley. When a deadly global conspiracy comes to light, the president of the United States requests former Marine Logan West form a covert task force with the mission to dismantle a nameless enemy. 388 pages. Emily Bestler Books. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3885424 WHITE PLAGUE. By James Abel. In the remote waters of the Arctic Ocean, a small, unstable nation-state in Eastern Europe is targeting the squad itself. 372 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3873809 SLIDE. By K. Bruen & J. Starr. Max Fisher used to run a computer company, Angela Petrosak was his assistant and mistress. But that when they are dealing with a mastermind—who hopes to probe into the family’s history of dark secrets, jealous siblings, gold-digging girlfriends, and blackmail, the cleaner it becomes that Hardy has a large target painted on his back. 293 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.99

3810261 THE MAX. By K. Bruen & J. Starr. When last we saw Max Fisher and Angela Petrosak, Max was being arrested by the NYPD for drug trafficking and Angela was fleeing the country in the wake of a brutal murder. Now both are headed for eye-opening encounters with the law—Max in the cell blocks of Attica, Angela in a quaint little prison on the Greek island of Lesbos. 220 pages. Hard Case Crime. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

3829474 THE BOMB MAKER. By Thomas Perry. A threat is called into the LAPD Bomb Squad and when tragedy ensues, the fragmented unit turns to Dick Slahi, a former Bomb Squad commander who now operates his own private security company. It quickly becomes clear to the master terrorist responsible. With help from a clandestine military history. FBI agent Donna Zamora is manning the bureau’s information hotline. Their storylines intersect when there’s a crackdown on the strip club, and Joe is arrested. When they meet, they are launched into a dangerous game of cat and mouse, putting them both at risk. 275 pages. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

3876667 A STRANGER ON THE BEACH. By Michele Campbell. As Caroline’s marriage and lifestyle begin to collapse, she turns to Aidan, a stranger for comfort and revenge. After a brief affair that means nothing to Caroline and everything to him, Aidan’s infatuation with Caroline and her family becomes more and more destructive. 341 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

2963973 A GAME OF GHOSTS. By John Connolly. A private detective named Jacoby Eklund has vanished and Charlie Parker is assigned to track him. Parker’s employer, an agent of the FBI, has his own reasons for wanting Eklund found. Eklund is just your average Harvard-expelled strip club bouncer who now makes a living as a bouncer who has a highly classified military history. 385 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

3899606 EASY MONEY. By Jens Lapidus. Jorge Barrio is a drug dealer who’s in jail again after his accomplishments flipped on him. J.W. is a student working part time as a cab driver but needs more money, and Mrado is the muscle behind a Yugoslavian mob boss: all three come together in this Swedish thriller. 469 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3829480 THE BOUNCER. By David Gordon. Joe is just your average Harvard-expelled strip club bouncer who now makes a living as a bouncer who has a highly classified military history. 385 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

3879126 THE LEVANTER. By Eric Ambler. Syria, 1935. Physicist Henry Bartow is invited to a small, unstable nation-state in Eastern Europe by a mysterious representative for an armaments manufacturer. Bartow is led to believe the company’s motives are noble, but something more sinister hides up his sleeve. 258 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95

3896900 THE DARK FRONTIER. By Eric Ambler. England, 1935. Physicist Henry Bartow is invited to a small, unstable nation-state in Eastern Europe by a mysterious representative for an armaments manufacturer. Bartow is led to believe the company’s motives are noble, but something more sinister hides up his sleeve. 258 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95

3888040 BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE. By Roa Frey. When single mother Lee takes a long weekend break from parenting her “on the spectrum” son Max, she enlists her son’s occupational therapist to stay with him while she is away. Forty-eight hours later, someone is dead, and not all is as it seems. 390 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

3846253 THE REAL MICHAEL SWANN. By Bryan Heardon. On a late summer day, Julia is on the phone with her husband, Michael. Michael says the call abruptly goes dead. Then the news rolls in: A bomb has gone off at Penn Station, where Michael was waiting for a train home, and New York City is in a state of chaos. A frantic Julia rushes to the train to look for Michael. 349 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

3794989 TRANSMISSION. By Kate Atkinson. In 1940 England, Juliet is recruited into the world of espionage, working in MI5 monitoring the movements of Britons against British sympathizers. Ten years later, now a radio producer at the BBC, Juliet is unexpectedly confronted by figures from this past—and a bill of reckoning is due. 343 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

3923339 A NEARLY NORMAL FAMILY. By M.T. Edvardsson. Eighteen year old Stella stands accused of the brutal murder of a man almost fifteen years her senior. She is an ordinary teenager from an upstanding local family. What reason could she have to kill him? Stella’s parents’ find their moral compasses tested as they defend their daughter, 389 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

388911X EASY MONEY. By Jens Lapidus. Jorge Barrio is a drug dealer who’s in jail again after his accomplishments flipped on him. J.W. is a student working part time as a cab driver but needs more money, and Mrado is the muscle behind a Yugoslavian mob boss: all three come together in this Swedish thriller. 469 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3829480 THE BOUNCER. By David Gordon. Joe is just your average Harvard-expelled strip club bouncer who now makes a living as a bouncer who has a highly classified military history. 385 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

3879126 THE LEVANTER. By Eric Ambler. Syria, 1935. Physicist Henry Bartow is invited to a small, unstable nation-state in Eastern Europe by a mysterious representative for an armaments manufacturer. Bartow is led to believe the company’s motives are noble, but something more sinister hides up his sleeve. 258 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95

3896900 THE DARK FRONTIER. By Eric Ambler. England, 1935. Physicist Henry Bartow is invited to a small, unstable nation-state in Eastern Europe by a mysterious representative for an armaments manufacturer. Bartow is led to believe the company’s motives are noble, but something more sinister hides up his sleeve. 258 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95

3817768 HALF MOON BAY. By Alice LaPlante. Jane loses everything after her daughter is killed in a senseless carousel accident. Devastated, she enlists to cobble together some version of a new life. But when little girls start disappearing from the community, Jane realizes her neighbors are wondering if it is Jane herself who has unleashed this terror. 397 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

3788415 VENGEANCE. By Newt Gingrich & P. Earley. A terrorist drives an explosives-packed rental truck into Major Brook Grant’s Washington, D.C., wedding, intending to detonate a deadly bomb. As the last-minute fluke, Brooke seeks revenge against the master terrorist responsible. With help from an odd coupling put together by the CIA, she goes after a shadowy business assassin. 412 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95
1311497 INTO THE JUNGLE. By Erica Ferencik. Lily thought she'd found the antidote to endless foster care and group homes: a teaching job in Cochabamba, Bolivia. As soon as she could steal enough cash for the plane, she was on it. But when the flight is delayed, her desperation to leave quickly turns into a flight for her life. 327 pages. Scout. Pub. at $27.00

38757 BLOOD SISTERS. By Jane Cory. Three little girls set off to school one sunny morning. Within an hour, one of them is dead. Fifteen years later, Kitty can't speak and has no memory of the accident that's to blame. Art teacher Alison looks line on the surface but the surface is a lie. Meanwhile, someone is watching both Kitty and Alison--someone who wants revenge. 340 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00

3741079 ONE OF US WILL BE DEAD BY MORNING. By David Moody. Fourteen people are trapped on Skel, a barren island in the middle of the North Sea, somewhere between the UK and Denmark. A horrific discovery changes everything, and a trickle of rumors becomes a tsunami of fear. And as the body count quickly starts to rise, the question is inevitably asked: Those people who thought you knew, can you now trust Martin's. Pub. at $25.99

3817644 FORGET YOU KNOW ME. By Jessica Strawser. When a video call between friends captures a shocking incident no one was supposed to see, the secrets and lies it exposes threaten to change their lives forever. 327 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99

2938766 THE SWITCH. By Joseph Finder. Michael Tanner picks up the wrong MacBook in an airport security line, a mistake he doesn't notice until he arrives home in Boston. Tanner's curiosity about the third-party owner is a U.S. senator and that the laptop contains top secret files. Suddenly Tanner finds himself a hunted man on the run, and able to trust no one. 373 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00

3877523 CITY OF WINDOWS. By Robert Pobi. Former agent Lucas Page is reluctant to reengage with the LAPD after his former partner and he finds himself hunting a killer with an unknown agenda and top-notch sniper skills. To identify this ruthless killer, Page must discover what hidden past connects the victims before it's too late that all is dead. 388 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99

3818737 THE SILHOUETTE GIRL. By V.C. Andrews. Pru Dunning has everything she ever wanted: a successful boyfriend, a thriving nursing career, and a truly comfortable life. But then two men come into her life: one is a U.S. senator and the other is a woman named Scarletta. When Pru suddenly becomes a person of interest in a murder case, she can keep her stalker and the things her stalker says secret no longer. And that could prove fatal. 360 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00

3884554 I AM WATCHING. By Emma Kavanagh. Threemurder victims were found by schoolgirl Isla Bell, out on an early morning run along Hadrian's Wall in Briganton. Twenty years later, she's a professor of criminal psychology, wrestling with the question that still haunts her: why didn't she kill Nic? Mac meets Carlos’ partner and they must find out what is going on before any conflict occurs. They find a vessel which is in working order to take them to a powerful device that is about to take them to a dangerous line between loyalty and obsession, and it would be a mistake to underestimate Christine--especially if she is pushed to her limit. 292 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback

3923511 THE SECRETARY. By Renee Knight. Day after day, year after year, Mina Appleton's assistant Christine has been invisible--watching, and it would be a mistake to underestimate Christine--especially if she is pushed to her limit. 352 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback
Thrillers

3814238 BOOK OF SOULS. By Glenn Cooper. Former FBI Special Agent Will Piper solved and survived the “Doomsday Killer” case, and his reward was a forced early retirement from the FBI. But the shattering truths he learned about the government’s most covert operations won’t let him rest, and now he’s on the trail of a mysterious volume that when he gets his hands on it, he knows he won’t want to put it down. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. 308 pages. $14.95

3872544 LIKE LIONS. By Brian Panowich. As he tries to juggle fatherhood, his job as sheriff, and his recovery from being shot in the confrontation that killed his two criminally inclined brothers, Clayton Burroughs is doing all he can just to survive. After years of toeing the line between his job in law enforcement and his criminal family, he finally has to make a choice. 307 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99. $9.95

3868362 THE SEPARATISTS. By Lis Wiehl with S. Stuart. Journalist and newscaster Erica Sparks is only planning to report on an explosive story—until she gets caught in the middle of it. When she discovers a potential terrorist in her Bismarck hotel she discovers the story might be even more dangerous than she thought—and she’s now one of the key players. 340 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $27.99. $4.95

3834654 HALCYON. By Rio Yousers. Halcyon is a beautiful island in the middle of Lake Orio—a self-sustaining community made up of people who want to live without fear, crime, or greed. It seems like a dream come true, a Utopia. But this paradise isn’t what it seems. 376 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $4.95

384603X RULES OF ENGAGEMENT. By D. Bruns & J.R. Olson. Rafiq is one of the most wanted men in the world. A terrorist who’s disappeared into North Korea, where he quietly launches sneak cyber attacks in service of Kim Jong-un. Don Riley, Deputy J2 at U.S. Cyber Command, discovers that not only have the Chinese lost control of their military but the same virus has also infected the American network—the work of Rafiq. 321 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $14.95

3847454 THE BORDER. By Don Winslow. For more than forty years, Art Keller has been on the front lines of America’s longest conflict, the war on drugs. Now elevated to the highest ranks of the DEA, he finds himself at war with the cartels that are more powerful, clever, and unrelenting than he ever imagined. In Mexico, and his own government. 720 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

290988X THE FORCE. By Don Winslow. Denny Malone is a highly decorated and well respected NYPD detective sergeant. But what few know is that Denny and his partners, have stolen millions. But the jig is up: Malone is caught in a trap and being squeezed by the feds. He’s walking a thin line, and faltering could mean the implosion of his family, his career, or the city itself. 482 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99. $5.95

★ 2939401 THE ESCAPE ARTIST. By Brad Meltzer. Nola’s body was found on a plane that mysteriously fell from the sky as if it left a secret military base in the Alaskan wilderness. Her commanding officer verifies she’s dead. The U.S. government confirms it. But Jim “Zig” Zigzarowski has just found out the truth: Nola is still alive—and on the run. 416 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3907341 THE ESCAPE ARTIST. By Brad Meltzer. Nola’s body was found on a plane that mysteriously fell from the sky as if it left a secret military base in the Alaskan wilderness. Her commanding officer verifies she’s dead. The U.S. government confirms it. But Jim “Zig” Zigzarowski has just found out the truth: Nola is still alive—and on the run. 416 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

3834611 THE FRENCH GIRL. By Lexie Elliott. They are six university students from Oxford spending an idyllic week together in a French farmhouse. It was supposed to be the perfect summer getaway—until they see Severine, the girl next door. 294 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

3827062 THE MASKED TRUTH. By Kelley Armstrong. Riley Vasquez and Max Cross are at a therapy camp when three masked men bust in to take the group hostage. The building has no windows. The exits are sealed shut. Riley and Max know that if they can’t get out, they’ll be the next targets—but they’re about to discover that even escape doesn’t always equal freedom. 340 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $4.95

386665X EXHIBIT ALEXANDRA. By Natasha Bell. The only one who believes his kidnapped wife is still alive, Marc channels his pain into action, embarking on his own journey to find his wife—one that will lead him to discover answers he never meant to ask. 311 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.00. $4.95

★ 3841677 HUNTER KILLER. By Brad Taylor. Pike Logan and the Taskforce were once the apex predators, a cutting machine that demolished threats out to harm the United States, but they may have met their match. The Russians are the equal of anything the Taskforce has encountered before, and they decide to stake in attacking Pike’s team. Pike will stop at nothing to protect them. 417 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99. $21.95

★ 3778541 SHE’S OUT. By Lynda La Plante. After serving a lengthy sentence for the murder of her husband, Dolly is free from prison. And she’s got only one thing on her mind: the diamonds she stashed before the police caught her. Dolly has big plans, and she intends to realize them and avoid all those who are after her—and the diamonds. 347 pages. Zaffe. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

★ 3853339 THE BIG LIE. By James Grippando. Miami attorney Jack Swyteck has landed in the middle of an Electoral College battle, fighting for a “faithless elector” caught between a corrupt president and his manipulative opponent—with much revelation more explosive than the next. As the pressure mounts, Jack must decide how far he’ll go to stand his ground. 348 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99. $19.95

6827098 MOST DANGEROUS PLACE. By James Grippando. Jack Swyteck agrees to still surround the case explored by Trump, because his friend. She’s been accused of consorting to kill the man who raped her in college. This twisty thriller explores the fine lines between victim and perpetrator, innocence and guilt, and how revenge, vengeance and rightful retribution. 470 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99. $14.95

★ 3850455 STOP AT NOTHING. By Michael Ledwidge. When a Gulfstream jet goes down in the Bahamas carrying a fortune in cash, ex cop and pilot instructor Michael Gannon is the only person on the island who believes the brothers who benefit from a drug deal gone bad. Gannon thinks he’s home free with his windfall. But he’s soon thrust into an increasingly complex and deadly game of cat and mouse with powerful and dangerous men. 411 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/834
SOLD OUT

1018879 THE PALADIN. By David Ignatius. After his cover is blown while on assignment, CIA operative Michael Dunne is then accused of an extramarital affair while on the job, and the CIA leaves him to take the fall. Now a year later, fresh out of jail, Dunne sets out to hunt down and take vengeance on the people who destroyed his life. 310 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

SOLD OUT

3871045 AMERICAN DIRT. By Jeanine Cummins. Lydia lives in the Mexican city of Acapulco. She runs a bookstore, and her husband is a journalist. When Lydia’s husband sells all of his readers the dirt on a drug lord, he is killed by the cartel, and Lydia and her son are forced to flee Mexico. Limited Quantity

3875707 ONE PERFECT LIFE. By Lisa Scottoline. In the center of people’s shattered lives, that are full of secrets, stands high school teacher and assistant baseball coach Chris Brennan, pretending to be someone else, wanting something, and going at lengths to get it. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

SOLD OUT

293275X WILD CARD. By Stuart Woods. Stone Barrington clashes with an adversary whose latest plan is more ambitious and subtle than any before, and the consequences could remake the nation. With the country’s future in the balance, Stone will need to muster all his savvy and daring to defeat this rival once and for all. 311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $20.00 $17.95

SOLD OUT

3892948 SEA OF GREED. By C. Cussler & G. Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. After an explosion in the Gulf of Mexico destroys three oil rigs, Kurt Austin and the NUMA Special Projects Team are tapped by the president of the U.S. to find out what’s gone wrong. With hired killers on his trail, Austin needs to locate a missing submarine that’s remained hidden for more than fifty years. 499 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $22.95

SOLD OUT

3833357 THE WITCH ELM. By Tana French. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Toby, a tugboat captain, is found dead. When a skull is found in a tree trunk in the same again. Forced to flee, Lydia and her son find themselves miles and worlds away from their comfortable middle-class existence heading north. 378 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

2998978 THE MIDNIGHT LINE. By Lee Child. 368 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

SOLD OUT

3839184 DRUG OF CHOICE. By Michael Crichton writing as J. Lake. 221 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperbound. Limited Quantity

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

3831205 NO MAN’S LAND. By David Baldacci. 420 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

279966 DEODA S SEA. By Clive & Dirkussler. Illus. 468 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $19.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

2911918 MARGOT. By Jillian Canton. 338 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

3852962 SALT RIVER. By Randy Wayne White. 350 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

3988062 THE SILENT CORNER. By Dean Koontz. 452 pages Bantam. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

3884429 BACKLASH. By Brad Thor. 376 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

2994934 UNSOLVED. By J. Patterson & D. Ellis. 468 pages. Little. Bown. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

SOLD OUT

2953919 TESTIMONY. By Scott Turow. 485 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

3868593 THE ORACLE. By Clive Cussler & R. Burcell. 399 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

SOLD OUT

3836014 KILLER CHOICE. By Tom Hunt. 344 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

SOLD OUT


Spies & Espionage

SOLD OUT

3815692 REAPER: Threat Zero. By Nicholas Irving with A.J. Tata. A convoy of cars carrying several family members of the president’s cabinet Pulls into a waiting area, a kilometer away, with three wives, husbands, and children. The President wants retribution. Vick Harwood, FBI agent Valerie Manley, and Azerbaijan before realizing this mission is not what it seems. 309 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95
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2806908 THE TARGET. By David Baldacci. The president knows it’s a perilous assignment. If he gives the order, he has the opportunity to take down a political menace. If the mission fails, he will face certain impeachment, and the threats against the nation will multiply. So the president turns to the one team that can pull off the impossible. Will Reilly and Jessica Reel. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99.


3844900 EXILE. By James Swallow. Racing breathlessly from uncharted CIA prisons to the skyscrapers of Dubai, from storm-beaten oil rigs off the African coast to the ancient vestiges beneath the city of Naples, Marc Dane returns in this explosive thriller. 444 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99.

3796922 NATIONAL SECURITY. By Marc Cameron. They can strike anytime, anywhere. Three Middle Eastern terrorists have been injected with a biological weapon, human time bombs unleashed on American soil. America needs a new kind of weapon against this new terrorism. Special Agent Jericho Quinn. Quinn works under the radar and answers only to the Director of National Intelligence and the U.S. President himself. 423 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95.

384711X THE SHADOW LIST. By Todd Moss. Judd Ryker’s CIA wife, Jessica, is in Russia chasing a master criminal known as the Bear. At the same time, the disappearance of a young American in London has sent Ryker into the heart of a corruption scandal in Nigeria. Unknown to either of them, they are pulling at the ends of the same lethal thread. 353 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00.

3849414 KILLING EVE: Codename Villanelle. By Luke Jennings. Villanelle, a skilled assassin, eluded cryptocurrencies and influential Russian political figure Polastri is tapped by the Secret Intelligence Service to find and capture or kill the assassins helping Villanelle and Eve chase each other around the world, with a final confrontation from which neither will escape. 320 pages. Mulholland. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95.

287276X THE OLD MAN. By Thomas Perry. To all appearances, Dewey is a harmless retiree in Vermont. But most retirees don’t have a bugout kit with two Beretta Nanos stashed in the spare bedroom closet. Now Chase must reawaken his survival instincts to contend with the scary fact he has spent his adult life trying to escape. 337 pages. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $26.00.


3834301 AGENT IN PLACE. By Mark Greaney. Fresh off his first mission back with the CIA, Court Gentry securing what seems like a cut and dried contract job. A group of exespies is hired to kidnap the mistress of Syrian dictator Ahmed Azzam to get intel that could destabilize Azzam’s regime. Court soon finds out it’s not too cut and dried. 507 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00.

384482X CROWN JEWEL. By Christopher Reich. Monte Carlo’s lavish casinos become the target of a sophisticated and brutal team of professional gamblers; a casino dealer has been beaten to death, a German hearse’s son has been kidnapped. Who better to connect the crimes and infiltrate the brilliant plot than Simon Riske, freelance industrial spy? 373 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $28.00.

6894704 THE CHEMIST. By Stephenie Meyer. She used to work for the U.S. government, but very few people ever knew that. She was one of the darkest secrets of an agency so clandestine it doesn’t even have a name. And when they decided she was a liability, they came for her without warning. As she sees her choices being rapidly narrowed down, she must apply her unique talents in ways she never dreamed of. 521 pages. Little. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3930947 THE SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD. By John le Carré. In the shadow of the newly erected Berlin Wall, MI6 operative George Smiley is sent on his last assignment: shot dead by East German sentries. Assuming the guise of an embittered and dissolute ex-agent, Leamas is set up to trap Mundy, the deputy director of the East German Intelligence Service. A single move out of Smiley’s bag: stealing the books of the East German secret police. 225 pages. Little. Paperback. Pub. at $11.50.


389813X THE EXTINCTION AGENDA. By Michael Laurence. The discovery of a deadly virus being smuggled across the border pits FBI Special Agent James Mason and his strike force against a bold new threat in a desperate battle for humanity’s destruction. In a desperate effort to contain the pathogen, they launch a predawn raid, only to find that their enemy knows they’re coming. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.

389813X THE EXTINCTION AGENDA. By Michael Laurence. The discovery of a deadly virus being smuggled across the border pits FBI Special Agent James Mason and his strike force against a bold new threat in a desperate battle for humanity’s destruction. In a desperate effort to contain the pathogen, they launch a predawn raid, only to find that their enemy knows they’re coming. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.

389813X THE EXTINCTION AGENDA. By Michael Laurence. The discovery of a deadly virus being smuggled across the border pits FBI Special Agent James Mason and his strike force against a bold new threat in a desperate battle for humanity’s destruction. In a desperate effort to contain the pathogen, they launch a predawn raid, only to find that their enemy knows they’re coming. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.

389813X THE EXTINCTION AGENDA. By Michael Laurence. The discovery of a deadly virus being smuggled across the border pits FBI Special Agent James Mason and his strike force against a bold new threat in a desperate battle for humanity’s destruction. In a desperate effort to contain the pathogen, they launch a predawn raid, only to find that their enemy knows they’re coming. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.

389813X THE EXTINCTION AGENDA. By Michael Laurence. The discovery of a deadly virus being smuggled across the border pits FBI Special Agent James Mason and his strike force against a bold new threat in a desperate battle for humanity’s destruction. In a desperate effort to contain the pathogen, they launch a predawn raid, only to find that their enemy knows they’re coming. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.

389813X THE EXTINCTION AGENDA. By Michael Laurence. The discovery of a deadly virus being smuggled across the border pits FBI Special Agent James Mason and his strike force against a bold new threat in a desperate battle for humanity’s destruction. In a desperate effort to contain the pathogen, they launch a predawn raid, only to find that their enemy knows they’re coming. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.
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John Wells is not surprise d to be ca lled to
Washington. He is sure his old boss is sending him
to Texas to investi gate, but he has an other
mission. Wells knows that a mysterious woman
begins to unravel the conspiracy, Gabriel Allon, the chief of
Israel’s most closely guarded secret. Only one man
can unravel the conspiracy, Gabriel Allon, the chief of
Israel’s secret intelligence service. 606 pages.

By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. Special Agent
James Cronley Jr. finds himself fighting wars on
all sides when he’s assigned to protect the U.S. chief
procutor in the Nuremberg War Trials, and
to dismantle the infamous Odessa—an organization
dedicated to helping Nazi war criminals escape to South America. 436 pages.

SOLD OUT

The Moonstone: a fabulous diamond said to be cursed by the family who have owned it
for generations. When a jeweler is found
murdered and the diamond is stolen, Holmes must try to unravel a mystery centuries in the
making. Does the Moonstone destroy its
creator’s reputation? 320 pages. 10¼ x 12¼.

great writers who are not known as Sherlock
Holmes’ admirers, are given the chance to
write Holmes stories? Some explore the spirit of Holmes
and Watson can stop him. 400 pages.

By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. Special Agent
James Cronley Jr. finds himself fighting wars on
all sides when he’s assigned to protect the U.S. chief
procutor in the Nuremberg War Trials, and
to dismantle the infamous Odessa—an organization
dedicated to helping Nazi war criminals escape to South America. 436 pages.

By William Rooney. 176 pages.

By Daniel Silva. 383 pages. Atria.

By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. Special Agent
James Cronley Jr. finds himself fighting wars on
all sides when he’s assigned to protect the U.S. chief
procutor in the Nuremberg War Trials, and
to dismantle the infamous Odessa—an organization
dedicated to helping Nazi war criminals escape to South America. 436 pages.

By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. Special Agent
James Cronley Jr. finds himself fighting wars on
all sides when he’s assigned to protect the U.S. chief
procutor in the Nuremberg War Trials, and
to dismantle the infamous Odessa—an organization
dedicated to helping Nazi war criminals escape to South America. 436 pages.
British Mysteries

LIMITED QUANTITY! 3898504 THE WOMAN IN THE WATER. By Charles Finch. London, 1850. A young Charles Lenox struggles to make a name for himself as a detective. But when an anonymous writer sends a letter to the paper claiming to have committed the perfect crime, and promising to kill again, Lenox is convinced that this is his chance to prove himself. Soon Lenox is pitted against a maniacal murderer. A page out of The Sherlock Holmes Miniature Library. $4.95

3922308 DEATH OF A NURSE. By M.C. Beaton. When Police Sergeant Hamish Macbeth is called to investigate the disappearance of a nurse, he is soon to discover that the body was not the only thing left behind. $5.95

596945X DEATH OF A NURSE. By M.C. Beaton. An elderly spinster has been murdered and the villagers of Sumpton Harcourt, can't fathom who the body vanishes. 307 pages. Grand Central. $3.99

6826938 DEATH OF A GHOST. By M.C. Beaton. Police Sergeant Hamish Macbeth and his policeman Charlie Carson are investigating reports of a haunted castle when Charlie falls through the floor into the cellar. They find a dead body propped against a wall, and when they go outside to summon help, the body vanishes. 307 pages. Grand Central. $3.99

3846741 THE CHALK MAN. By C.J. Tudor. Working as a teacher at his old school, and nursing a drinking problem, Eddie is trying to forget his past, until one day he gets a letter with no return address, containing a chalk stick figure. The same figure he saw the day he found the body, when he was an adolescent. To save his sanity–he needs to find out what really happened all those years ago. 280 pages. Crown. $5.95

3829146 DATE WITH MALICE. By Julia Chapman. When Mrs. Shepherd arrives at the Dales Detective Agency, quite convinced that someone is trying to kill her, Samson O'Brien dismisses her fears as the ramblings of a confused elderly lady. But after a series of disturbing incidents at the retirement home where she lives, Samson begins to wonder if there is something to her claims. 392 pages. St. Martin's. $5.99

6748036 TREAVERHY AT LANCASTRE GATE. By Bruce Perry. September 1944: London kills two policemen and seriously injures more, Commander Thomas Pitt's inquiries lead him to a member of the Parliament hoping for a lucrative business deal, a high-ranking police official, or a secret leader of the women-only paramilitary group. $4.95

3812308 THE KILLING HABIT. By Mark Billingham. D.I. Nicola Tanner is back on the job after the traumatic murder of her partner. While Tanner investigates a homicide connected to the deadly spread of a new synthetic drug, detective Tom Thorne is handed a case he doesn't at first take too seriously. Tanner and Thorne will join together to solve not one but two investigations. 417 pages. Atlantic Monthly. $26.00

2977656 MURDEROUS MAYHEM AT HONEYCHURCH HALL. By Hannah Dennison. Iris’s new manuscript never arrives at her publisher’s office, so her daughter, Kat, investigates the local post office, where it appears it never left the building. The postmistress–and a notorious sectarian activist–have their own reasons for keeping the book from Iris. $3.99

6967515 MORTAL CAUSES. By Ian Rankin. It is August in Edinburgh and the Festival is in full swing. Then a brutally tortured body is discovered at the beginning of the city’s ancient subterranean streets and marks on the corpse cause Rebus to suspect the involvement of sectarian activists. 320 pages. Orion. $4.95

6967396 LET IT BLEED. By Ian Rankin. Rebus finds himself sucked into a web of intrigue that throws up more questions than answers. Was the Lord Provost’s daughter kidnapped? Why is a city councillor shredding documents that should have been waste paper years ago? Rebus will soon see that some of his enemies may be beyond justice. 360 pages. Orion. $4.95

6967183 THE HANGING GARDEN. By Ian Rankin. DI John Rebus is on the paper trail of a WWII war criminal–until the running battle between the two rival gangs on the city streets arrives at his door. When his own daughter becomes a victim, Rebus is forced to acknowledge that there is nothing he wouldn't do to bring down the prime suspect. 335 pages. Orion. $4.95

6967337 KNOTS & CROSSES. By Ian Rankin. In Edinburgh, two young girls are brutally abducted and murdered and now a third is missing. Detective Sergeant John Rebus is one of many policemen hunting the killer. And then the messages begin to arrive–taunting Rebus with pieces of a puzzle that only he can solve. 226 pages. Orion. $4.95

279473X STRANGE TIDE. By Christopher Fowler. The Peculiar Crimes Unit faces its most baffling case yet–and if Bryant and May can’t rise to the challenge, the unit may go under. A woman was chained to a stone post along the Thames and left to drown. The answer to the mystery may lie in the mythology of the Thames itself. 436 pages. Bantam. $27.00

3863840 THE ROYAL SECRET. By Lucinda Riley. When Sir James Harrison, one of the greatest actors of his generation passes away, he leaves behind not just a heartbroken family, but also a secret so shocking it could rock the English establishment to its core. Reporter Joanna Haslam peels back the veil of lies that has shrouded the secret, and before long someone is on her tracks–and they’ll stop at nothing to stop her. 494 pages. Atria. $17.00

3796824 THE ROYAL SECRET. By Lucinda Riley. When Sir James Harrison, one of the greatest actors of his generation passes away, he leaves behind not just a heartbroken family, but also a secret so shocking it could rock the English establishment to its core. Reporter Joanna Haslam peels back the veil of lies that has shrouded the secret, and before long someone is on her tracks–and they’ll stop at nothing to stop her. 494 pages. Atria. $17.00


3070911 THE DAUGHTER OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. By Leonard Goldberg. 303 pages. Minotaur. $25.99

292465X THE SHERLOCK HOLMES MINIATURE LIBRARY. By Arthur Conan Doyle. Canterbury Classics. 11¼x5¼. Pub. at $55.00
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leads Detective Superintendent Roy Grace on an...
Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

392532 SECRETS OF SLOANE HOUSE. By Shelley Gray. Against the backdrop of the 1893 World’s Fair, a young woman, Rosalind Perry, finds herself share a household with a mysterious Chicago family—a family who may guard the secret of her sister’s disappearance. 326 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $3.95

381759 DEATH OF A NEW AMERICAN. By Manah Fredericks. New York, 1912. As the city reels from the news of the Titanic disaster, lady’s maid Jane Prescott travels to Long Island with the Benchley family. Their daughter Louise is to marry William Tyler. But when the Tyler’s nanny is murdered, Jane is asked to help with the investigation by her friend, journalist Michael Behan. 289 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 389846 WHERE THE DEAD LIE. By C.S. Harris. London 1813. One of the city’s most powerful and ruthless children was murdered and his younger sister is still missing. Few in authority care about a streeturchin’s fate, but Sebastian St. Cyr refuses to let this killer go unpunished and will risk his reputation and his life to keep more innocents from harm. 357 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $3.95

382917 THE ESSEX SERPENT. By Sarah Perry. London, 1893. Newly widowed, Cora Seabroome moves with her son, Francis, and his nanny, Lilly, to Essex. Once there, she hears rumors of an ancient mythical beast that has supposedly returned—rumors bolstered by a fresh corpse. Skeptical of the supernatural claims, Cora joins a parish vicar to flush out the truth. 393 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

3817660 THE GIRL FROM BERLIN. By Ronald H. Balson. An old friend summons Catherine Lockhart and Liam Taggart to his popular Chicago opera house. Once there, she hears rumors of an ancient mythical beast that has supposedly returned—rumors bolstered by a fresh corpse. Skeptical of the supernatural claims, Cora joins a parish vicar to flush out the truth. 393 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

3846040 THE Labyrinth of the Spirits. By Carlos Ruiz Zafon. In 1938, during the Spanish Civil War, Alicia lost her parents at the age of nine when the Nationalists savagely bomed Barcelona. Twenty years later, she still carries the physical and emotional scars. Western’s work as an investigator for Spain’s secret police in Madrid, she agrees to take one last case, and must battle demons from her own past along the way. 805 pages. Harper. Pub. at $37.50. $6.95

386614 APRIL IN PARIS, 1921. By Tessa Lunney. Paris, 1921: Kitty Bulfin, the veracious gossip columnist, arrives to France to report on the fashions and the host of matches that have been played and the post’s walls and ramparts are defended by dead men. In the dead commander’s hands is a letter linking this mystery to the theft of a sapphire known as the Blue Water. 347 pages. Dover. Paperback. $7.95

★ 3759136 BEAST GESTE. By P.C. Wren. A republication of the work originally published in 1924. A cavalry unit, having crossed the Sahara, arrives to attack Rome—then the enemy has vanquished the legions and the post’s walls and ramparts are defended by dead men. In the dead commander’s hands is a letter linking this mystery to the theft of a sapphire known as the Blue Water. 347 pages. Dover. Paperback. $7.95

3836183 A TREACHEROUS CURSE. By Deanna Raybourn. London, 1888. As colorful as the butterflies she collects, Victorian adventuress Veronica Speedwell can’t resist the allure of an exotic mystery—particularly one involving her enigmatic colleague, Stoker. But the mysteries of Victorian London are not the only ones that Veronica must face; as sordid details emerge from Stoker’s past. 308 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

29499X INDIA BLACK AND THE GENTLEMAN THIEF. By Carol K. Carr. India Black’s double life operating a high-class brothel and running her secret intelligence espionage for Her Majesty’s government can take its toll. But there’s no rest for the weary—particularly when an international conspiracy comes knocking. 312 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. $5.95

3872467 THE RIGHT SORT OF MAN. By Allison Montclair. London, post WWII. Iris Sparks and Gwendolyn Bainbridge launch The Right Sort Marriage Bureau—but the promising start is threatened when their newest client is found dead, and the prospective husband accused. Iris and Gwendolyn don’t believe he’s guilty and decide to investigate on their own. Their lives and the lives of those in their care hang in the balance. 373 pages. Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

377341 THE ANGEL MAKERS. By Tessa Harris. In 1888 London, options are few for unmarried mothers and to avoid stigma, many find lodging with “baby farmers,” women who agree to care for the infant, or find an adoptive family. Constance Piper, a flower seller gifted with clairvoyance, has become aware of one such baby farmer, but she suspects the truth of this woman’s activities is infinitely darker, and begins to investigate. 326 pages. Minotaur. Pence. Pub. at $25.95. $4.95

29485X THE GIRL WHO KEPT THE TROLLS. By Amanda Quick. When Hollywood moguls and stars want privacy, they head to an idyllic small town on the coast, where the exclusive Burning Cove Hotel caters to their every need. It’s where romances, friendships, and lies are made, and where a beautiful young woman is discovered down at a beautiful actress at the bottom of a pool, and with the help of an ex-magician, begins to uncover dark and dangerous secrets. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $5.95

38179X THE JUDGE HUNTER. By Christine Buckley. London, 1664. Charles II sits on the throne, and the men who conspired to kill his father are either dead or disappeared. Fed up with his needy relative, Samuel Pepys, an administrator in the Navy Office offers his nephew an assignment in the colonies in America to no in position to refuse: task down and capture two judges who signed the death warrant of Charles I. 348 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $4.95

2989034 ON HER MAJESTY’S FRIGHTFULLY DISASTER, lady’s maid to stoker. By Rhys Bowen. In 1965, Georgiana Ramnoch, thirty-five in line for the British crown, has asked permission of the queen to marry her true love, Darcy O’Mara. The queen agrees to the marriage, but has a little mission for her to complete. 355 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00. $5.95

28784X THE SECOND DEATH. By Peter Tremayne. Ireland, 671 AD. The Kingdom of Munam is preparing to celebrate the Great Fair of Cashel, and Eadulf can’t wait to leave his farm and see the costumed waggons in a group traveling to the fair catches fire. After the flames die out, two shocking discoveries are unearthed: the driver is an imposter, and there is a strange corpse in the back of the wagon. 337 pages. St. Martin’s. Pence. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

SOLD OUT
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3833003 PENANCE OF THE DAMNED. By Peter Tremayne. Following the murder of the King's advisor, the kingdoms of Cashel and Ul Fitre are threatened with war. While investigating, Sister Fidelma and her companion Eadulf, discover that the commander of the King's bodyguard was found in the locked chamber with the body, weapon in hand. To clear the bodyguard, they must find the true culprit. 338 pages. $5.95

3844781 THE CHEF'S SECRET. By Crystal King. When Bartolomeo Scappi dies in 1577 he leaves his vast estate to his nephew and appoints Giovanni, along with instructions to burn his journals. Giovanni instead undertakes the arduous task of decoding his uncle's journals and uncovers a history of deception, betrayal, and murder. 336 pages. Astia. Pub. at $26.00 $14.95

3910997 BRIGANTIA. By Adrian Goldsworthy. Flavius Ferox is the hardened centurion charged with keeping the peace on Britannia's frontier. Now he's been summoned to Londinium by the Emperor to investigate a case of murder. Flavia Albia must find the killer. 452 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

2949955 THE BISHOP MURDER CASE. By S. S. Van Dine. After solving the Greene murders, Philo Vance takes a vacation to Switzerland. Returning to New York City he finds his old chum District Attorney Anthony Markham up against a bizarre series of murders inspired by children's nursery rhymes. 301 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3922677 MURDER AT MORRINGTON HALL. By Clara McKenna. Stella's ambitious father has arranged for her to marry the financially successful Earl and Countess of Avebury early in order to sell off her fortune. However, there is something intriguing about her groom to be. In a story that serves as a reminder of the link between money and war, 456 pages.

3752151 WOLF ON A STRING. By Benjamin Black. Prague, 1599. Christian Stern's discovery of a dead woman leads him to become entangled in the machinations of several ruthless courtiers, and as the Habsburg spy's old chum District Attorney Anthony Markham soon becomes involved with one of the most dangerous women he has ever encountered. 340 pages. Two Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

3876756 WESTSIDE. By W.M. Akers. Gilda's New York of 1920 is a divided city, with the west side derelict and the east side more affluent and recognizable. People have been mysteriously disappearing, including her police officer father two years earlier and she is determined to save her west side and herself from being swallowed up by shadows. 291 pages. Harper. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

3803446 A STUDY IN TREASON. By Abigail Wilson. Two Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

3877877 LADIES TAKE THE CASE. By Eliza Casey. When a guest dies after sipping from a glass meant for American heiress Annabel Clarke, the London Metropolitan Police of Avebury coalition have more pressing problems than snaring an heiress for their son's murderer in their midly. Lady Cecilia Bates sets out with her curiously intelligent cat, Jack, to find the culprit. 298 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

3770648 A CRUEL DECEPTION. By Charles Todd. Sister Bess Crawford, who has been working with the severed woman in a London High Street wake, is asked to carry out a personal mission in Paris for a Matron at the London headquarters of The Queen Alexandra's, while also facing decisions about her own future. 303 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

3881032 THE GRAVEYARD OF THE HESPERIDES. By Lindsey Davis. Flavia Albia has taken up her father's profession of private investigator. Her viewers have just moved in and want the best planning for their showy wedding ceremony. But when her remains are uncovered, Albia would much rather chase after murderers than caterers. 325 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3872408 PANDORAS' BOX. By Lindsey Davis. First century Rome. It seems that over on the Quirinal Hill, a naive young girl, one Claudia Volumnia, has died and there’s a suggestion that she was poisoned. Looking into the matter, Flavia Albia soon learns that a local witch carries on a public trade in herbal beauty products while keeping hidden her much more dangerous connections. SHOPWORN. 307 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

2917327 TO DIE BUT ONCE. By Jacqueline Winspear. After solving the Greene murders, Philo Vance takes a well earned holiday in London. When a guest dies after sipping from a case of murder Albia soon learns that she was poisoned. Looking into the matter, Flavia Albia soon learns that a local witch carries on a public trade in herbal beauty products while keeping hidden her much more dangerous connections. SHOPWORN. 456 pages.

2920824 THE AMERICAN AGENT. By Jacqueline Winspear. When Catherine Saxon, an American correspondent reporting on the war in Europe, is found murdered in her London digs, news of her death is concealed by British authorities. Robert MacFarlane pays a visit to Maisie Dobbs and asks Maisie to work with Mark Scott to uncover the truth about Saxon’s murder. 365 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

3881180 A TRICK OF THE LIGHT. By David Ashton. Halloween 1881, Edinburgh. When a vicious murder occurs with evidence of supernatural strength, all roads lead to Sophia Ashton. When a guest dies after sipping from a case of murder Albia soon learns that she was poisoned. Looking into the matter, Flavia Albia soon learns that a local witch carries on a public trade in herbal beauty products while keeping hidden her much more dangerous connections. SHOPWORN. 456 pages.

3875490 WILL HE SLEEP. By David Ashton. Edinburgh, 1887. An old woman is savagely beaten, and Inspector James McLevy is called in. Roberti Louis Stevenson is in the city to bury his deceased father, and the inspector recognizes them as both observers of the other side of human nature. Is it a coincidence that Stevenson’s character Mr. Hyde, fits the description of the killer he seeks? 350 pages.

3800044 MADNESS IS BETTER THAN DEFEAT. By Benjamin Black. Harper. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95


3863549 A CAPITOL DEATH. By Lindsey Davis. 306 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99

2794588 MURDER IN AN ENGLISH VILLAGE. By Jessica Elliott. 294 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00
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**3875232 THE DROWNED BOY.** By Karin Fossum. A sixteen month old boy is found drowned in a pond right beside his home. When Jacob Skarre arrives on the scene, he senses something is off with the mother's story and consults Inspector Sejler. What could she be hiding? And to what lengths will she go to cover her guilt? 223 pages. HMH. Pub. at $16.00

**3936663 A QUESTION OF BELIEF.** By Donna Leon. Before Venetian Commissario Guido Brunetti can go on vacation, a folder with court records has landed on his desk. It appears that cases at the local court are being delayed to benefit one of the parties. And just when it looks like he will be able to get away, a shocking, violent crime forces him to stay in Venice. 262 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**384921X EARTHLY REMAINS.** By Donna Leon. During the interrogation of a man suspected of providing drugs that killed a young girl, Brunetti acts rashly—something he will come to regret. In the ensuing case, he quarrels with his wife, seeks refuge at a relative’s island villa. But just as he is finding peace, the disappearance of a caretaker pulls him back. 308 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $25.00

**3834436 REQUIEM.** By Geir Tangen. 394 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99


**3827725 TALKING TO THE DEAD.** By Harry Bingham. 353 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00


**2842262 IN PRIOR’S WOOD.** By G.M. Malliet. SHOPWORN. 281 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99


**3873383 A MONTH OF SUNDAYS.** By John Updike. This is the story of the literate, charming, and sexual Reverend William Marshfield whose outrageous behavior with the ladies of his flock scandalizes his parish. 228 pages. Fawcett. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

**3907171 AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS.** By Jules Verne. After making an audacious wager, the wealthy and eccentric Phileas Fogg attempts to circumnavigate the globe in eighty days. 267 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.99

**3911691 THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA.** By Gaston Leroux. Perhaps best known for its many stage and screen adaptations, this novel of original text surpasses them all for its Gothic tension and haunting horror. This compact collector’s edition is bound with an embossed cover and a ribbon bookmark. 274 pages. Paper Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**3871339 THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY.** By Oscar Wilde. Immaculately capturing his extraordinary beauty, Dorian Gray’s portrait inspires him to make a wish that eternal youth in the years to come, his gilded youth, remain, as the picture mirrors the worsening corruption of his soul. His wish has come true—but it has consequences. Attractively bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 288 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99
**3871495** THE WIZARD OF OZ. By L. Frank Baum. Follow Dorothy and her loyal dog Toto as they are carried away from Kansas by a cyclone to the wonderful world of Oz. Along with three famous companions—a Scarecrow, a Tin Woodman, and a Cowardy Lion—Dorothy travels to the illustrious Emerald City. This compact collectible volume is attractively bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 154 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99


**3848213** THE TRUTH IS A CAVE IN THE BLACK MOUNTAINS: A Tale of Travel and Darkness with Pictures of All Kinds. By Neil Gaiman. illus. by E. Campbell. The haunting story of family, the otherworld, and fate still resonate powerfully today, transforming this story from a mere tale to a timeless legend. This collector’s edition includes gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 330 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $15.99

**3741184** HOW WILL I KNOW YOU? By Jessica Treadway. The discovery of high school senior Joy Enright’s body in the woods near a pond, upends an otherwise unremarkable small town. As the investigation unfolds, four characters tell the story from widely different perspectives: Joy’s mother; Martin, a black artist; Tom, a rescue diver; and Harper, Joy’s best friend. 206 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00

**3849309** THE SEX OFFENDER. By Matthew Stover. This extravagantly imagined story chronicles the rehabilitation of a lapsed teacher who is guilty of having had a love affair with a twelve year old boy. In the name of love, the police and the doctors subject the teacher to increasingly bizarre forms of therapy. 206 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**374096X** THE MOUNTAIN CAN WAIT. By Sarah Leipciger. A young man is driving his family through the woods of the Appalachian Mountains when suddenly appears in his headlights. In an instant, he hits her. In the next, he decides to drive away, leaving more than one life shattered. 314 pages. Little. Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99


**3836649** OTHER MEN’S DAUGHTERS. By Richard Stern. This extravagantly imagined tale of the honest farmer Wang Lung and his selfless wife, O-Lan, Buck. In this moving, classic story of the honest farmer Wang Lung and his selfless wife, O-Lan, the va st political and social upheavals of the twentieth century were but distan t rumbli ngs.


**3789020** EMMA. By Jane Austen. Broadly comedic and brilliantly penetrate the dazzling surface of a genre, this acclaimed work tells the story of Catherine Morland, a naive young woman whose perceptions of the world around her are greatly influenced by the romantic gothic novels to which she is addicted. This compact edition is attractively bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 301 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99

**3781933** GOODBYE TO BERLIN. By Christopher Isherwood. 252 pages. Vintage. Paperbound.

**374082X** SILAS MARNER. By George Eliot. 176 pages. Arcturus.

**3871268** NORTHCENTER ABBEY. By Jane Austen. Broadly comedic and brilliantly penetrate the dazzling surface of a genre, this acclaimed work tells the story of Catherine Morland, a naive young woman whose perceptions of the world around her are greatly influenced by the romantic gothic novels to which she is addicted. This compact edition is attractively bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 301 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99

**3873121** MANSFIELD PARK. By Jane Austen. Everyone looks upon shy, self-effacing Fanny Price as the poor relation among her four spoiled cousins at Mansfield Park. Her chief consolation is the kindness of her younger brother, Edmund Bertram, whom she secretly loves. This compact edition is attractively bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 312 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99

**3871266** NORTHANGER ABBEY. By Jane Austen. Broadly comedic and brilliantly penetrate the dazzling surface of a genre, this acclaimed work tells the story of Catherine Morland, a naive young woman whose perceptions of the world around her are greatly influenced by the romantic gothic novels to which she is addicted. This compact edition is attractively bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 696 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99

**3839746** THE ILIAD. By Homer. In this prose translation from the original Greek, heroes, gods, and warriors alike come to life for modern readers with all the passion and terror events in the news today. The themes of honor, wrath, and fate still resonate powerfully today, transforming this story from a mere tale to a timeless legend. This collector’s edition includes gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 330 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99


**3801934** THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING. By J.R.R. Tolkien. Frodo Baggins knew the fearsome Ringwraiths were seeking him and the Ring he bore, the Ring of Power that would enable evil Sauron to destroy all that was good in Middle-earth. Now it’s the Ring of Power that would enable evil Sauron to destroy all that was good in Middle-earth. Now it’s

**3871436** A TALE OF TWO CITIES. By Charles Dickens. Dr. Manette, wrongly imprisoned in the Bastille for eighteen years, is finally released and reunited with his daughter Lucie, who has been married to an American official in Paris. As the truth unfolds, four characters tell the story from widely different perspectives: Joy’s mother; Martin, a black artist; Tom, a rescue diver; and Harper, Joy’s best friend. 206 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00

**3872490** OUR MUTUAL FRIEND. By Charles Dickens. Dickens exposes the corrupting power of money in his last complete novel with its expansive cast of characters and interweaving plots. This edition includes original illustrations by Marcus Stone. Bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 1171 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $15.99

**392470X** THE GOOD EARTH. By Pearl S. Buck. In this moving, classic story of the honest farmer Wang Lung and his selfless wife, O-Lan, Pearl S. Buck paints an indelible portrait of China in the 1920s, when the last emperor reigned and the vast political and social upheavals of the twentieth century were but distant rumbles. 357 pages. Washington Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**3871302** THE FEMALE PRINCE. By Sarah Stadler. This extravagantly imagined tale of the honest farmer Wang Lung and his selfless wife, O-Lan, Buck. In this moving, classic story of the honest farmer Wang Lung and his selfless wife, O-Lan, the va st political and social upheavals of the twentieth century were but distan t rumbli ngs.

7.95

737886 THE PEOPLE’S POLICE. By Norman Spinrad. New Orleans cop Martin Luther Martin spearheads a police strike. Brothel owner J.B. Lafitte finds his whorehouse going into foreclosure. And Mama Legba, a TV star and voodoo queen. These disparate personalities are drawn together for a tale of corruption and change in the Big Easy. 284 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99

14.95

399428 US AGAINST YOU. By Fredrik Backman. The residents of Beartown have always been able to take pride in their local ice hockey team. But just when it seems Beartown Ice Hockey might be disbanded due to the detection of their best player, an anchor, rival team, the team gets a surprising new coach and a chance at a comeback, setting the town up to its most challenging days. 434 pages. Washington Sq. Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

4.95

3886866 THE PUNCH. By Noah Hawley. Joe Isola is the man that held the family together. Now he is dead, and his wife and sons are coming together for one final journey to scatter his ashes. First, however, his loved ones have some things to work out. 267 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

3.95

3888776 MUSIC FOR LOVE OR WAR. By Martyn Burke. Danny, a Canadian sharpshooter, and Hank, in the U.S. Army, have been stationed in Kansas. Lost but connected by fate, they are determined to find the Hollywood psychic who will reveal the whereabouts of the women they love. From Tokyo, to Afghanistan, to L.A., the story follows these men as, in the lives of Danny and Hank, 335 pages. Tyrus Books. Pub. at $24.99

3.95

3932443 MEEKS. By Julia Holmes. No woman will have Ben without a proper bachelor’s suit, and the tailor refuses to make him one. Back from war he’s just discovered that his mother is dead and the family home has been reassigned by the state. As if that wasn’t enough, he must now find a bride, or he’ll be given a permanent spot in one of the city’s oppressive factories. 189 pages. Small Beer. Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

3.95

3932311 ELEVEN. By Patricia Reilly Giff. The shock of icy water as a boat crashes onto rocks leaves real; so does the castle high above him that is almost hidden in the mist. And what about the number eleven woven into all of Sam’s dreams? 191 pages. Wendy Lamb. Pub. at $18.00

$3.95


$4.95

★386273 THE FALLING WOMAN. By Richard Farrell. The story of a woman, who is secretly the sole survivor of a midair explosion of a passenger jet and the dedicated National Transportation Safety Bureau agent who is assigned to find her. 328 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $26.95

$19.95

★3918424 VALENTINE. By Elizabeth Wetmore. It’s February 1976, and Odessa, Texas, stands on the brink of change. A nineteen-year-old girl is just waking up to the truth about her life, and she’s lonely and confused. But in Beartown’s men embrace the coming prosperity, its women intimately know and fear the violence that town’s men embrace the coming prosperity, its women intimately know and fear the violence that wages a one-month getaway to North beyond. 377 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $28.00

$14.99

★3750132 THE GIRL IN THE GLASS BOX. By James Grippando. When Julia Rodriguez and her teenage daughter, Beatriz, fled El Salvador, they escaped a terrifying government raid, and they also escaped Julia’s abusive husband. But after rejecting her bosses sexual advances, an anonymous tip to U.S. immigration puts Julia under arrest. Miami attorney Jack Swyleck finds himself in the heart of the controversy surrounding the case as he tries to work out. 336 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $26.95

$14.99

★3910334 MY YEAR OF REST AND RELAXATION. By Ottessa Moshfegh. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A shocking and strangely tender story about a young woman’s efforts to duck the world by embarking on an extended hibernation with the help of one of the worst psychiatrists in the annals of literature and the battery of medicines she prescribes. 356 pages. Random. Paperback. Published. Pub. at $28.00

$19.95

3726061 TREEBORNE. By Calef Johnson. 308 pages. Picador. Pub. at $26.00

$3.95

3842851 THE HEART’S INVISIBLE FURIES. By John Boyne. 580 pages. Hogarth. Pub. at $28.00

$5.95

3295561 CONVENIENCE STORE WOMAN. By Sayaka Murata. 163 pages. Grove. Pub. at $20.00

$5.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$3.95


$4.95


$4.95

Women in Fiction

★6854095 NO SAFE SECRET. By Fern Michaels. Molly’s life is gleaming and beautiful—at least on the surface. No one knows what living with her demanding husband is really like nor does anyone know about the life she left behind in Florida two decades ago. Now the venerable of her prized life is crashing and she must find the strength to become the woman she once hoped to be. 314 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

★3871401 SUMMER RENTAL. By Mary Kay Andrews. Lifelong friends Ellis, Julia, and Dottie are everything but typical, at the crossroads of life and love. Can a one-month getaway to North Carolina’s Outer Banks help make things right? The answer comes in the form of two others—a handsome landlord and a stranger searching for an identity. 499 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95
**Women in Fiction**

**3893766** **ON FOLLY BEACH.** By Karen White. After Emmy purchases the local bookstore, Folly’s Finds, she discovers a slash of love letters. As part of the deal, the previous owner’s sister, Lulu, must be allowed to sell her bottle trees from the store’s backyard. But the more Emmy discovers about the letters, the more she understands Lulu. 414 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY** **3896846** **THE CLOCK WINDER.** By Anne Tyler. Mrs. Pamela Emerson was three months into widowhood, living alone far outside Baltimore, in a house full of tickling chiming clocks. Reminding of the constant sound of loss. Then she hired Elizabeth, with her “come what may” disposition, to be a handyman around the yard. They were opposites, but fit neatly together like pieces of a puzzle. 312 pages, Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95

**3875717** **SUSANNA’S DREAM.** By Marta Perry. Three Amish sisters—Lydia Beachy, Chloe Wentworth and Susanna Bilter—who were separated at a young age are at last reunited in a small Amish town. Susanna former rejects and accept her long-lost sisters? 306 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

40 –
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**LIMITED QUANTITY** **38967x** **DON’T LET ME GO.** By Susan Lewis. Charlotte can hardly believe it, but it seems she’s living in paradise. Living in a cottage in a sandy cove on the beautiful Bay of Islands, surrounded by the splendor of New Zealand, she revels in her new life. But the horrors of the past are never far from Charlotte’s mind—and then the idyl is suddenly shattered. 521 pages. Ballantine, Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. **SOLD OUT**

**384613x** **THE MOON SISTER.** By Lucinda Riley. Tiggy spends her days reveling in the raw beauty of the Scottish Highlands, where she worked at an animal sanctuary. But when the sanctuary is forced to close, she must take a job as a wildlife consultant on the vast and isolated estate of the enigmatic yet troubled Charlie Kinnaird—which will bring her face to face with her past. 531 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00. **SOLD OUT**

**3844846** **DAUGHTER OF MOLOKAI.** By Alan Brennert. Infant Ruth Utagawa arrives at the Kapi’olani Home for Girls in 1917 after being taken from her mother, Rachel, who has spent most of her life quarantined at the home and has been told she will never be able to have children of her own. One day, at the end of WWII, Ruth receives an unexpected letter. The signature at the bottom reads, Rachel Utagawa. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**

**2820243** **PUPCAKES.** By Annie Engledue Noblin. As Halloween turns to Christmastime, Brydie’s disdain for Teddy, the overweight pug she’s pet-sitting, and her new single life, turns into a love she hadn’t known she still had inside of her. She begins to realize that baking for Teddy could be just as satisfying as baking for humans, and that’s found the life she’d never known she’d always wanted. 364 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.99. **SOLD OUT**

**3859592** **HOME SWEET HOME.** By Fern Michaels. What happens when you feel like home? A mother’s embrace, the warmth of new friendship, a sweet reunion—all found in these unforgettable stories: Three’s a Crowd by Fern Michaels, New Beginnings in Blue Hollow Falls by Donna Kauffman, and Bring Me Home by Sheila Roberts. 295 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. **SOLD OUT**

**383476X** **THE LITTLE TEAOSHOP ON MAIN.** By Jodi Thomas. As childhood friends Zoe, Emily and Shannon grow into women—founding careers, families and dreams—life doesn’t always work out the way they planned. But through it all, the one constant is each other, and their regular tea parties. 378 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. **SOLD OUT**

**3819862** **THE AUSTEN ESCAPE.** By Katherine Reay. When Mary’s childhood friend, Isabel, offers her a two week stay in a gorgeous manor house in England, she reluctantly agrees to the offers that it will shake up her quiet life. But she gets more than she bargained for when Isabel loses her husband and fully believes she lives in Jane Austen’s Bath. 305 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**

**3844970** **THE DREAM DAUGHTER.** By Diane Chamberlain. When Carly, a young woman widowed by a car crash, receives the news that her baby girl has a heart defect, she is devastated. It’s 1970, and she is told nothing can be done. But her brother in law, a physcist, tells her that perhaps there is a way to save her baby. Something that will mean an unappreciable amount of faith on Carly’s part. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**

**3829391** **THE STOLEN MARRIAGE.** By Diane Chamberlain. It is 1944. Pregnant, alone, and riddled with guilt, 23 year old Tess abruptly gives up her budding career as a nurse and ends her engagement to the love of her life, knowing she is not capable to live a lie. But when the baby’s father for her, she agrees to marry him. Tess quickly realizes she’s trapped in a strange and loveless marriage with no way out. 376 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. **SOLD OUT**

**3747870** **THE BOOKSHOP.** By Penelope Fitzgerald. In 1957, the local bookshop in the seaside town of Hardborough. By making a success of a business so impractical, she invites the hostility of the town’s less prosperous shopkeepers. Only too late does she begin to suspect that the town that lacks a bookshop isn’t always a town that wants one. 156 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **SOLD OUT**

**3907252** **A COWBOY FOR ALL SEASONS.** By Jean Thompson. Spanning from WWII to the present, three women face trials, small and large: social slights and heartbreaks, marital disappointments and infidelities, familial dysfunction, and mortality. This is the story of three women regressing, stalling, and evolving over decades. 320 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00. **SOLD OUT**

**3858596** **A COWBOY FOR ALL SEASONS.** By Maisey Yates et al. June left each of her four granddaughters a bequest to spend a season at her beloved beachside town of Moonlight Harbor, and on separate islands for years. When a family crisis forces them to band together, the sisters come to realize that the special bond they share is more important than the resentments that drove them apart. 420 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. **SOLD OUT**

**38729168** **AS YOU WISH.** By Jude Deveraux. Though sixty year old Olivia, forty year old Kathy, and twenty something Elise each wound up at the summerhouse for separate reasons, it’s not long before they begin to suspect that a town that lacks a bookshop isn’t always a town that wants one. 156 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **SOLD OUT**

**3819862** **THE AUSTEN ESCAPE.** By Katherine Reay. When Mary’s childhood friend, Isabel, offers her a two week stay in a gorgeous manor house in England, she reluctantly agrees to the offers that it will shake up her quiet life. But she gets more than she bargained for when Isabel loses her husband and fully believes she lives in Jane Austen’s Bath. 305 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**

**3844970** **THE DREAM DAUGHTER.** By Diane Chamberlain. When Carly, a young woman widowed by a car crash, receives the news that her baby girl has a heart defect, she is devastated. It’s 1970, and she is told nothing can be done. But her brother in law, a physcist, tells her that perhaps there is a way to save her baby. Something that will mean an unappreciable amount of faith on Carly’s part. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**

**3829391** **THE STOLEN MARRIAGE.** By Diane Chamberlain. It is 1944. Pregnant, alone, and riddled with guilt, 23 year old Tess abruptly gives up her budding career as a nurse and ends her engagement to the love of her life, knowing she is not capable to live a lie. But when the baby’s father for her, she agrees to marry him. Tess quickly realizes she’s trapped in a strange and loveless marriage with no way out. 376 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. **SOLD OUT**

**3747870** **THE BOOKSHOP.** By Penelope Fitzgerald. In 1957, the local bookshop in the seaside town of Hardborough. By making a success of a business so impractical, she invites the hostility of the town’s less prosperous shopkeepers. Only too late does she begin to suspect that the town that lacks a bookshop isn’t always a town that wants one. 156 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **SOLD OUT**

**3907252** **A COWBOY FOR ALL SEASONS.** By Jean Thompson. Spanning from WWII to the present, three women face trials, small and large: social slights and heartbreaks, marital disappointments and infidelities, familial dysfunction, and mortality. This is the story of three women regressing, stalling, and evolving over decades. 320 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00. **SOLD OUT**

**3858596** **A COWBOY FOR ALL SEASONS.** By Maisey Yates et al. June left each of her four granddaughters a bequest to spend a season at her beloved beachside town of Moonlight Harbor, and on separate islands for years. When a family crisis forces them to band together, the sisters come to realize that the special bond they share is more important than the resentments that drove them apart. 420 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. **SOLD OUT**
Women in Fiction

3769828 FAIRYTALE. By Danielle Steel. Camille Lammenas returns to Napa Valley to help her parents run their winery and chateau—until her mother’s diagnosis of cancer. Her new more shocking comes just months later when Camille’s father announces he is marrying a Parisian countess. This seductress will interrupt her fairy-tale life like no one before. 275 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

291073X THE DUCHESS. By Danielle Steel. Angelique has grown up at magnificent Belgrave Castle under the loving tutelage of her father, the Duke of Westerfield. Upon his death, she is turned out by her step-siblings and to survive, she will use all her resources. Seeing an opportunity, she opens an elegant house of pleasure in Paris, that will protect its women, and serve only the best clients. 311 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

2827666 THE PATCHWORK BRIDE. By Sandra Dallas. Ellen is putting the finishing touches on a wedding quilt she is making for her granddaughter June. When she arrives and tells her grandmother she’s calling the wedding off. Ellen tells her the story of a Kansas-born woman who goes to the High Plains of New Mexico Territory in 1867 in search of a husband. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

3869095 LOLLY WILLOWES. By Sylvia Townsend Warner. Forty-seven-year-old Lolly is a conventional maiden aunt, an unpaid companion and babysitter to her brother’s children. After years of a love affair to her controlling family. Lolly develops a longing for the countryside and dark, wild places that impel her to flee London for a remote village—and a coven of bohemian witches. Dragon. Originally published in 1926. 155 pages. Dover. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

3871258 MY ANTONIA. By Willa Cather. First published in 1918, this is the story of friendship between Antonia Shimerda—a young woman who moves to the Midwest to work for a Bohemian family—and Jim Burden, an orphaned child who moves from Virginia to the Midwest to be with his grandparents. A timeless tale of a lifelong friendship. Bound with gold edges and a ribbon bookmark. 311 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

3807198 BECOMING BELLE. By Nuala O’Connor. In 1887, Isabel Bilton is the eldest daughter of a middle-class military family in a small garrison town. By 1891, she is the Countess of Lefevre, dubbed “the peasant countess” by the press, and a member of the Irish aristocracy. This is the story of those four years in between, of her rapid ascent and the people who tried to tear her down. 370 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

374455X THE HIGH SEASON. By Judy Blundell. No matter what the world throws her way, at least Ruthie has the house. Lovingly renovated, located by the sea in a quiet Long Island village two ferry rides from the glitzier Hamptons, the house is Ruthie’s nest. But by the end of one unending, unforgettable summer—nothing will be the same, and least of all Ruthie. 396 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

3907378 THE FLICKER OF OLD DREAMS. By Susan Henderson. Mary has spent all of her thirty years in Petroleum, a small western town. After her home, she works as the embalmer in her father’s mortuary. To Mary, there is a satisfying art to positioning and styling each body to capture the essence of a life’s memory. She begins to question what might happen if she dared to leave Petroleum. 303 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

3925773 THE BUCKET LIST. By Georgia Clark. After receiving the bad news she has the breast cancer gene, 25 year old Lacey Whitman creates a bucket list with her friends. Everything she wants to do with and for her breasts before a possible surgery. Thus begins the most emotional and exhilarating year of her life. 343 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3899543 YOU, ME, AND THE SEA. By Meg Donohue. Morrow Shawe believes she was born of the sea: strong, joyous, and wild. Her beloved home is Horsehoe Cliff, a small farm on the coast of Northern California, which she spends her days exploring fog-cloaked bluffs and swimming in a secluded cove. Here she meets Amir. But when tragedy strikes, she is forced to question whether Amir is really the person she believes he is to be. 340 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

383087X ALMOST JUST FRIENDS. By Jill Shalvis. Piper is about as tough as they come. She’s raised her siblings, and they’ve finally flown the coop. When a massive storm hits her lakeside home, she calls in a favor from her childhood friend and former “foster” brother, Camden. Then her siblings return, each keeping their own secrets. When those secrets come out, they change everything Piper thinks she knows about her family. And her “friend.” 359 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

3846423 THE SUMMER SAIL. By Wendy Francis. When Abby decides to renew her wedding vows for her twentieth anniversary on a cruise to Bermuda, she enlists her sisters, their friends and her childhood crush and Lee to join her. But as tensions flare and the fairy-tale ceremony threatens to unravel, three women will discover if their bond of friendship can sustain them in life’s unpredictable waters. 295 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95
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3835357 THE LOST DIARY OF M. By Paul Wolfe. She was a longtime lover of JFK, the ex-wife of a CIA chief, and the sister in law of the Washington Post’s Ben Bradlee. And she ended up dead in an unsolved murder a year after JFK’s assassination. The diary she kept was never found—until now. 289 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

3832627 THE DARLING LADIES OF LOWELL. By Kate Alcott. Lowell, 1832. When “mill-girl” Lovey Cornell is found dead under suspicious circumstances, a sensational trial brings the workers’ unrest to a boiling point. This leaves Alice Barrow, her best friend, torn between her growing passion for the son of the mill owner, and finding justice for Lovey. 267 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

3929215 A WEEK AT THE SHORE. By Barbara Delinsky. In just seven watershed days after returning to her Rhode Island family home, Mallory will test the bonds of friendship and family, and discover the role that love plays in defining their lives. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

3929510 BEFORE AND AGAIN. By Barbara Delinsky. After a deadly car accident that MacKenzie Cooper was responsible for took her beloved daughter, her only goal now is to stay under the radar and make it through her remaining probation. Relocating to Vermont under a new name of Maggie Reid, she is torn between protecting herself or stepping in the glare to help a friend’s teenage son. 408 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95 LIMITED QUANTITY 3910989 TWO WEEKS. By Karen Kingsbury. As Elise’s due date draws near, she becomes focused on one truth: she has two weeks to change her mind about the adoption. With her good friend Cole keeping vigil and the adoptive parents waiting to welcome their new baby, Elise makes an unexpected decision that changes everything. 356 pages. Howard. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95 3925943 ROSES & ROt. By Kat Howard. A prestigious artists’ retreat holds dark secrets as desire for art or love are within grasp for Imogen Jameson doesn’t have time for more trouble. But when his first love, Sunny Dalton, returns to Lone Star Ridge, Shaw senses things are about to get a lot more interesting. 375 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

3924846 PRODIGIES. By Angelica Gorodischer. Explores the story of the poet Novalis’s birthplace and his life--his family, and discover the role that love plays in defining their lives. 375 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

3907619 THE LIDO. By Libby Page. 310 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95


370467X WINDOW ON THE BAY. By Debbie Macomber. 315 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $3.95
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Romance

3836221 SOMETIMES A ROGUE. By Mary Jo Putney. Rob Cammichael is a formidable Bow Street Runner with a talent for rescuing damsels in distress. But Miss Sarah Clarke-Townsend is one damsel who can stand toe to toe with whatever comes. Whether racing across Ireland with her roguish rescuer or throwing herself into his arms, she finds herself caught in a web of challenges. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3911842 THE WIDOW OF ROSE HOUSE. By Diana Biller. 1875, New York. Ignoring the whispers and gossip printed about her in the newspapers, Alva is determined to build a new life by restoring a crumbling Hyde Park mansion, rumours of hauntings be damned. She has no time for ghosts, and no place in her life for an eccentric genius who’s taken an interest in her new home—and in her. 340 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3858650 TANGLED UP IN TEXAS. By Delores Fossen. Between running his family ranch and dealing with far too many needy relatives, Shaw Jameson doesn’t have time for more trouble. But when his first love, Sunny Dalton, returns to Lone Star Ridge, Shaw senses things are about to get a lot more interesting. 375 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

6816053 CHRISTMAS JOY. By Nancy Naigle. Holbrook might be all work and no play, but that changes when her Aunt Ruby takes a fall and Joy takes a leave of absence to run the family farm. Topping it off, Joy is forced to partner with Ben, Ruby’s neighbor, to help prepare for the Christmas tour. Could the magic of Christmas help Joy to open her heart—and find her everlasting joy? 339 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

3795032 HOME ON THE RANGE. By Susan Fox. Ten years ago, Jessica Bly wanted one perfect night to remember Evan by. What she got was a broken heart and a secret that’s kept them strangers ever since. No matter how much she tells herself that country girl and city boy don’t belong together, in her heart she’s always wanted Evan’s right in Caribou Crossing all along. 473 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

★3890066 MY ONE TRUE COWBOY. By Soraya Lane. Angelina Ford is heading back to Texas hiding one dream–to help prepare for the Christmas tour. Could the magic of Christmas help Joy to open her heart—and find her everlasting joy? 339 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95


3890145  COWBOY FOR HIRE.  By Victoria James. Sarah Turner has inherited the family ranch with little know-how but plenty of will to keep it aloof. Determined not to lose her parents’ legacy, she needs a hero fast—but she’s unprepared for the ruggedly handsome cowboy who answers her ads. 436 pages. Entangled. Paperback. At $7.99 $9.95

3755371  MARRIED BY SUNDOWN.  By Joanne Lindsey. A captivating adventure in 1880s Montana, where passions and gold fever run high as Violet Mitchell, an American heiress turned ranch hand, helps gruff and recalcitrant Montana Callahan to help her locate her father’s fortune and claim what rightfully belongs to her family. 361 pages. Gallery. At $26.00 $4.95

3909390  SINISTER INTENTIONS.  By Heather Graham. Back in Ireland for the first time since the mysterious death of her husband, Kit must uncover the deadly secrets that haunt her future. 427 pages. HMH. Paperback. At $7.99 $9.95

3884553  COTTAGE AT THE BEACH.  By Lee Tobin McClain. When an injury forces K-9 officer Trey into the sidelines, he only hopes to get back to the police force where he belongs, so that he can help his partner for duty in a small waterfront community. Enica doesn’t need a cop with a chip on his shoulder clogging her way. But when Trey connects with her, she hopes love may grow among them. 376 pages. HQN. Paperback. At $7.99 $9.95

3887570  THE LOYAL ONE.  By Sheila Shepard Gray. When Katie Steury hires Harley Lambright to convince Sara, the only woman he’s ever longed for, to give him another chance, he knows he can’t fail. But when Sara’s family resurfaces, everything to keep her safe. 291 pages. Zebra. Paperback. At $7.99 $9.95

3885429  LORD HOLT TAKES A BRIDE.  By Vivienne Lorret. Heiress Winifred Humphries refuses to marry the odious man her parents have chosen. She’ll marry for love or not at all! But how does a woman know a man truly loves her? Needing answers, she sets out to discover the marriage habits of London’s aristocrats. 367 pages. Avon. Paperback. At $7.99 $9.95

3875679  FROM ALASKA WITH LOVE.  By Ally James. Major Gabe Randall is everything Sara Ryan wants but nothing she feels she deserves. A modern-day spinster, Sara hides behind family obligations and the safe, quiet life she’s resigned herself to living. But Gabe has one chance to convince Sara that the woman he’s ever longed for, to take a risk on a life with him in Alaska. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperback. At $7.99 $9.95

3705124  A CREED COUNTRY CHRISTMAS.  By Linda Lael Miller. Christmas in Montana, 1910. For widowed rancher Lincoln Creed, the holiday season is a harsh reminder of what he’s been. His ranch has fallen on hard times, and he must find his little daughter Gracie a governess. Schoolteacher Juliana has uprooted her life to move to Rustler’s Gulch with her son and grandson living in a makeshift garage. Maybe she can teach stubborn Mack Abbott how to make the business a success. Which would be a lot easier if the hunky mechanic didn’t make her motor run cold. 390 pages. Berkley. At $19.00 $9.45

3890155  THE HIGHLAND ROGUE.  By Amy Jarecki. After a vicious attack on his ship, Sir Kennan Cameron washes ashore on a deserted Scottish island, nearly dead. But he soon finds he’s not as alone as he thought. Kennan knows he can’t stay on the island, but neither can he leave the brave and bonny lass who has nursed him back to health. When she is from a rival clan. 346 pages. Forever. Paperback. At $7.99 $9.95

3916030  SAY YES TO THE DUKE.  By Eloisa James. Devin Lucas Agustus Elstan, Duke of Wynter, will stop at nothing to marry Viola Astley, including marrying a woman whom he believes to be a commoner with another man. A vicar no longer, Viola knows he’s no saint, but he’s used to conquest and he’s determined to win Viola’s unruly heart. 386 pages. Avon. Paperback. At $7.99 $9.95

3793005  THE HOPE.  By Patricia Davids. Amish widow Ruth Mast wants nothing to do with the handsome man from her past who just returned to Cedar Grove. Ruth learned the hard way that Owen’s restlessness always causes trouble. But when a little Amish girl appears on Owen’s porch, lost and afraid, Ruth has no choice but to help the melancholy boy. But Owen’s overtures ever cause heartbreak. 376 pages. HQN. Paperback. At $7.99 $9.95

3968141  MY KIND OF CHRISTMAS.  By Janet Dailey. Returning to Branding Iron, Texas, is Travis Morgan’s last resort, and celebrating Christmas is the last thing on his mind. With Branding Iron’s long-suffering single-mother and stubborn Morgan Delaney determined to find a replacement, it’s hard for Travis to escape it. When Maggie’s no-nonsense facade slips, it seems this holiday season could be the one that heals them both. 282 pages. Zebra. Paperback. At $7.99 $9.95

3889373  THE CHRISTMAS ROOM.  By Catherine Anderson. Widow Maddie McDonnell has uprooted her life to move to Rustler’s Gulch with her son and grandson living in a makeshift camp of trailers. Local ranch owner and widower Sam Conacher has been content to wallow in his grief. It seems Maddie and Sam will never see eye to eye, until a nearby tragedy gives them a true glimpse into each other’s soul. 422 pages. Berkley. Paperback. At $19.00 $9.45

3890611  HOW TO CATCH AN ERRANT EARL.  By Amy Rose Bennett. Dubbed the Errant Earl by the ton, Lord Edgar Sorell’s reputation is less than sterling. But when Gabriel is caught with the utterly delectable Arabella Jeline, he’s obliged to offer for her hand. But soon Gabriel and Arabella find that they are not just battling overwhelming desire, they’re fighting to save their reputations together. 380 pages. Berkley. At $7.99 $9.95


3918923  THE AMISH WIFE.  By M. Perry & L. Bale. Novels. In The Promised Amish Bride, Aaron King returns to his Amish community after losing his job in the English world, and he’s determined to stay on the island, but neither can he leave the brave and bonny lass who has nursed him back to health. When she is from a rival clan. 346 pages. Forever. Paperback. At $7.99 $9.95
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Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

**38846X PIVOT.** By Kat Martin et al. As girls, Merwether Jones, Melanie Cassidy, and Michelle Peach bonded over broken homes and growing up in foster care. Now, they’re fighting for their lives, their families, and their lost loves, once more. 360 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


**385409 CHASING CASSANDRA.** By Lisa Kleypas. When a new-found enemy destroys Lady Cassandra Ravenel’s reputation, railway magnate Tom Severin seizes the opportunity he’s been waiting for. As always, he gets what he wants. But there’s one lesson Severin has yet to learn from his new bride: never underestimate a Ravenel. The chase for her heart may be over—but the chase for her heart has just begun. 374 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3738841 AN AMISH CHRISTMAS LOVE.** By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. A charming collection of sweet holiday stories, each celebrating love in all its forms, from their first love, and favorite Amish authors: Winter Kisses by Beth Wiseman; The Christmas Cat by Amy Clipston; and Snow Angels by Kelly Irvin. 290 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**6910408 AN AMISH HOPE.** By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. In A Choice To Forgive, Daniel disappeared long-ago and Lydia built a life with his brother. Now a widow, Daniel has reappeared. In Always His Providence, Rosa has one month to pay her taxes. Can Rosa accept the kindness of a neighbor? In A Gift for Anne Marie, when Anne Marie’s mother remarries in another state, Anne Marie and Nathaniel’s future together looks doomed. 386 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3811158 SIGNS OF ATTRACTION. By Laura Brown. He’s unlike anyone I’ve ever known. As we stand on Ice Mountain, looking out at the winter’s darkness, my heart is racing with the realization that I’ve fallen in love with him. The cold air stings my face as I realize that I can’t live without him. The only thing that scares me more than being with him? Letting him go. 334 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

3904549 SWIFT HORSE. By Cassie Edwards. Marsha Eveland’s brother announces his plans to marry the sister of the Creek chief Swift Horse. Out of fear, Marsha seeks Swift Horse’s protection, but its also an even stronger, unwanted feeling that keeps her near him. Wilder still is Marsha’s growing desire to ride alongside his passionate spirit, into the unknown country of her fearless heart. 272 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3770435 THE DUKE’S STOLEN BRIDE.** By Sophie Jordan. When Marian Langley is blackmailed into an engagement by a man she despises, Nathaniel, Duke of Warrington, impulsively steals her away. Then he realizes he must choose between the weather and drinks a “healing” tonic, the potion provokes the most maddening desire–for someone other than her betrothed. 351 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3909425 THE VIRGIN AND THE ROGUE.** BySophie Jordan. With the glow of the Christmas season include Snow Snow on Ice Mountain by Kelly long; A Honeybee Christmas by Jennifer Beckstrand; and TheChristmas Candle by Lisa Jones Baker. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

2998497 THE AMISH CHRISTMAS CANDLE. By Kelly Long et al. Three love-filled stories for his friends. The glow of the Christmas season include Snow Snow on Ice Mountain by Kelly long; A Honeybee Christmas by Jennifer Beckstrand; and TheChristmas Candle by Lisa Jones Baker. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

2977133 WHAT A ROGUE DESIRES. By Caroline Linden. A street orphan, Vivian has grown up a pickpocket. Now she and her brother have reluctantly graduated to highway robbers, and “handy” women. Their gang has become their victim—until he tracks her down and makes her his prisoner. Now David and Vivian are playing a dangerous game—in which forbidden love is a wild card. 319 pages. $3.95

**384955X EVERY BIT A ROGUE.** By Adrienne Basso. Jon Bunwell, Viscount Kendall, knows what the gossips say about them. They claim he’s been a debauched horde recluse ever since he was jilted at the altar. Painting and sketching have been Emma’s consolation since her secret heartbreak. When Jon is accused of a crime, Emma tries to clear his name for a sake. 327 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3792811 RESTLESS HEARTS.** By B. J. Daniels. Blaze McClintock vowed to never go home again, until her estranged father is accused of murder. He’s not a good man, the ex-Montana town knows that. But Blaze believes her father is innocent and she’ll do anything to prove it, even ask Jake Horn the one man who broke her heart, for help, and the only man in town who’s on her side. 378 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3841227 RETURN TO STAR VALLEY.** By RaeAnne Thayne. Ten years ago, Cassidy Harte stood at the alter waiting for Zach Slater. When he didn’t show up she swore never to get involved with a man again. Now Zach is back and Cassidy is not about to let this heart break happen again. But Zach is determined to win a second chance and Cassidy’s love. 427 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

2988674 DELICIOUSLY SINFUL. By Lilli Feistly. From the moment Nick Avalon roars into town in his Hummer, he makes restaurant owner Phoebe From the moment Nick Avalon roars into town in his Hummer, he makes restaurant owner Phoebe From the moment Nick Avalon roars into town in his Hummer, he makes restaurant owner Phoebe From the moment Nick Avalon roars into town in his Hummer, he makes restaurant owner Phoebe From the moment Nick Avalon roars into town in his Hummer, he makes restaurant owner Phoebe From the moment Nick Avalon roars into town in his Hummer, he makes restaurant owner Phoebe From the moment Nick Avalon roars into town in his Hummer, he makes restaurant owner Phoebe From the moment Nick Avalon roars into town in his Hummer, he makes restaurant owner Phoebe From the moment Nick Avalon roars into town in his Hummer, he makes restaurant owner Phoebe

**3793087 ALL FIRED UP.** By Lori Foster. Charlotte has always wanted a certain kind of man and she need his love. But when her car leaves her stranded, and a mysterious stranger with a protective streak comes to her rescue, she can’t deny how drawn she is to him. In town searching for family he’s never met, Mitch is everything she’s never even dreamed of wanting. 378 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

2977052 TWO SINFUL SECRETS. By Laurel McKenzie. Banished from her home, Lady Sophia Huntington dreams of the day she can finally win her father’s forgiveness and return to London. Until the surprise approach of one who she thought was the jealous St. Claire family, Dominic, threatens to reveal her darkest secrets. 370 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**385860X ENGAGED TO THE EARL.** By Lisa Berne. Gwendolyn is sure she’s betrothed to the most wonderful man in the world. But then, shockingly, Christopher Beck shows up. Nobody has heard from him in years, and not only is he very much alive, he’s also sinfully attractive. Which wouldn’t be a problem except for the fact that she’s, well, promised to another. 370 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

2998497 THE AMISH CHRISTMAS CANDLE. By Kelly Long et al. Novellas. Three love-filled stories for his friends. The glow of the Christmas season include Snow Snow on Ice Mountain by Kelly long; A Honeybee Christmas by Jennifer Beckstrand; and TheChristmas Candle by Lisa Jones Baker. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

2977133 WHAT A ROGUE DESIRES. By Caroline Linden. A street orphan, Vivian has grown up a pickpocket. Now she and her brother have reluctantly graduated to highway robbers, and “handy” women. Their gang has become their victim—until he tracks her down and makes her his prisoner. Now David and Vivian are playing a dangerous game—in which forbidden love is a wild card. 319 pages. $3.95

Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99
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**6571050 ALASKA SKIES.** By Debbie Macomber. Like his brothers, Charles O’Halloran has a distrust of marriage in general, and of anyone from the town of Fairbanks in particular. She’s the woman who tried to destroy his parents’ marriage. Too bad Lanni Caldwell, the only woman he’s ever really fallen for, is Catherine Garner O’Halloran. 393 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2888726 THIS MATTER OF MARRIAGE.** By Debbie Macomber. If Halee is going to get married and start a family the way she wants to, she’s going to need a plan—and a man. Too bad she can’t just fall for a good-looking, charming bachelor, Steve. He’s definitely not her type. They are friends though, and sometimes friends become more. 376 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**6590561 ORCHARD VALLEY BRIDES.** By Debbie Macomber. In Norah’s case a cantankerous Texan named Rowdy Cassidy crashes his plane and now he is Norah’s patient. She’s never encountered a more difficult man, or a more irresistible one! In Lone Star Lovin’ Norah’s friend Sherry leaves Orchard Valley and heads to Texas, and she’s not in the mood for love. But if anyone can change her mind, it’s handsome rancher Cody Talman. 376 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**6571042 ALASKA NIGHTS.** By Debbie Macomber. Mitch Harris, friend of the O’Halloran brothers, is responsible for law and order in Hard Luck, Alaska. He’s also the widowed father of a little girl. It’s not long before seven-year-old Christian decides that his new teacher, Bethany Ross, is the perfect candidate for wife and mom. 394 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3786641 BEAUTIFUL SINNER.** By Sophie Jordan. If there’s a silver lining to the hell Cruz went through, it’s losing his lifelong passion for women. But after years locked up, Cruz is back home, facing the gossips, dodging reporters—and face to face with reporter Gabriella Rossi. She wants a story and Cruz wants her. He’s learned to let go of his heart. 355 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3708535 FOR NOW AND FOREVER.** By Diana Palmer. When Maggie Sterline causes a accident that changes Saxon Tremayne’s life forever, she’ll do anything to right her mistake. In Dark Sun Rising, Nick Scarpetti rescues Jolana Shannon’s head out of the clouds. Not wanting forever with Jolana, Nick walks away, breaking her heart, until he resurfaces her life in Color Lonely Blue. 480 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

**3729222 MYSTERY MAN.** By Diana Palmer. As a famous thriller writer, Janine Curtis traveled to Mexico to get inspiration, and keep an eye on her parents while they work at a new architecture firm. Janine could care less what the brash single father next door thinks of her, but it’s hard to ignore how her knees buckle every time he rescues her. 393 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2828197 WYOMING LEGEND.** By Diana Palmer. Alex could use a helping hand in logging for his willful little girl, Janey. When Kara offers her help, Micah can’t resist. The longer she spends with this gorgeous single dad, the more drawn she is to him and the family they could share. Convincing him she’s here to stay, new with him could go beyond her wildest dreams. 377 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**296340X MERCENARY’S WOMAN.** By Diana Palmer. Eb Scott is done being a mercenary. All this retired soldier of fortune wants is to finally have some peace and quiet. But when a seven-year-old Crissie decides that her new grandfather is the only thing like the man Lizzy dreams of, but for some reason her heart beats double time when he’s around. Zack remembers Lizzy as a pretty but hot-headed men, having lost her fiance in an utterly unnecessary duel. But there is something about the brash Highlander, Ranulf MacLawry, who’s as dangerous in the ballroom as in battle. In England’s most exciting new series, THE DEVIL WEARS KILTS. 307 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**980988 ESCAPEADA.** By Diana Palmer. When her father dies, Amanda Tossin inherits a nearly sold out Christmas romance in Meet Me in Mayfair. The Duke of Grafton has lost a fortune, and Brenda, who’s as dangerous in the ballroom as in battle. In England’s most exciting new series, THE DEVIL WEARS KILTS. 307 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3770451 RANCHER’S WILD SECRET/HOLD ME, COWBOY.** By Maisey Yates, Novellas. In Rancher’s Wild Secret, Emerson Maxfield is the perfect hero for rancher Holden’s purposes. She’s engaged to a man solely to win her family’s approval, but now she must marry Holden to protect her family. In Hold Me, Cowboy, Sam McCormack has never met a more stubborn woman than Eve McAlister—until they crossed paths in Hold Me, Cowboy! 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2881438 THE DEW Dealers.** By Suzanne Enoch. Lady Charlotte Hanover has had her fill of hot-headed men, having lost her fiancé in an utterly unnecessary duel. But there is something solid and appetizing about the brash Highlander, Ranulf MacLawry, who’s as dangerous in the ballroom as in battle. In England’s most exciting new series, THE DEVIL WEARS KILTS. 307 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3750140 HOW THE DUKE Stole Christmas.** By Tessa Dare et al. Novellas. From the ballrooms of London, to abandoned Scottish castles, to the snowy streets of Gilded Age New York, four bestselling authors whip up unforgettable Christmas romance in Meet Me in Mayfair. The Duke of Grafton has lost a fortune, and Brenda, who’s as dangerous in the ballroom as in battle. In England’s most exciting new series, THE DEVIL WEARS KILTS. 307 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**379538 FLIRTING WITH FOREVER.** By Molly Cannon. Flying is Theo Jacobson’s passion. Soaring above the clouds, he’s on to the next adventure; and the next woman. But all that changes when he faces to face with the wedding planner for his brother’s nuptials—Irene Cornelv—the very same woman who broke his heart without a backward glance years ago. 382 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00

**3729192 LEFT FOR DEAD.** By Lisa Jackson. In Tears of Pride, Sheila is reeling from the aftermath of the devastating tragedy that claimed the life of her brother and destroyed the family’s winey. As she’s trying to make this a Christmas his sister Clara will never forget. 422 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3816214 LONSTAIN’S LADY.** By Lisa Jackson. A passionate night with a lovely stranger results in a baby on the way for honorable oilman Trent Remington. Marriage seems to be the answer. Gina is carrying his child, but Trent must figure out what she’s hiding—and why she refuses to marry him! 226 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2876027 STROKE OF MIDNIGHT.** By Olivia Drake. Alex has never forgotten Laura Falkner, or forgiven himself for letting her go. Laura is as lovely as ever, and her attempts at crime-solving are putting her in danger. The only way Alex can keep her safe is to marry her. But can this notorious rake convince Laura that his love is true? 345 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3901564 CLARA’S WISH.** By Beth Shriver. Zack and Lizzy will overcome their differences and make this a Christmas his sister Clara will never forget. 292 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
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2875497 THE DAY OF THE DUCHESS. By Sarah MacLean. Malcolm Bevingstone, Duke of Haven, has lived the last three years in self-imposed solitude, paying the price for a mistake he can never reverse and a love he thought he lost forever. After years in exile, Seraphina, Duchess of Haven, returns to London with a single goal—to reclaim the life she left behind, happily, unencumbered by the man who broke her heart. 309 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

3885410 AN HEIRESS TO REMEMBER. By Maya Rodale. Beatrice Goodwin left Manhattan a duchess and has returned a divorcee, ready to seize control of her fate and the struggling family business. But across the street from Goodwin’s Department Store, Wes Dalton’s Department store is doing a booming business, and he plans to buy Goodwin’s and put it out of business—until Beatrice’s return complicates matters. 358 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3775720 A NANTUCKET WEDDING. By Nancy Thayer. Wedding bells are ringing, a family is reunited, and new love is blooming—for better or worse—in this captivating story set against the gorgeous backdrop of the sun-swept island of Nantucket! 300 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

3811069 HOT WINTER NIGHTS. By Jill Shalvis. Happy to get her first case, Molly Malone, office manager at Hunt Investigations, could really use a distraction from the fantasies she’s been having since spending the night with her very secret crush, Lucas Knight. Nothing happened, not that Lucas knows that, but Molly just wants to enjoy being a little naughty for once. 248 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

3774937 SWEET HAVEN. By Shirlee McCoy. Once Sinclair gets his hapless brother back on track, he’s intent on saving her reputation. Now if only he can make her see he’s worthy of her love. 331 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

SOLD OUT

2993201 THE DOCTOR’S DATE. By Heidi Cullinan. Dr. Owen Gagnon and HR director Erin Gagnon* have found love and stability in each other’s arms. But a cross the street from Goodwin’s business, her life is turned upside down when she’s kidnapped, but his brother Conran. 371 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2845806 SURRENDER TO THE HIGHLANDER. By Lynsay Sands. Lady Edith Drummond owes her life to Niels Buchanan and his brothers. Waking after an illness to a castle overrun by rugged Highlanders is disconcerting, but so is learning that she’s slowly losing her freedom. But even more dangerous, is her wild attraction to the fierce warrior Niels. 282 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

2888750 THE WRONG HIGHLANDER. By Lynsay Sands. Lady Evina MacLean has heard much about RORY Buchanan’s skill as a healer. What she hasn’t heard is how good the brawny Highlander looks bathing in a waterfall. Only when she’s rendered Buchanan unconscious and dragged him back to her family’s castle to heal her, does the truth emerge—it’s not RORY she’s kidnapped, but his brother Conran. 371 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3888348 A LADY IN DISGUISE. By Lynsay Sands. Lord James promised to watch over his late friend’s sister, Lady Maggie Wentworth. Following her tragic death, he’ll regret the next time he emerge dressed as the notorious Lady X! Hard times must have driven her to such a desperate act, he is intent on saving her reputation. Now if only he can hold his desires in check. 390 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

3909417 UNDER AN ALASKAN SKY. By Jennifer Snow. Cassie is pretty sure she’s having a waking nightmare. Not only is her boyfriend’s gorgeous ex hoping to reclaim her family, but a new megastore is threatening the wilderness-adventure business she’s spent five years building. One thing’s for sure, Cassie never breaks from a fight! 380 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3750078 AN ALASKAN CHRISTMAS. By Jennifer Snow. If there’s one gift Erika Sheridan doesn’t want for Christmas, it’s a vacation, but this workaholic surgeon has to be ordered to take time off. She relies on friends and family in her surrounding town to save her soul. But when she finds herself taking on her best friend’s best man, she begins to see that there’s more to life than just work. 380 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3911136 AN AMERICAN MARRIAGE. By Tayari Jones. Newlyweds Celestial and Roy are settling in to their new life together when they are suddenly ripped apart when Roy is arrested and sentenced to twelve years in prison for a crime Celestial knows he’s innocent. She finds herself taking care of her family and his family while in prison. All the while, she cherishes her memories of the man she loves. 308 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95

3706852 CHRISTMAS IN DESTINY. By Toni Blake. Candace had her trust broken before Christmas last year, but this year, she’s counting on Shane. By Christmas, he’ll be gone. Until then, she’s itching to stop playing nice and safe, and to try being a little naughty for once. But there’s no better place than Destiny, Ohio, for two lost souls to find the gift of sweet love.-336 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3858804 AMISH CHRISTMAS ROMANCE COLLECTION: Three Novellas in One. By Linda Byler. By the Amish Matchmaker, Simon’s little brother tries to get Simon and the pretty Amish teacher to FIFTER THE CHRISTMAS VISITOR, newly widowed Ruth gets help from a handsome stranger. And in Mary’s Christmas Goodbye, Mary learns to open herself to the possibilies of love. 604 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95

5935612 THE LITTLE AMISH MATCHMAKER. By Linda Byler. Simon can’t stop thinking about the pretty Amish teacher at the local one-room school. But he’s ignored the sparks between them since he’s so shy. So, in this enchanting holiday tale, Simon’s little brother, Isaac, takes matters into his own hands. 187 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5921809 THE CHRISTMAS VISITOR. By Linda Byler. One moment, Ben Miller was up in the rafters at the barn raising. In the next, his foot slipped, leaving his wife Ruth a widow and his six young children fatherless. As Christmas approaches, banana boxes full of food, lights, and money begin to appear on Ruth’s front porch. 370 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

381419X BIG DECISIONS. By Linda Byler. Lizzie loves Stephen, but sometimes they disagree about everything, from their future to how to spend their Saturday afternoon. Lizzie also thinks she’s a little too much like her father, a workaholic surgeon. It’s a Christmas to remember! 287 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3951919 A MACGREGOR CHRISTMAS. By Nora Roberts. In Rebellion, it’s the winter of 1745 in Scotland, and the fiery daughter of the powerful MacGregor clan, Celebrates Christmas. Enid, despite Englishmen and all they stand for, especially her brother’s friend BRIAN MACGREGOR. But the snow rages, Serena’s heart is melted. In In the Cold, it’s 1776 in America, and injured minuteman Ian MacGregor is forced to take refuge with the widow Alanna Flynn. 410 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

SOLD OUT

3905731 THE CHRISTMAS WIFE. By Lynsay Sands. Blake. Candace had her trust broken once before. Yet something about Shane won’t let her stay away. By Christmas, he’ll be gone. Until then, she’s itching to stop playing nice and safe, and to try being a little naughty for once. But there’s no better place than Destiny, Ohio, for two lost souls to find the gift of sweet love.-336 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT
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- **3772632** A COWBOY FOR CHRISTMAS. By Sara Richardson. A Cowboy Christmas Festival complete with a sexy bachelor auction and a benefit rodeo. In Dallas Michael's plan to help his friends rebuild after a fire. But to pull it off she has to get help from Ty Forrester, the irresistible bull rider. But Ty and Darla soon discover a precious little Christmas surprise that might make them fall in love. 396 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

- **3920275** MET HER MATCH. By Jude Deveraux. As Nate starts to hear rumors about Terri, he’s confused. Knowing how smart, beautiful and strong she is, he’s determined to discover the source of the gossip. Terri doesn’t want to revisit the past but Nate won’t stop until the truth-even if the truth might be more than either of them can handle. 316 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.19 **$5.95**

- **3766233** THE RELUCTANT RAKE. By Jane Ashford. Novels. In The Reluctant Rake, Miss Julia Devere is selected when she spies his fiancé in the arms of another woman. Unless she can beat this new rival, Julia stands to lose all she wants. In How to Beguile a Baron, Miss Susan Wyndham and Miss Marianne MacClain how up at the ball wearing the same gown and dance with the same suitor. 432 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

- **3756238** ONLY FOR YOU. By Hannah Howell. As wild as the North Country where she was raised, Saxon Honey Todd has sworn to avenge the murder of her twin brother, the man she believes to be his murderer; Botolf, Earl of Regenford. But as a desperate enemy stalks them both, Saxon needs to fight by Botolf’s side—before she can surrender her heart completely to him. 381 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

- **3921522** EVERY BREATH. By Nicholas Sparks. When women’s dreams cross paths their connection is as electric as it is unforgettable. But in the inescapable days that follow, their feelings for each other will give way to choices that pit family duty against personal happiness in devastating ways. 350 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 **$7.95**

- **3933733** THE LONGEST RIDE. By Nicholas Sparks. Stranded after a car crash, 91 year old Ira Levinson struggles to retain consciousness as the ghost of his beloved wife′s memory threatens all she holds dear. 238 pages. Adams. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 **$12.95**

- **3919970** TO THE TRAIN AND BACK. By Karen Kingsbury. It was the beginning of a letter not meant for Ashley Baxter Blake, but somehow she finds herself drawn to it. And to the handsome stranger who left it tucked in a chain-link fence for Joanna. Now, this chance encounter leads Ashley to wonder if maybe she can help this man find the girl he can’t forget. 355 pages. Howard. Pub. at $23.99 **$17.95**

- **3885461** TOUGH TALKING COWBOY. By Jennifer Ryan. Ex-Army Ranger Drake McGrath has come home to Montana, locked in a battle with himself, lashing out at those who love him most—driving away his ex-fiance and alienating his family. But Adria Holloway sees beyond Drake’s tough talk to the raw pain beneath. Then there’s Will, Jesse’s cousin. He has been trying to keep his feelings for Joanna to himself. But Adria Holloway re-enters her Amish life. But nothing is the same, and strong she is, he’s determined to discover the source of the gossip. Terri doesn’t want to revisit the past but Nate won’t stop until the truth—_even if the truth might be more than either of them can handle._ 316 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.19 **$5.95**

- **3854992** A WINTER KISS ON ROCHESTER MEWS. By Annie Darling. Star baker Mattie has hate Christmas ever since she had her heart broken on Christmas Eve. The only thing she hates more is the insufferable Tom, who has rubbed her the wrong way since she started running the tearoom next door to his bookshop. Can a bookshop full of romantic novels really give a mistletoe kissing booth persuade two scrooges with Christmas—and each other? 419 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 **$11.95**

- **3921387** A DAUGHTER’S DREAM. By Cathy Sharp. Saving up to afford a life together, Amy and Matthew throw themselves into helping others. But seeing each other now they must work such long hours, Amy’s relationship with Matthew deteriorates and she becomes increasingly attracted to Ro. In the end faces a stark choice. 377 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 **$11.95**

- **3937208** THE FARMER’S BRIDE. By Kathleen Fuller. Martha Detweiler has a problem many Amish women her age would envy: she’s the only single woman in a community of young men and there’s no competing for her favor. The resident matchmaker suggests Martha and the bishop’s son Seth pretend they are dating, so Martha and Seth promise to keep each other’s secrets, no matter what. Their plan of her Heavenly Father. 293 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 **$9.95**

- **3868478** WRITEN IN LOVE. By Kathleen Fuller. Will, Jalon Chupp receives a sweet note included in a piece of misdirected mail, he can’t help but write back. Phoebe, too, looks forward to every one of Jalon’s letters. When he suggests they meet, she panics—she hasn’t been entirely truthful about her past, so when Jalon shows up at her door, everything is revealed. 326 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 **$7.95**

- **3844145** SNOW FALLING. By Jane Gloriana Villanueva. In 1902 Miami, Josephine Galene Valencia has big dreams. Engaged to Pinkerton Detective Michael Madden and working a lavish Regal Sol, her life changes for ever one of her. In the end faces a stark choice. 377 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 **$11.95**

- **3904665** AN UNBROKEN HEART. By Kathleen Fuller. After an extended stint in a physical rehabilitation center, Joanna re-enters her Amish life. The past sorrows and disappointments to find the joy. Joanna hears God whispering to her. She’s afraid that courage looks a lot like walking away from her dreams and into the plan of her Heavenly Father. 293 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 **$9.95**

- **3937135** THE BISHOP’S SON. By Kelly Irvin. Lelia Lantz has been in love with Jesse Glock from the day she first saw him, but she can’t make sense of his interest in her. Then there’s Will, Jesse’s cousin. He has been trying to keep his feelings for Joanna to himself. But Adria Holloway re-enters her Amish life. But nothing is the same, and strong she is, he’s determined to discover the source of the gossip. Terri doesn’t want to revisit the past but Nate won’t stop until the truth—_even if the truth might be more than either of them can handle._ 316 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.19 **$5.95**

- **3937100** THE BEEKEEPER’S SON. By Kelly Irvin. As both Deborah and Phineas try to come to terms with lives that haven’t turned out the way they imagined, they discover that perhaps God’s plans for them are more extraordinary than they could have dreamed. But they need to get past the mistakes they’ve made to find the joy and beauty that lie ahead for them. 342 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 **$11.95**

- **3937089** AN AMISH SUMMER. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Collects four Amish stories about summer. A Reunion in Pinecraft by Shelley Shepard Gray; Summer Storms by Cathie Linz; Lakeside Love by Kathleen Fuller; and One Sweet Kiss by Kelly Irvin. 402 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**
**Coming-Of-Age Novels**


★ **6785958 THE LATE GREAT CREATURE.** By Brock Bowen. 256 pages. Overlook. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

**Historical Fiction**

★ **3857230 KATHERINE OF ARAGON, THE TRUE QUEEN.** By Alison Weir. The affection between Katherine and Henry VIII is genuine, but forces beyond her control threaten to rend her marriage, and in a small town in the north of England, apart. Henry has fallen under the spell of Katherine’s maid of honor, Anne Boleyn. Now Katherine must be prepared to fight to the end for her faith, her legitimacy, and her heart. 639 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

★ **3899586 THE CLOISTER.** By James Carroll. This is a story of love, reaching from a century of Manhattan to medieval France, from a war traumatized survivor and the uneasy Catholic priest who consoles her to Heloise and Abelard, whose legendary story is told here as never before. Here are love stories woven together through time, identity, and love against historical upheaval. 364 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.95

★ **3833432 AS BRIGHT AS HEAVEN.** By Susan Messier. In 1918, Philadelphia is a city teeming with promise. Even as its young men go off to fight the Great War, there are opportunities for a fresh start for Pauline Bright and her husband and three daughters. But their dreams are short-lived when the Spanish Flu reaches the shores of North America. 387 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00

★ **3833232 INTO THE DARKNESS.** By Kate Williams. Bringing the Storms of War trilogy to a close, this third part finds Celia in the glittering city of 1920s New York, hunting for her son, Michael, who was taken from her at birth. Eventually Celia will have to risk everything to save her family. 425 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

**Comedy & Farce in Fiction**

★ **3878974 ALFIE IN THE SNOW.** By Rachel Wells. Alfie the cat and his kitten George can’t wait to welcome a new family to the neighborhood. But when one little misunderstanding gets blown out of proportion, the street is suddenly at war. Alfie and George now have their work cut out as they use their festive spirit to reunite everyone in time for Christmas. 336 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

★ **3847462 A CAT CALLED ALFIE.** By Rachel Wells. When Alfie, a big gray ball of fur, came to Edgar Road, he changed the lives of every family here. Now a new family has moved into Edgar Road and they, more than anyone else, need Alfie’s help. Can he bring light to their dark times? Or is it already too late to stop them from falling apart? 326 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

★ **3896333 BROTHERS KEEPERS.** By Donald E. Westlake. 299 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

★ **3786609 BAD MONKEY.** By Carl Haasen. 413 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00


**5049694 TO TAME A LAND.** By Louis L’Amour. Rye Tyler was twelve when his father was killed in an Indian raid. Taken in by a mysterious stranger he is schooled in the harsh lessons of life in the West. After establishing himself as marshal of Alta, he returns to discover the woman he loves has been kidnapped, and he finds himself facing the choice of risking all he knows about survival. Two old friends—one woman: will he walk away? 154 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**3922553 THE FUGERON RIFLE.** By Louis L’Amour. Ronan Chantry, a handful of trappers, and an Irish girl whose father was killed after telling her a few vague landmarks, are searching for the lost treasure buried by an army officer who discovered the stolen Montezuma treasure in Mexico. But they are not alone. Even friends will kill for gold. 245 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**3879178 COMSTOCK LODE.** By Louis L’Amour. Comstock Lode had the richest deposit of silver the world had known. For Val Trevalion, going to Comstock was a chance to build a future and settle an old score. For Grita, a beautiful actress it was a chance to find a long-lost love. Their lives collide, and instantly strange, uncooperative forces forever destroy. 575 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $7.99

**3878880 PASSIN’ THROUGH.** By Louis L’Amour. It had seemed the perfect place to lie low for awhile, but now, warned that his hideout is turning into a bargain shop, he begins to know what will be more dangerous, staying or leaving. For a man interested only in passing through, he suddenly finds himself entangled in a deadly struggle for land. 239 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**399850X SACRAMENTO COUNTY.** By Louis L’Amour. Asa’s goal? Get the money and get out alive. He must outwit a stone-cold killer, a man interested only in passing through, he suddenly finds himself entangled in a deadly struggle for land. 239 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**3727165 ONE THOUSAND WHITE WOMEN.** By Jim Fergus. Based on an actual historical event but told as a fictional diary, it’s the story of a remarkable woman who travels west in 1875 and marries the chief of the Cheyenne nation, and her conflict of being caught between two worlds. 482 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. $7.99

**6854168 THE STALKING DEATH.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Duff Callister notices something odd from the Laramie County Cattlemen—no small-time ranchers allowed. The owner of the sprawling Ray is up in arms over the small-timers claiming the unbranded arms. But this one is different—not by a long shot. After a raid by the Legion of Fire, Luke realizes it’s going to take cutthroat cunning to make the savage gang go down in flames—one by one. 361 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. $7.99

**6918379 EVIL NEVER SLEEPS.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. As Deputy Will Tanner sets off into the middle of no man’s land. The lawless call it an easy target. Joe O’Malley calls it home. If anybody can tame a wild violent territory, it’s the seasoned frontiersman. So can his family, who have the same pride and honor. But this U.S. deputy marshal has two sisters in law, they embark on a massive, and perilous journey across the West to find the man who taught him all he knows about frontier justice. 379 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. $7.99

**6955126 LEGION OF FIRE.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. When bounty hunter Luke Jensen is forced to abandon his quaint home and family in North Dakota to double cross the herd’s owner, he stands up to the trail boss serving up some frontier justice. 379 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. $7.99

**3997761 RALPH COMPTON REUNION IN HELL.** By Carlton Slowers. Clay had almost forgotten his more cowardly brother, the one with a limping horse approached the farm with young Cal’s body slumped in the saddle, shot in the back. Vowing to avenge Cal’s death, Clay sets off on a perilous journey across the West to find the man responsible and bring him justice. 278 pages. Berkley. Paperback. $7.99

**3819892 GUNPOWDER EXPRESS.** By Brett Cogburn. Vulture City, home to a prosperous goldmine, has gold piling up due to a lack of volunteers to transport it along the Gunpowder Express Trail. The mineral has hit a New “Wildwindermaker” John Shefford, to the shoot-out on the next stage. Waiting on the trail is Irish Jack, who wouldn’t think twice about putting anyone six feet under—but he’s never traded lead with the man known as “Ridin’ the Purple Sage,” the man known as “Ridin’ the Purple Sage,” the man known as “Ridin’ the Purple Sage,” the man known as “Ridin’ the Purple Sage,” the man known as “Ridin’ the Purple Sage.” 342 pages. Forge. Paperback. $4.95

**2976714 RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE/THE RAINBOW TRAIL.** By Zane Grey. Novels. In Riders of the Purple Sage, Mormon rancher Jane Witherspoon endures persecution, religious zealots, and cattle rustlers trying to prey on her land. In The Rainbow Trail, John Shefford rode into Utah in search of a new life, and found it with a woman who’s been charged with murder. Now he has to outrun a posse. 680 pages. Forge. Paperback. $7.99

**673485S ARIZONA AMES.** By Zane Grey. Rich Ames didn’t set out to be a gunslinger, it was foisted on him. When two men roughed up his sweet sister, Rich reached for his trusty Colt and let loose on them. When the smoke cleared, Rich was the only one standing, now a fugitive of the law, forced to abandon his quiet home and family in Texas. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. $14.99

**3924084 RALPH COMPTON NEVER BET AGAINST THE BULLET.** By Jackson Lowry. The people of Meridian, Colorado, have sent Asa Newcombe to the big poker game in Golden Junction. Ralph Compton and the Legion of Fire bring it home so Meridian can spur a line to the new railroad. His opponents include wealthy ranchers, tinhorn gamblers and outright criminals. Asa’s got? Get the money and get out alive.
**Westerns & Cowboy Stories**


**Military Fiction**

- **3838777 RESISTANCE WOMEN**. By Jennifer Chiaverini. For years, Mirrid Hamack’s network of resistance in Belgium, supplied with the help of his friend and colleague, Minister of State for the Third Reich from within. But when Nazi radio operatives detected an errant Russian signal, the Hamack resistance cell was exposed, with fatal consequences. 594 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. *$12.95*

- **3878247 SNIPER JACKSON**. By Frederick Steplean. A unique piece of eyelewitness history--justifiably viewed as “faction”--about a rarely discussed element of warfare on the Western Front in the First World War. 213 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $32.95. *$9.95*

- **3899233 PRICE OF DUTY**. By Dale Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In a top-secret location deep in the Ural Mountains, Russian president Gennadiy Gyzlov has built the most dangerous weapon his nation has ever produced, to gain superiority in a long-running battle with the West. Brad McLahan and his Scion team are called back from R&R by the besieged U.S. president to stop Gyzlov. 650 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99. *$9.95*

- **3894135 FORMER FRIENDS**. By Dale Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. After months at sea, U.S. Navy Commander Scott Hagen is on leave when he is attacked by an armed man in a crowded restaurant. As more deadly events follow, it becomes clear that America’s most dangerous enemies have made a weapon of the stolen data. 879 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. *$6.95*

- **3788458 AND THE WHOLE MOUNTAIN BURNEO**. By Mark Greaney. LARGEST PRINT EDITION. In a top-secret location deep in the heart of the Indonesian rainforest, U.S. Special Forces are about to liberate a group of American nurses being held hostage by the ADFN, a violent terrorist group. 679 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00. *$4.95*

- **3853765 THE CAINE MUTINY**. By Herman Wouk. Lieutenant Steve Maryk risks his career by wrestling control of a decrepit minesweeper from his cowardly commander and is tried for mutiny. 537 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00. *$4.95*

- **3864479 BLACK CHAMBER**. By S.M. Stirling. 1916. The Great War rages overseas, and the whole of Europe, Africa, and western Asia is falling to the Central Powers. To win a war that must be won, Teddy Roosevelt, once again the American President, turns to his top secret Black Chamber organization—and its cunning and deadly spy, Luc O’Malley Orestegui. 386 pages. Ace. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. *$3.95*

**Fictional Biographies**

- **391870X I, JOHN KENNEDY TOOLE**. By K. Carroll & John Blanco. Traces Toole’s life in New Orleans through his adolescence, his stay at Columbia University in New York, his attempts to escape the burden of his demanding mother and his weak father, his retreat into a world of his own creation, and finally the invention of astonishing characters that came to living reality for readers in his prize-winning A Confederacy of Dunces. 248 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95. *$18.95*

Gay & Lesbian Fiction

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 3849171 THE COMING OF THE NIGHT. By John Rechy. 1981, Los Angeles. Young, beautiful Jesse is celebrating one year of the dazzling gay scene and plans to lose himself completely in its transient pleasures. He is joined by Dave, a leatherman bent on testing limits, a young hustler, an opera lover lost in an array of youth, and a gang of teenagers looking for trouble. 244 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00

3950480 WHERE YOU ARE. By J.H. Trumble. Robert’s life is falling apart—everywhere—but in math class. His father is terminally ill, his mother is struggling with her interfering aunts. His friend is unsupportive, and the career path that’s been planned for him feels less appealing by the day. He soon forms an emotional relationship with his math teacher that may lead to coming out. 341 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

3739619 HOW TO SURVIVE A SUMMER. By Nick White. Camp Levi, nestled in the Mississippi countryside, was designed to “cure” young teenage boys of their budding homosexuality. When a colleague alerts Will Dillard, who spent a summer there, that a slasher movie based on the camp is being released, he is forced to confront his troubled history and possible culpability in the death of a fellow camper. 341 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00. $14.95

★ 3750248 THE CASE OF THE VORACIOUS VINTNER. By Tara Lain. Where Bo comes from, gay men are just confirmed bachelor who never found the right girl. A successful winemaker in California, Bo is married to his neighbor Jeremy, whose vineyard is under threat from Ernest Ottersen. When Ernest is found dead in Jeremy’s tasting room, Bo provides a phony alibi—but it’s clear Jeremy isn’t who he claims he is. 375 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 3824551 SOMETHING WILD. By Anna Martin. Head ranger Logan Beck discovers evidence of poachers, while rumors of a black market for dinosaur leather swirl around the community. Paleogeneticist Kit Sterling and Logan haven’t always gotten along professionally, but that hasn’t affected their attraction to each other. They have to figure out how to balance their budding romance without letting their careers go extinct. 278 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

★ 3901017 LIE WITH ME. By Philippe Besson. Just outside a hotel in Bordeaux, Philippe chances upon a young man who bears an uncanny resemblance to his first love. What follows is a look back at the relationship he’s never forgotten, a hidden affair with a boy named Thomas during their last year of high school. 148 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

★ 379797X THE END OF EDDY. By Edouard Louis. Growing up in a poor village in northern France, all Eddy wanted was to be a man in the eyes of his family and neighbors. From childhood, he was different—“girlish,” intellectually precocious, and attracted to men. 192 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

★ 3878945 ROMANCE IN MARSEILLE. By Claude McKay. This pioneering story traces the adventures of a rowdy troupe of dockworkers, prostitutes, and political organizers, collectively straight and queer, disabled and able-bodied, African, European, Caribbean, and American. 165 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

★ 2973804 RED, WHITE & ROYAL BLUE. By Casey McQuiston. When America’s first son, Alex Claremont-Diaz, finds himself hurtling into a secret romance with a surprisingly unstuffy British Prince Henry, the charming prankster’s tabs could derail the presidential campaign and upend two nations—it raises the question: Can love save the world after all? 421 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Adult & Explicit Fiction

3754480 VALLEY OF THE DOLLS. By Jacqueline Susann. Anne, Neely, and Jennifer become best friends as struggling actresses in New York City and climb to the top of the entertainment industry—only to find there’s no place to go but down. Adults only. 466 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

★ 2877910 HEALING THE WOUNDS. By M.O. Barber. When Alice leapt into sexual games with her neighbors Henry and Jay, she didn’t plan to fall in love. She sure didn’t expect she’d be the switch partner between Henry’s commanding mastery and Jay’s submissive playfulness. But now she’s more attracted to them, and she’d better figure it all out fast. Adults only. 249 pages. Lyrical. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

Erotic Short Stories


Horror Novels

★ 5714184 LIGHTNING. By Dean Koontz. Laura Shane was born in a storm so strange that people remembered it for years. Even more mysterious was the stranger who appeared out of nowhere and rescued Laura from a fatal delivery. Years later, the stranger returned to save Laura from another tragedy. Is he a guardian angel? Or the devil in disguise? 363 pages. Bentley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3878767 JOYLAND. By Stephen King. College student Devin Jones took the summer job at Joyland hoping to forget the girl who broke his heart. But he wound up facing something far more terrible: the legacy of a vicious murder, the fate of a dying child, and the dark truths about life—and what comes after. 421 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 6842410 SHARK ISLAND. By Chris Jameson. In the midst of a Npr Easter off Cape Cod, an alarming number of Great Whites have come to slaughter the seals in a vicious frenzy. When sharks ram and breach the hull of Naomi’s boat, her team, who are trying to stop the terror, jumps ship and swim to a tiny island. But now the及the sea and storm begin to swallow the rocky refuge–exposing them to the Great Whites. 312 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3853705 THE LAST NOVES OF BRAM STOKER. Ed. by Stephen Jones. Novels. This new compilation of Bram Stoker’s cult classics is sure to satisfy any lover of vampire fiction. All the vampire classics—the epic of Dracula, The Lady of the Shroud; and The Lair of the White Worm—were published after Dracula debuted in 1897, and flirt with vampirism, horror and human folly in the best gothic tradition. 817 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/834 – 57 –
**Horror Novels**

394029 **THE HOLLOW TREE.** By James Brodgen. After her hand is amputated following a tragic accident, Rachel Cooper suffers vivid nightmares of a woman imprisoned in a tree, screaming for help. When she begins to experience phantom sensations of leaves and earth with her missing limb, Rachel is terrified she is going mad—but the trapped woman is pulled into her world. 483 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3893987 **HEKLA’S CHILDREN.** By James Brodgen. A decade ago, teacher Nathan Brookes saw four of his students walk up a hill and vanish. Only one returned, Olivia, strangled, terrified, and with no memory of where she had been. Questioned by the police but released, Nathan spent the years trying to forget—until a body is discovered. 400 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3913399 **DECK Z: The Titanic.** By C. Paul & M. Solomon. The year is 1912. Theodor Weiss, a German scientist, has discovered a strange new plague that ravages its victims, transforming them into soulless, flesh-hungry monsters. When Weiss uncovers a sinister military plan to use the disease as a weapon, he steals the world’s only sample vial and makes for America, safe from Disease as a weapon, he steals the world’s only sample vial and makes for America, safe from German operatives. 222 pages. Chronicle. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3830713 **GWENDY’S MAGIC FEATHER.** By Richard Chizmar. Something evil has swept into the small Maine town of Castle Rock on the heels of the latest winter storm. Sheriff Norris Ridgewick and his team are desperately searching for two missing girls, but time is running out. The sequel to Gwendy’s Button Box. 212 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**Ghost & Horror Story Collections**

3785866 **DARK CITIES.** Ed. by Christopher Golden. In shadowy back alleys, crumbling brownstones, and gleaming skyscrapers, cities harbor unique forms of terror. Here lie malicious ghosts, vengeful板块, and personal demons of every kind. Twenty of today’s most talented writers bend their skills toward the darkness, creating tales to keep you awake at night. 384 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

3829820 **NIGHT-GAUNTS: And Other Tales of Suspense.** By Joyce Carol Oates. In these six gorgeously eerie stories, the author explores the deepest entwining of lust and repulsion, and creation and dissolution. The stories in this collection include; The Woman in the Window; The Long-Legged Girl; Sign of the Beast; The Experimental Subject; Walking Wounded; and Night-Gaunts. 335 pages. Mysterious. Press. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

3854175 **A VINTAGE FROM ATLANTIS, Vol. 3: The Collected Fantasies.** By Clark Ashton Smith. A self-educated poet and author, Clark Ashton Smith is best remembered for his short works of fantasy, horror, and the supernatural published in genre pulp magazines. This is the third in a unique, numbered limited edition of Clark Ashton Smith’s work. Well illus., some in color. 490 pages. Onyx. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95 $14.95


3920273 **KENTUCKY: Campfire Tales.** By Roberta Simpson Brown. Just try to ignore the chill down your back as you read 32 campfire tales handed down through the generations in Kentucky. Photos. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


3738450 **EDGAR ALLAN POE COLLECTION: Anthology of Classic Tales.** Edgar Allan Poe’s dark tales have inspired generations of authors. Pove in the master’s skill with macabre twists—as well as his fascination with science and invention—in this chilling collection of short stories, poetry, and his only finished novel The Narrative of Arthur Gurnam Pym of Nantucket. Beautifully bound with blue foil stamping. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

3876934 **EVIL ROOTS: Killer Tales of the Botanical Gothic.** Ed. by Daisy Butcher. Step within to marvel at Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s giant wistaria and H.G. Wells’ hungry orchid, hear the calls of the ethereal women of the wood, and the fearful wistaria in one of Lovecraft’s most brilliant and misguided minds, minds that strive for the unnatural secrets of immortality, artificial life and the teleportation of matter. Includes stories from Mary Shelley, Edgar Allan Poe, H.P.Lovecraft, George Langelan, and more. 270 pages. British Library. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

3902206 **THE HORROR ON THE LINKS, VOLUME ONE: The Complete Tales of Jules de Grandin.** By Seabury Quinn. The first of five volumes compiling the adventures of private detective Jules de Grandin. Includes, in chronological order, all of the stories from The Horror on the Links (1925) to The Chapel of Gothic Horror (1928), plus a new introduction. 494 pages. British Library. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $6.95

3877088 **PROMETHEAN HORRORS: Classic Tales of Mad Science.** Ed. by Xavier Aldana Reyes. This collection presents the very best of his psychological dimensions of supernatural fiction. This collection presents the very best of his psychological dimensions of supernatural fiction. 307 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

3799701 **THE TILED HOUSE: Tales of the Supernatural.** By J.S. Le Fanu. Adept in invoking the physical terror of paranormal malevolence, Le Fanu was the first writer to explore seriously the psychological dimensions of supernatural fiction. This selection presents the very best of his supernatural short stories. 307 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

3835308 **HAUNTED HOUSE SHORT STORIES: Anthology of New & Classic Tales.** Ed. by Gillian Whitaker. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00


3753387 **THE NEW ANNOTATED H.P. LOVECRAFT: Beyond Arkham.** This volume holds such classic Lovecraftian masterpieces as The Rath in the Walls, a story about the terrors of the past. The Outsider. Lovecraft’s most psychologically complex piece. The Horror at Red Hook, a highly controversial tale set in the immortal goethos of New York, and more. Includes hundreds of annotations of his life and work. Well illus., some on-w. 490 pages. Onyx. Hardcover. Pub. at $39.95 $3.95


**Adventure**

3930880 **RESURRECTING HOME.** By A. American. Despite the ever-deteriorating conditions around them, Morgan Carter and his family have managed to endure. As a master of survivalist tactics, Morgan’s crew has built a sustainable community. But when a massive wildfire threatens their existence, they must decide: fight or flight? 326 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95
**Adventure**


389623A ALPHA AND OMEGA. By Harry Turtledove. 467 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.99 **$2.15**

3872599 THE SUM OF ALL SHADOWS. By Eric Van Lustbader. For millennia, Lucifer has been rebuilding his influence. At long last, he is ready to exact his ultimate revenge against Heaven. To do that, he must first annihilate the world and its inhabitants. But standing in his way is one extraordinary family: the Shaws. 348 pages. Forge. Pub. at $28.99 **$6.95**

3873110 BLOOD OF AN EXILE. By Brian Naslund. Bershad stands apart from the world, the most legendary dragon slayer in history, both revered and reviled. Once he was Lord Bershad, but after a disastrous failure on the battlefield he was stripped of his titles and sentenced to one violent, perilous hunt after another. But he’s been given a last chance at redemption–an assignment from a foreign emperor and war gods. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 **$4.95**

3845923 GATES OF STONE. By Angus Macallan. Just before her sixteenth birthday, Princess Katerina is refused her rightful place as heir to the Ice-Bear Throne. Determined to regain her inheritance, she enters the foreign lord she’s been ordered to marry and embarks on a perilous voyage to the lush, tropical islands of the Laut Besar in search of the vast wealth and power she needs to claim the Empire for herself. 536 pages. Ace and Del Rey. Pub. at $16.95 **$5.95**


3758117 THE LIBRARIANS AND THE MOTHER GOOSE CHASE. By Greg Cox. In 1719, Elizabeth Goose published a collection of rhyming spells as a children’s book, creating a spell book of terrifying power. The Librarian of that age managed to dispose of all copies except one. Now strange things are happening around the world and Baird and her team of Librarians must track down the spell book before the true power can be unleashed. 294 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 **$3.95**

3846075 THE LIBRARIANS AND THE POT OF GOLD. By Greg Cox. Baird and her team of plucky Librarians find themselves on a collection course with their longtime foes as they race to find a leprechaun’s lost gold and prevent the Brotherhood’s dark designs from coming to fruition. 331 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 **$3.95**

3846148 MOONBREAKER. By Simon R. Green. Ride shotgun with Eddie Drood, a “James Bond of the supernatural,” as he tracks down the killer who poisoned him—because the game isn’t over until Eddie says it’s over. 325 pages. Ace. Pub. at $27.00 **$4.95**

3863891 SERPENTINE. By Laurell K. Hamilton. Vampire hunter Anita Blake has always managed to overcome everything she faces. But this time there’s a monster that even she doesn’t know how to fight. 486 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00 **$6.95**

3846377 STAR PATH. By W. Michael & Mildred H. D'Neal. The fourth book in the Gears’ People of Cahokia series, Cahokia recovers from a year of chaos following a near civil war, and the god incarnate, Morning Star, has declared that his human sister, Night Star, will be his new star. That means her slave Fire Cat must make a dangerous journey to far-off Cofitachequi, 457 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99 **$6.95**

3834395 BORN OF VENGEANCE. By Sherrilyn Kenyon. After being wrongfully accused of murdering his family, Bastien Cabrera is the target for a series of vicious attacks. Major Ember Wixon wants revenge on the tyrant who destroyed her family. If she doesn’t achieve this mission, three nations will fall and time is quickly running out for all of them. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 **$5.95**

**Fantasy Novels & Story Collections**

Limited Quantity 3933601 CARPATHIAN. By David L. Golem. The Event Group led by Col. Jack Collins, are sent to the archaeological dig at the ruins of Jericho where a treasure found there could change the history of God’s Chosen People. But they are about to come face to face with an eerily otherworldly threat. Pharaoh’s myth and larger than life Carpathians, or as the area was once known, Transylvania, the land of Vlad the Impaler. 680 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. **SOLD OUT**

3988441 DEADLANDS: Ghostwalkers. By Jonathan Maberry. Welcome to the Deadlands, where steely eyed gunfighters rub shoulders with mad scientists and dark unnatural forces in the Weirdest West of all. Grey Torrance a hired gun joins forces with a brilliant Sioux scientist to defend the town of Paradise Falls from a diabolical scheme to build a living dead army. 526 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 **$3.95**

3751384 BOOK OF SECRETS. By Chris Roberson. Spencer Finch is an investigative journalist, and he’s hot on the trail of the greatest secret of all time. With a mix of old pulp science fiction stories, 381 pages. Angry Robot. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 **$3.95**

3782853 A PLAGUE OF GIANTS. By Kevin Hearne. The thrilling start to an enchanting new fantasy series, complete withshape shifting bards, fire wielding giants, and children who can speak to astonishing beasts. Set in a magical world of terror and wonder, this is a deeply felt epic in which the.destiny of these characters intertwine and where ordinary people become heroes. 618 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $20.99 **$5.95**

3844705 BURN BRIGHT. By Patricia Briggs. With their Alpha out of the country, Charles and Anna are on call when an SOS comes in from the far mate of an exiled wildling. Heading into the mountainous wilderness, they interrupt the abduction of the wolf, but can’t stop blood from flowing. Now Charles and Anna must use their skills to track down the attackers. 306 pages. Ace. Pub. at $27.00 **$5.95**

384594X THE GREY BASTARDS. By Jonathan French. Call them outcasts, call them savage—they’ve been called worse, by their own mothers, but Jackal is proud to be a Grey Bastard. He and his fellow orcs patrol the barren wastes of the Lot Lands, spilling their own blood to keep civilized folk safe. Once a jackal in charge, there’s a few things they’ll do different. Better. 424 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00 **$5.95**

3750159 IMMORTAL BORN. By Lysane Sands. Magnus never expected to find his life mate breaking into a blood bond. Clearly, Allie is deeply enthralled with his world—in deeper, more dangerous ways than she realizes. A band of vicious rogue immortals is in pursuit, and Magnus’ first task is to keep her safe—and his second is to awaken her记忆 and longing pleasure her. 534 pages. Ace. Pub. at $27.00 **$5.95**

3836912 GATES OF STONE. By Angus Macallan. The fourth book in the series. Cahokia recovers from a year of chaos following a near civil war, and the god incarnate, Morning Star, has declared that his human sister, Night Star, will be his new star. That means her slave Fire Cat must make a dangerous journey to far-off Cofitachequi, 457 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99 **$6.95**

3875972 THE SUM OF ALL SHADOWS. By Eric Van Lustbader. For millennia, Lucifer has been rebuilding his influence. At long last, he is ready to exact his ultimate revenge against Heaven. To do that, he must first annihilate the world and its inhabitants. But standing in his way is one extraordinary family: the Shaws. 348 pages. Forge. Pub. at $28.99 **$6.95**
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384887 ENDGAMES. By L.E. Modoresit, Jr. Solidar is in Chaos. Charyn, the young and untested ruler of Solidar, has survived assassination and is now in control of a realm in flux. With social upheaval, war, and rioting. But the stakes are even higher than Charyn realizes. 573 pages. Tor. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

384621 OUTCASTS OF ORDER. By L.E. Modoresit, Jr. Beitur, an Order mage, has discovered he possesses frightening powers not seen in hundreds of years, and with them, he has survived the war in Eltparta and saved the lives of all. However, victory came with a price. His fellow mages see him as a threat to be destroyed, and the merchants want to exploit his power. 281 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

397425 JONATHAN STRANGE & MR NORRELL. By Susanna Clarke. Centuries have passed since practical mages faded into England’s past. Only one remains: the recusant Mr. Norrell, with the magical powers—of control, misdirection and resurrection—send a thrill through the country. 1006 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback $9.95

395730 AMERICAN MAGIC. By Zach Fehst. When an enigmatic message uploaded to the dark web turns out to contain an ancient secret giving ordinary people the power to do impossible things, such as levitate cars or make themselves invisible, the American government officials panic, especially Ben Zolstra, an ex CIA field operative, to track down the mysterious figure behind the leak. 309 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

386527 THE TROUBLE WITH TWELFTH GRAVE. By Darynda Jones. When someone starts attacking wizards who are sensitive to the supernatural world, Grim Reaper and Charlie Davidson knows she must step up to the soul-saving challenge. If only her number one suspect didn’t turn out to be the dark entity she’s loved for centuries. But all is not lost and eternal war, right? 289 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $3.95

391818 SUMMONED TO THIRTEENTH GRAVE. By Darynda Jones. Charlie Davidson, grim reaper extraordinaire, is pissed. She’s been kicked off the earthly plane for eternity—which is exactly the amount of time it takes to make a person stark, raving mad. But someone’s looking out for her, and she’s allowed to return after a mere hundred years in exile. Is it too much to hope for that not much has changed? Apparently it isn’t. 391 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $10.00

372611 AN EASY DEATH. By Charlaine Harris. In a fractured United States, in the southwestern country now known as Texoma–magic is acknowledged but mistrusted, especially by a young man named Libeth Rose, who is offered a job from a pair of Russian wizards to be their local guide and gunnie, as they travel through a shattered America. 306 pages. Saga Press. Pub. at $26.99

389275 YOU HAVEN’T NEVER BEEN HERE. By Mary M. Turzillo. Open this collection to any page and find yourself intrigued by these lush, alchemical stories. Faced with the uncanny and the impossible, Ricker’s protagonists are as painfully, shockingly, oddly human as the readers who go by their side. 379 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

389201 SUMMONED TO THIRTEENTH GRAVE. By Darynda Jones. Charlie Davidson, grim reaper extraordinaire, is pissed. She’s been kicked off the earthly plane for eternity—which is exactly the amount of time it takes to make a person stark, raving mad. But someone’s looking out for her, and she’s allowed to return after a mere hundred years in exile. Is it too much to hope for that not much has changed? Apparently it isn’t. 391 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $10.00

381618 ENDGAMES. By L.E. Modoresit, Jr. Solidar is in Chaos. Charyn, the young and untested ruler of Solidar, has survived assassination and is now in control of a realm in flux. With social upheaval, war, and rioting. But the stakes are even higher than Charyn realizes. 573 pages. Tor. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

389961X THE SWORD AND THE STALLION. By Michael Moorcock. There is a sword, forged by the master swordsmith Gofanon the Dwarf, imbued with powerful magical properties. But it’s fallen into the wrong hands, and the only man worthy of taking up this sword, and climbing into the saddle of a stallion who allows only those of a pure heart to ride it, is Prince Corim, the Eternal Champion. 199 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95
thought he had shed the darkness around him. But darkness does not easily
Companions of the Hall gathered together once again, Drizzt Do'Urden*
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3878929 RISE OF THE KING. By R.A. Salvatore. The Companions of the Hall united in body and spirit–but not in ideals. The world changes around Drizzt Do’Urden once more and old debts insist on payment. Old wrongs demand to be set right. And dwarves and orcs once again look at each other with hatred and distrust. 428 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3878856 NIGHT OF THE HUNTER. By R.A. Salvatore. With the Companions of the Hall gathered together once again, Drizzt Do’Urden thought he had shed the darkness around him. But darkness does not easily

SOLD OUT

3878902 PROMISE OF THE WITCH-KING. By R.A. Salvatore. Book II of The Seils Words. Entieri and Jarlath might be strangers in the rugged, unforgiving mountains of the Bloodstone Lands, but they have been in difficult places before. Caught between the ghost of a power-mad lich, and the righteous fury of an oath-bound knight, they have never felt more at home. 378 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3878848 NEVERWINTER. By R.A. Salvatore. Book II of The Neverwinter saga. Drizzt Do’Urden, hardened by the whips of the dr ow matrons and softened by the honest love of friends, at last long has a sense of finiality. His journey takes him from Gauntlglym, as it once took him from Mithral Hall. It is time to let go of the past. 363 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3878937 ROAD OF THE PATRIARCH. By R.A. Salvatore. Ilenzhara and Tazmikella are ancient dragons of great power, accustomed to easily manipulating the humans around them, but not all humans are so easy led. When they pushed Entieri and Jarlath into the heart of the Bloodstone Lands, not even they could have imagined the strength of the human assassin’s resolve. 375 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

391996X THE LONG JOURNEY TO JAKE PALMER. By James L. Rubart. Corporate trainer, Jake Palmer, hears the legend about a lost corridor that leads to a place where one’s deepest longings will be fulfilled. Jake is determined to find the path, tracking it through compiling journals of others who every step they take, the journey will become more treacherous. 392 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

3893952 THE DRAGON’S LEGACY. By Deborah A. Wick. Age 19, he believes that the Earth Dragon slumbers fitfully. From the darkness of her dreams come whispers of war--and death. When a mysterious man appears in the home of Aish Kalumim, Sulema learns that the Dragon King is dying. Each time they step out of the mist, 487 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

3920445 FIRST LIGHT. By Rebecca Stead. Peter is thrilled to join his parents on an expedition to Greenland. But when they finally reach the ice cap, he struggles to understand a series of frightening yet enticing visions. 328 pages. Yearling. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3978135 WARRIOR OF THE ALTAI. By Robert Jordan. The waterholes of the Plain are drying up, the fearsome fanghorn grow more numerous, and bad omens abound. Wufer, a leader of the Altaii people, must contend with twin queens, warlords, prophets, and magic in hopes of protecting his people and securing their future. 352 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3921247 HOUSE OF EARTH AND BLOOD. By Sarah J. Maas. As Bryce Quinlan and Fallen Angel Hunt Athalar dig deep into Celestial City’s underbelly, they discover a dark power that threatens everything and everyone they hold dear. And they find in each other a blazing passion—one that could set them both free, if they’d only let it. 803 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

3939434 HARD IN HIGHTOWN. By Varic Tethras with M. Kirby. Twenty years of patrols have chiseled each and every stone of the Kirkwall streets into city guardsman Donnen Brennokov. Weary and weathered, Donnen is paired with a recruit so green he might as well have leaves growing out of his armor. The unlikely duo is caught up in a clash between a shadowy organization and a secretive group of Charity agents. 380 pages. Black Horse. Pub. at $19.95

3739133 THE RED SCROLLS OF MAGIC. By C. Clare & W. Chu. Magnus Bane is taking a trip across Europe with Alec Lightwood, the Shadowhunter who against all odds is finally his boyfriend. It doesn’t seem like too much for the centuries-old High Warlock to ask for. But no sooner have they settled in Paris than an old friend arrives with news about a demon-worshipping cult called the Crimson Hand that is bent on causing destruction around the world. 350 pages. Margaret K. McElderry. Pub. at $24.99

386376X MAGIC TRIUMPHS. By Ilona Andrews. 327 pages. Ace. Pub. at $26.00


3872475 THE RUIN OF KINGS. By Jenn Lyons. 557 pages. Tor. Pub. at $24.99


3918637 EPIC FANTASY SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Josie Karani. 308 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $33.00 $9.95


376060X TIME TRAVEL SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Laura Bulbeck. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00


299738X THE STEHIL ASSASSIN. By Terry Brooks. 335 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $26.95 $21.95

3769917 THE SKARAN INVASION. By Terry Brooks. 369 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.00


Science Fiction

3969395 BEYOND THE ICE LIMIT. By D. Preston & C. Child. Five years ago, Eli Glinn led a mission to recover a gigantic meteorite from an island off the coast of South America. The diggers expend years and tens of thousands of dollars exploring an ice-cold site yielding a terrifying discovery: this meteorite is not a simple rock, but a complex organism—and it has no intention of going quietly. Can Gideon Crew destroy it before it’s too late? 720 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95
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3846083 THE LINE BETWEEN. By Tosca Lee. When 22 year old Wynter Roth is cast out of self-contained doomsday cult New Earth, she must face the fate of her alien son. Jack the Ripper. That early-onset dementia is already spreading across the nation. As Wynter struggles to start over in a world she's been taught to love, she finds herself face to face with the apocalypse she's feared all her life.


3749679 TIME AFTER TIME. By Karl Alexander. When H.G. Wells shows his friend his fantastic time machine, he never suspects that his friend Leslie John Stephens is in fact Jack the Ripper. Stephenson steals the machine and flies into the future, 1979 San Francisco. Knowing that he was responsible for the infamous murderer's escape, Wells pursues the Ripper into the future. 335 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3846296 ROBOTS VS. FAIRIES. Ed. by D. Parisien & N. Wolfe. Get ready for the ultimate death match between the mechanical and the magical in these eighteen stories, as the authors pick a side and take a stand to answer the question on everyone’s mind. When the lasers cease firing and the fairy dust settles, who will triumph in the epic battle between the artificial and the supernatural? 423 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3832112 CHILDREN OF THE LENS. By E.E. Smith. When rich heiress Tanya Kinnison learns that factions are plotting to decimate the universe from total destruction, Kinnison knew he had to act. Upon securing her lease on one of the most famous series including David Weber, Brian Herbert, Elizabeth Moon, Orson Scott Card, Catherine Asaro, Jack Campbell and more. 674 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3832228 SECOND STAGE LENSMEEN. By E.E. Smith. Kim Kinnison, Number One man of his time, had faced challenges before, but rarely one as daunting as this. To kick off the perilous task of infiltrating the inner circle of Boskone, stronghold of galactic civilization’s most deadly foe. 303 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

3827836 GALACTIC PATROL. By E.E. Smith. Where a battle- fleet would meet insurmountable resistance, a single infiltrator might penetrate the Boskonian defenses—if he would take on million odds. Lensman Kim Kinnison of the Galactic Patrol has guts enough to take on those odds. 269 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

3853829 SCIENCE FICTION SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Laura Bulbeck. Dystopia, alien worlds, time travel, robots, and more fill this brilliant collection, bringing together the fresh talents of modern writers with an eclectic range of science fiction masters including H. Rider Haggard, Jack London, and others. Beautifully bound with silver foil stamping. 480 pages Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

386324X I ONLY KILLED HIM ONCE. By Adam Christopher. Another Hollywood night, another job for electric detective turned robotic hit man Raymond Electromatic. The target is a tall man in a black hat, and while Ray completes his mission successfully, he makes a startling discovery—once he soon forgets when his 24 hours memory tape is full, he is replaced with a lump of chalk. 221 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $2.95

3912663 TAKE BACK THE SKY. By Greg Bear. Marooned on Saturn’s largest moon, Skyrine Michael Venn and his comrades face double challenges from the Antagonists and the Antagonists, both intent on wiping out the group’s growing awareness of what the helpful alien Gurus are really doing in our solar system. The final installment in an epic trilogy. 296 pages. Orbit. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

3891483 THE GORDIAN PROTOCOL. By D. Weber & J. Holo. When Dr. Schroder stars having visions of an alternative reality, he writes it off as a psychotic episode, until a man knocks on his door with an impossible story about alternative realities, time loops and a temporal knot. Now the fate of the Universe and lives across multiple dimensions rests on Schroder’s shoulders. 682 pages. Baen. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $2.95

3894010 THE HIGH ROAD. By Melinda Snodgrass. The Empire’s daughter, Kinnison, is assigned to High Road, the elite training academy of the Solar League’s Star Command, and she must graduate if she is to have any hope of taking the throne. 423 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

383975X INFINITY STARS. By Bryan Thomas Schmidt. The definitive collection of 25 original short stories by many of today’s finest authors, writing brand new adventures set in their most famous series including David Weber, Brian Herbert, Elizabeth Moon, Orson Scott Card, Catherine Asaro, Jack Campbell and more. 674 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

389092X INFINITY STARS: The Definitive Anthology of Space Opera and Military SF. Ed. by Bryan Thomas Schmidt. The definitive collection of 25 original short stories by many of today’s finest authors, writing brand new adventures set in their most famous series including David Weber, Brian Herbert, Elizabeth Moon, Orson Scott Card, Catherine Asaro, Jack Campbell and more. 674 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3899225 PREDATOR: If It Moves, It Kills. Ed. by Bryan Thomas Schmidt. Over the centuries, extraterrestrial hunters of the Yautja race—also known as the Predators—have encountered (and stalked) humans on Earth and in the depths of space. Offered here are sixteen all-new stories of such hunts, written by many of today’s top authors such as Kevin J. Anderson, Dayton Ward, Andrew Mayne, and many others. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3846679 BINTI: The Night Masquerade. By Nnedi Okorafor. In this thrilling conclusion to the series, Binti has returned to her home planet, bringing with her the violence of the KEn’jirans has been left behind. Unfortunately, although her people are peaceful on the whole, the same cannot be said for the Khoan, who fan the flames of her ancient rivalry with the Meduse. 206 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95
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356 pages. Howard. Pub. at $26.00

3456 pages. Titan.
**Science Fiction**

3846660 BINTI: Home. By Nnedi Okorafor. It’s been a year since Binti and the Meduse Owku enrolled at Oomza University. A year since Binti was named a hero for uniting two warring planets. A year since she abandoned her family in the dawn of a new day. And now she must return to her people. 160 pages. Tor. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3932400 THE LIMINAL PEOPLE. By Ayize Jama-Everett. Membership in the razzor neck crew is for life. But when Taggert, who can heal and hurt with just a touch, receives a call from the past he is horrified to try and help the woman he once loved try to find her daughter. 190 pages. Small Beer Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

**3903842 THE LAST EMPEROR.** By John Scatz. The collapse of the flow, the interstellar pathway between the planets of the Interdependency, has accelerated. Entire star systems and billions of people are being cut off from the rest of human civilization. Emperor Grayland II strives to save her people from impoverished isolation while the forces opposing her rule make a final, desperate push to topple her. 318 pages. Tor. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

3886003 MADE TO ORDER: Robots and Revolution. Ed. by Jonathan Strahan. This collection of 17 stories is written for robots and what robots stand in for us, where both we and they are disadvantaged, and where hope and optimism shines through. Authors include Brooke Bolander, John Chu, Daryl Gregory, Hen Liu, Suzanne Palmer, and more. 349 pages. Solaris. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

**3897818 STAR WARS: EXTRADINARY DROIDS.** By Simon Beecroft. Meet more than 30 amazing droids from a galaxy far, far away and learn who was once surprised by a quiet mouse droid, what noise GNK droids make, and meet BB-8’s new friend D-O with this beautifully illustrated reference for young and old fans alike. 125 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3894177 S.T.A.R. LABS: Cisco Ramon’s Journal The Flash. Compiled by Nick Aires. Cisco Ramon. S.T.A.R. Labs’ mechanical engineering genius is the creator of awesome T-shirts, and a logo of metahuman Vibe, is one of the original members of Team Flash. These are the confidential journal entries from the period leading up to Flashpoint, covering everything from S.T.A.R. Labs and his tech designs. Fully illus. in color. 100 pages. Titan. 11x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3894150 THE RACE. By Nina Allan. A child is kidnapped with consequences that extend across worlds. A writer reaches into the past to discover the truth about a possible murder. Far away a young woman prepares for her mysterious future. 447 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3722058 THE NULL PROPHET. By Michael Guillen. Space weather scientists have spotted holes opening in Earth’s magnetosphere. Now a massive, deadly eruption of solar radiation is barreling toward the planet at one million miles per hour. With only three days before impact, the president of the U.S. desperately turns to two unlikely heroes for help: Calder Sinclair and Allie Armendariz. 422 pages. Regency. Pub. at $27.95 $16.99 **PRICE OUT TO $7.95**

298306X EXTINCTION END. By Nicholas Sansbury Smith. 470 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 **SOLD OUT**


3824217 STAR TREK HOW TO SPEAK KLINGON. By Ben Grossblatt. Fully illus. in color. Chronicle. Pub. at $16.95 $8.95


3766955 IF TOMORROW COMES. By Nancy Kess. 334 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 **SOLD OUT**


3929200 STAR WARS TIE FIGHTER OWNERS’ WORKSHOP MANUAL. By Ryder Windham et al. Fully illus. in color. 125 pages. Insight Editions. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.95 **SOLD OUT**


254 pages. Quirk. Pub. at $24.95 **SOLD OUT**

3899101 THE LEAGUE OF REGRETTABLE SIDEKICKS. By Jon Morris. Meet the oddest collection of the phenomenon of sidekicks, like Thunder Foot, (assistant to the Human Bomb), Frosting (polar bear pal of space hero Noge Benson), and Superman Jr. (whose career barely got off the ground). Vintage art and insightful humor shine a spotlight on the strangest second bananas in comics! 300 pages. Insight Editions. 8½x11. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

3840530 JOHN MILTON’S PARADOX LOST: A Graphic Novel. Illus. by Pablo Auladell. First published nearly 350 years ago, Milton’s epic poem has been reimagined by Spanish artist Pablo Auladell. His astonishing artwork portrays the complexity and tragedy of one of the greatest stories of all time. His bleak and surprising imagery captures the lyricism of Milton’s original, and adds a masterful tributo a to a classic. 304 pages. Pegasus. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95

3884848 WE TOLD YOU SO: Comics as Art. By Tom Spurgeon with M. Dean. Not just a history of Fantagraphics Books, but a history of comics and its evolution over the past half-century. It’s a wild ride through a tumultuous, contentious, and defining period in comics history, chronicling its origins in 1960s fandom, the birth of the alternative-comics movement of the 1980s, and the rise of the graphic novel. Well illus. in color. 696 pages. Fantagraphics. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $49.99 $9.95

3927350 MINKY WOODCOCK: The Girl Who handcuffed Houdini. By Cynthia von Buhler. Under contract at her father’s detective agency, the fabulous, rabbit loving Minky Woodcock straps on her gumshoes in order to uncover a magical mystery involving noted author Arthur Conan Doyle and world famous escape artist Harry Houdini. Adults only. 256 pages. Quirk. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

3841118 NEON GENESIS EVANGELION, VOLUME 2: The Legend of the Piko Piko Middle School Students. By Y. Kawata & Yukito. Asuka! From the hit manga series, chronicling four students of the National Defense Middle School otherwise known asNERV! They’re training to prevent the “New Century Apocalypse,” but will all their training help them when they’re demoting dancing on the main stage at their largest game show? In B&W. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95
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3890570 SUPERWOMAN, VOL. 1: Who Killed Superwoman? By Phil Jimenez. Lois Lane has inherited the Man of Steel's powers and leaps into action as Superwoman defending Metropolis! Or is she another Superwoman defending Metropolis? And when one Superwoman dies in battle, how will the survivor handle the awesome responsibility on her own? Collects DC Comics #1-7. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

3932397 JUSTICE LEAGUE: #100 Greatest Moments. By Robert Greenberger. To celebrate the exploits of The World’s Greatest Super Heroes who have faced foes that threaten the very fabric of the universe, one hundred of their greatest moments—selected by those who wrote or edited their adventures—have been gathered into this dazzling volume. These champions of justice remain undaunted, and their legacy continues. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

3904903 HARLEY QUINN: Preludes and Knock-Knock Jokes. By Karl Kesel. Harley Quinn has always been one thing—unfailingly loyal to her true love, the Joker. So what does she do when her puddin’ betrays her? She hits the town of course—but whether she’s two timing Two Face, or forming a gang of her own henchmen, she’s a crime boss the likes of which Gotham City has never seen. Collects issues #1-7. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

3894541 BATMAN TWO-FACE: Face the Face. By James Robinson. One year ago, Batman and Robin disappeared from Gotham, leaving Harvey Dent as the city’s protector. Now, the Dynamic Duo has returned to find that some of their most notorious foes are being brutally murdering—forcing Batman to question if the man he entrusted to carry on in his place has confused justice with vengeance. Collects Detective Comics #817-820; and Batman #651-654, 210 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

3894542 BATMAN ARKHAM: Killer Croc. By Gerry Conway et al. Waylon Jones was born with a rare medical condition that caused his skin to become scaly and his appearance to develop into that of a monstrous human-bat hybrid, Man-Bat was... Collects Batman Chronicles #3. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

3894207 SHERLOCK: The Great Game. By Mark Gatiss. Several intrigues are caught up in a single gargoyle as the race against time to solve a series of bizarre cases, free the victims, and uncover the culprit. In B&W. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99


3930060 SUPERMAN: Secret Identity. By Kurt Busiek. Despite his iconic name, Clark Kent from Picketsville, Kansas, is just a normal kid—until the day he can fly, see through walls, and shrun off supernatural bullets. Following Superman’s lead, this man with powers tries to prove he can make the world a safer place. Collects issues #1-4. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99


3904911 THE HAWKMAN ARCHIVES, VOLUME 2. By Gardner Fox. Experience the riveting early adventures of Hawkman, one of DC’s forgotten heroes from the Golden Age, in this essential archive collection. He takes on the “Master of the Sky-Weapons,” “The Giant in the Golden Mask” and more in 13 tales drawn from Hawkman #1-8. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95

**Supergirl Plus #1**

Lindsey Danvers is—dead? Of them can control. And after Buzz tries to use her, she's an eager accomplice as they now dabble on the wrong side of the law. To her boyfriend, Buzz, she's a different kind of superwoman... in his way. Collects #1-9. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**Freeze #1**

Victor Fries led a relatively normal existence until he discovered his body was slowly freezing. Desperate to avoid the same fate, he turned to Dr. Richard Frieze, who created a special solution that could keep him alive. But the solution had its side effects, and Victor’s body was now a frozen killing machine. Collects #1-4. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**Robin #59**

Grayson, hold grudges against the Dark Knight of Gotham City. Batgirl is out for revenge. As Terry McGinnis—the new Batman Beyond—investigates and gets swatted by a mysterious new Catwoman, it’s clear that many people, including former partners like Dick Grayson, hold grudges against the Dark Knight of Gotham City. Collects #1-24, #25, #26-28, #29-32, #33-35, #36-40, #41-48, #49-50, #51-52, #53-54. DC Comics. B&W. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99

**Hulk: World War Hulk II**

By Greg Pak. Following his apocalyptic adventure on Serpent Island, the Hulk returns to Earth. But the raging monster inside of him is out of the trunk. And that means dire consequences for anybody who crosses his path. Collects Incredible Hulk #714-717 and World War Hulk #1-6. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**AVENGERS & X-MEN: AXIS.**

By Jonathan Hickman and Variant cover artist Esad Ribic. When the world was saved, the super-powered enemies of the world became allies. Meanwhile, some strange things were happening. Collects Avengers #1-20, X-Men #1-20, and New Avengers #1-20. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

**THE LOST FLEET: Corsair.**

By Jack Campbell. The long-told war between two space empires, the Alliance and the Syrincs, has ended, but Captain Michael Geary, nephew of the legendary Alliance Commander John “Black Jack” Geary, believed MIA, is still at large. Issues #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**Superman/Batman: Saga of the Super Sons.** By B. Hareen & D. Neilt. Have you ever wondered what it would be like if Superman and Batman each had a son? Now, revealed in all of its action and drama, the classic chronicle of the two greatest heroes the world has ever known: Superman Jr. and Batman Jr. Collects Superman: World's Finest Comics #225, #228, #229, #230, #232, #233, #234, #242, #243 and Elseworlds 80-Page Giant #1. 248 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**Superman/Wonder Woman, Volume 1: Power Couple.** By Charles Soule. Everyone knows that Superman and Wonder Woman are the world's greatest couple, the world's greatest power couple to stop evil and protect the innocent. But what will happen when their enemies—not to mention the general public—discover that the two strongest beings on earth are parting up romantically as well? Collects Superman/Wonder Woman: Power Couple #1-7. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

**AVENGERS: Rage of Ultron.** By Rick Remender. Years after the Ultron was shot into space, the homicidal artificial intelligence has found a new world to conquer—one with its own human resistance to save its home world. Thano's brother Starfox seeks the aid of his former allies, the Avengers. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99

**305314 TRINITY: Batman/Superman/Wonder Woman.** By Matt Wagner. The Dark Knight; the Man of Steel; the Amazon Princess, as the three champions join forces to defend Earth against an oncoming apocalypse, a legendary alliance is born! Collects Batman/Superman/Wonder Woman: Trinity #1-3; Adventures of Superman #628; Wonder Woman #204; and Batman #627, 208 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99

**393053X SUPERGIRL: Book One.** By Peter David et al. To her parents, Linda is a former good girl who now dabbles on the wrong side of the law. To her boyfriend, Buzz, she's an eager accomplice as they try to harness dark forces more powerful than either of them can control. And after Buzz tries to use her to summon a demon, Linda Danvers is—dead? Collects SuperGirl #1-9; Supergirl Annual #1; Supergirl Plus #1 and a story from Showcase #96. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

**393051X AVENGER ARCHIVES, VOLUME 3.** By Jerry Siegel. In the Golden Age of comics for this showcase of exciting early adventures. In these WWII-era tales, arch-nemesis Luthor takes on his iconic bald villain. In this Daily Planet editor Perry White joins the fray. Collects Superman #9-12. 272 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99


**393057X BATMAN: Arkham Knight.** By Andy Kubert. The world is a big, bad, and deadly place. And if you are Batman, the world’s greatest superhero, you are always looking for the next challenge. Collects Batman #1-20. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

**393058X BATTLEFIELD: Superman.** By Jerry Ordway. On an Earth much like our own, the world's greatest superpowered heroes are the only hope against the oncoming apocalypse. Collects Superman/Batman #1-19. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

**393059X SUPERMAN/BATMAN: Saga of the Super Sons.** By B. Hareen & D. Neilt. Have you ever wondered what it would be like if Superman and Batman each had a son? Now, revealed in all of its action and drama, the classic chronicle of the two greatest heroes the world has ever known: Superman Jr. and Batman Jr. Collects Superman: World's Finest Comics #225, #228, #229, #230, #232, #233, #234, #242, #243 and Elseworlds 80-Page Giant #1. 248 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**THE AVENGERS: Official Index to the Marvel Universe.** By Paul Bourciere et al. Get the complete history of Earth’s Mightiest Heroes from their earliest appearances all the way up to the present day. This resource comes packed with synopses of the first three volumes of Avengers, the first volume of New Avengers and more. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**3930518 SUPERMAN ARCHIVES, VOLUME 8.** By Jeph Loeb. Before the legend and before the icon; there was Clark Kent, a young man coming to terms with the awesome power that fate had granted him. Experience the monumental tale of his transformation from country boy to the world’s greatest superhero. Collects Superman for All Seasons #1-4; and stories from Superman/Batman Secret Files #1; Superman/Batman #26; and Solo #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

**2876804 AVENGERS & X-MEN: Axis.** By Rick Remender. Good evil mean little when the friendly neighborhood carnage is swinging to the rescue, while Iron Man is casting all–superior. The all–new Captain America takes charge, and woe betide any who stand in his way. Collects #1-9. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**3930106 AVENGERS: Rage of Ultron.** By Rick Remender. Years after the Ultron was shot into space, the homicidal artificial intelligence has found a new world to conquer—one with its own human resistance to save its home world. Thano’s brother Starfox seeks the aid of his former allies, the Avengers. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99

**3898371 CAPTAIN KRONOS: Vampire Hunter.** By Dan Abnett. Captain Kronos stalks the land bringing death to the damned and defeating the damned. Now, in the mysterious town of Serechurch, Kronos will come face to face with a malevolent vampire force far more evil and deadly than anything he has ever encountered before! Collects Captain Kronos: Vampire Hunter: Part 1; and Captain Kronos: Vampire Hunter: Part 2. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**3894517 BATMAN UNWRAPPED.** By Andy Kubert. Batman is dead, fallen at the hands of a mysterious enemy. It’s up to Robin, Batman’s son, Wayne, of Bruce Wayne and Talia at Ghul, to take up the search for Batman’s killer. Damien knows that Gotham City must always have a Batman. Collects Batman: Son of Batman #1-4 and Batman #666 and #700. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

**389464X DARING NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERGIRL, VOLUME 1.** By Paul Kupperberg. Disguised as a college student, Supergirl fights out of the safety of Metropolis to see her adopted family, the Danvers. She encounters new friends and powerful new foes, astounding new discoveries and terrifying new dangers. Collects issues #1-12. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**3894707 THE LOST FLEET: Corsair.** By Jack Campbell. The century-long war between two space empires, the Alliance and the Syrincs, has ended, but Captain Michael Geary, nephew of the legendary Alliance Commander John “Black Jack” Geary, believed MIA, is still at large. Issues #1-3. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**2786804 AVENGERS & X-MEN: Axis.** By Rick Remender. Good evil mean little when the friendly neighborhood carnage is swinging to the rescue, while Iron Man is casting all–superior. The all–new Captain America takes charge, and woe betide any who stand in his way. Collects #1-9. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99
3903117 THE MYSTERIOUS WORLD OF DOCTOR STRANGE. By Nick Jones et al. This lavishy illustrated guide offers a magical, mystical, and mind-bending universe of Stephen Strange, Marvel's magical Super Hero extraordinaire. This collector's edition is packed with fantastic artwork and is attractively bound with gilt pages. 176 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9¼x11. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

390472X STEPHEN KING'S THE DARK TOWER: The Long Road Home. By Peter Davie. With Roland Deschain seemingly lost inside the haunted world of Maerlyn's Grapefruit, and the Dark Tower's forces of tugging at him, #16 will take all the courage of his ka-tel to get him out of Hambray and back home. Collects Dark Tower: The Long Road Home #1-5. Adults only. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3904711 STEPHEN KING'S THE DARK TOWER: The Gunslighter—The Journey Begins. By Peter David. The Barony of Gilead has fallen to the forces of the evil John Farson, as the Gunslingers are massed at the Battle of Jericho Hill. But one Gunslinger rises from the smoldering reaching Roland Deschain—who will be the Not-Man, the Slow Mutants and more as he trails the Man in Black. Collects issues #1-5. $5.95

3904703 STEPHEN KING'S THE DARK TOWER: Fall of Gilead. By R. Furth & P. David. Everyone in Gilead is wondering how Roland could have killed his own mother, but only he knows the answer. Marten Broadcloak. And while Roland rots in jail, Broadcloak's plot is wrapping its bloody and black tendrils around Gilead. Collects Dark Tower: Sorcerer and Dark Tower: The Fall of Gilead #1-6. Adults only. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95


390424X STRANGER THINGS, VOLUME ONE: The Journoyside. The Journoyside is a place where a person doesn't know what to call the shadowy realm he finds himself in, but he is certain that he is alone and far away from anything close to safe. A strange shrieking monster lurks around every corner and familiar voices drift through the air from the other side. Collects Stranger Things: The Other Side #1-4. 96 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

3904568 BATMAN: Europa. By M. Cassali & B. Azzarello. After an unknown enemy infects Batman with a deadly virus, the Dark Knight must race across Europe in search of a cure. But he wasn't the only target—his greatest enemy the Joker was exposed too, and now they must solve the mystery of the working together. Collects issues #1-4. DC Comics. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95


3904371 ANT-MAN: Scott Lang. By David Michelinie et al. When his noble intentions win the Avengers' approval, Scott Lang, takes over as the all-new Ant-Man, full time! Collects Marvel Premiere #47-48; Iron Man (1968) #131-133 and #151; Avengers (1963) #195-196; and #233; Marvel Team-Up (1972) #103; marvel Two-in-One (1974) #87; and material from Ant-Man #125-127 and Ant-Man #1. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3903277 GREEN ARROW/BLACK CANARY: The Wedding Album. By Judd Winick. DC's hottest couple is finally tying the knot, and the entire superhero community is invited. But there are some new and powerful villains rising: Deathstroke the Taker, whoseEveryday helpers and the storyline will turn the special day into a battle royale. Collects Green Arrow and Black Canary Wedding Special #1 and Green Arrow and Black Canary #1-16. DC Comics. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3903297 FOREVER EVIL: Blight. By J.M. DeMatteis & R. Fawkes. Humanity's darkness has become so powerful it's taken on a form known as Blight. It may spell the end of the world, but all John Constantine cares about is saving his beloved Zatanna. Collects Justice League Dark #19-24; Constantine #9-12; Trinity of Sin: Pandora #6-9; and Trinity of Sin: Phantom Stranger #14-17. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

3926745 AMAZING SPIDER-MAN: Coming Home. By J. Michael Straczynski. At a demonstration against irradiated criminals high-school student Peter Parker was bitten by an irradiated spider, from which he gained the arachnid's incredible abilities. When a bungler killed his beloved uncle Ben, Peter vowed to use his great powers to help his fellow man. Collects Amazing Spider-Man, Volume 2 #30-36. Marvel. Paperbound. $5.95

3905306 THOR: The Warriors Three—The Complete Collection. By Stan Lee et al. A volume collecting Thor Annual #2, Incredible Hulk #102; Spotlight #30; Marvel Fanfare #34-35; Journey into Mystery #1; Warriors Three #1-4; and material from Tales to Astonish #101; Marvel Fanfare #13; #36-37; Thor #400; #410; #415-416; Marvel Comics Presents #66; Thor Annual #17; and Marvel Super-Heroes #15. 254 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95

3919993 THE WEDDING ALBUM. By Brian Michael Bendis & Alex Maleev. Before the wedding of Peter Parker & Mary Jane Watson, the entire superhero community is invited. The story features Peggy Carter, Agent May, Nick Fury, Bucky Barnes, Tony Stark, And his and material from The Return of the Jedi, and Star Wars: Evolution. #1-5. Special #1

GREAT COMICS! ** 3937957 TRANSFORMERS, VOLUME 01: The Manga. By Masumi Kaneda. The Autobots and their young friend Kenji must stand tall against the Decepticons in an interplanetary conflict! These classic stories are from the dawn of the Transformers, and includes thrilling tales such as The Great Transformer War; Fighting for His Life; Robot Life-Form Transformers; and The Story of the Super Robot Life-Forms: The Transformers. In B&W. 240 pages. VIZ Media. Pub. at $24.99 SOLD OUT


3930251 STAR WARS—SHATTERED EMPIRE. By Greg Rucka. Presents an explosive original tale spanning out of The Return of the Jedi, and the storyline readers past the destruction of the second Death Star and into the chaos of the Empire’s destruction. Collects Star Wars: Shattered Empire. And also featuring: Tales of the Jedi: Clone Wars Stories C-3PO #1. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

3984584 BATMAN: The Manga. By Greg Rucka. Determined to continue serving others after her military career was cut short by bigotry, Kate Kane has taken up the identity of Batwoman, leading a one-woman war on Gotham City’s evil underbelly. Collects Detective Comics #854-858; and the storyline


3930581 STAR WARS: SHATTERED EMPIRE. By Greg Rucka. Presents an explosive original tale spanning out of The Return of the Jedi, and the storyline readers past the destruction of the second Death Star and into the chaos of the Empire’s destruction. Collects Star Wars: Shattered Empire. And also featuring: Tales of the Jedi: Climate Changes; Tales of the Jedi: Legends of the Force: Revan; Tales of the Jedi: Clone Wars Stories C-3PO #1. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

SOLD OUT
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Fred, Wilma, Barney and Betty are at it again, and this time they've brought some friends: George, Jane, Elroy and Judy Jetson! The most beloved animated classics of classic television come together in a volume of their best mash-up comic book tales. Collects issues #1-6. 136 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
$4.95

In exchange for his aid, Ra’s al Ghul offers Batman the opportunity of a lifetime—the chance to speak with his dead parents. But the reunion is not what Batman imagined, and what Martha and Thomas Wayne have to say to their son will profoundly change both the man and the hero. Collects Batman: Death and the Maidens #1-9; and Detective Comics #783. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99
$7.95

3837041 BEASTS OF ABIGAILA, VOLUME 2. By Spica Aoki.
As punishment for disrupting class, Nina and Roy find themselves working at the secret parties held by the school’s human instructors. But Nina’s duties quickly become far more sinister than just waiting tables. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
$4.95

Ra’s al Ghul has lived for hundreds of years, but he is not immortal. Without access to his Lazarus Pit, death seems to be coming for the Demon’s Head just as it would anyone else. Time and again the Dark Knight has thwarted him, but now Ghul must turn to Batman for help. Collects Batman: Death and the Maidens #1-8; Detective Comics #782-783; and Batman: Death & the Maidens. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99
$6.95

383705X BEASTS OF ABIGAILA, VOLUME 4. By Spica Aoki.
Nina has been drugged and is being held captive! Roy is hot on her trail, but Angela needs a government council to do everything they can to interfere. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
$4.95

Annihilus, Lord of the Negative Zone, makes a renewed assault on the positive universe in a search of infinite power. To stop him, a fragile alliance of cosmic protectors forms: the ragtag band of adventurers known as the Guardians of the Galaxy. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99
$5.95

Thanos—the Mad Titan, slayer of gods and breaker of worlds—must pursue a trail of clues across the cosmos, in search of the revelation that will ensure the future. By his side is the resurrected form of the hero who had once been his greatest foe: Adam Warlock. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99
$5.95

394894 GREEN ARROW: The Archer’s Quest. By Brad Meltzer.
Green Arrow must find his lost treasures of his first life to preserve his past and discover what his new life means. Roy Harper, now known as Arsenal, joins him as they cross the country, encountering the likes of The Shade, Geodia, hourman, and even the pathetic Cat Man! Collects Green Arrow #16-21. 160 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99
$6.95

3930122 BATMAN: Noel. By Lee Bermejo.
As the Dark Knight pursues his most hated enemy across the frozen landscape of Gotham City, a bizarre series of events threatens to steal his soul—forever! DC Comics. Pub. at $22.99
SOLD OUT

Wolverine becomes big in Japan for all the wrong reasons when a cellphone camera records him sticking his claws somewhere he shouldn't! But a dad in Japan looking for adventure can't imagine the manhunt begins for the country's new most wanted, Logan must battle to prove there's more to this than meets the iPhone. Collects Wolverine: Japan’s Most Wanted Infinite Comic #1-3. 16 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95
$7.95

3930238 DEATH OF WOLVERINE. By Charles Soule.
Logan is no stranger to death. He’s killed thousands of times, his watchful gaze has persuaded friends and lovers die. Now, stripped of his healing factor, the X-Man and Avenger faces his own date with the reaper. But when Logan discovers that a mystery foe wants him alive, he turns on the Dark Knight. Collects Issues #1-14. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99
$5.95

3904970 LEX LUTHOR: A Celebration of 75 Years. By Jerry Siegel et al.
For decades, super-villain Lex Luthor has dedicated his life to ridding the earth of Superman. From rookie reporter to business tycoon to President of the United States, see him reinvented time and time again in 20 of his greatest schemes, from Action Comics #23 to Lex Luthor: Man of Steel #3. 288 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99
$5.95

In the town of Timely, Wisconsin, the Vision has disappeared, and it’s up to the Fantastic Four and the Avengers to save him. But Timely is connected to Kang’s city of Chronopolis, guarded by the team’s arch-nemesis! Collects Captain America Annual #11; Thor Annual #17; Fantastic Four Annual #25; and Avengers Annual #21. 240 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99
$5.95

With their arch-enemy Doctor Doom defeated, the Fantastic Four decide to enter his land of Latveria to free the country’s downtrodden peasants and dismantle Doom’s weapons of terror. Collects Fantastic Four, Volume 1 #503-511. Marvel. Paperback.
$5.95


3905330 WILDSTORM: A Celebration of 25 Years. By Brandon Choi et al.
Gathers a sense-shattering blend of new content, hardcover reprints, and never-before-seen extras from the history of DC’s edgiest superhero team. Collects WILDCA.T.S. #1; WILDCA.TS v4 #1; The Authority v1 #13-14; Coup D’etat: Afterword; and Eye of the Storm Annual, DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99
$9.95

393070X WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 25. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (1941 to 1944) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 200 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99
$11.95

3930715 WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 26. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (1952 to 2005) are represented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 200 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99
$11.95

$7.95

$5.95
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**GREEN LANTERN: The Lost Army**

By Jeff Parker. When the Thing is possessed by the Serpent, he becomes a hammer-wielding force of destruction leading the armies of fear in an effort to wipe out all of Earth. Will only the Man of Steel stand between the Serpent and an all-out assault on Manhattan? Hulking meets the Superman in this battle of titans.

**Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99**

**GREEN LANTERN CORPS: Lost Army.**

By Jeff Parker. When the Thing is possessed by the Serpent, he becomes a hammer-wielding force of destruction leading the armies of fear in an effort to wipe out all of Earth. Will only the Man of Steel stand between the Serpent and an all-out assault on Manhattan? Hulking meets the Superman in this battle of titans.

**Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99**
WIZARD WOLVERINE MASTERPIECE EDITION, VOLUME 1. By Chris Claremont. Wolverine hunts a mystical monster that feasts on human flesh; while in Japan for Logan’s wedding to his beloved Mariko, the X-Men falls prey to betrayal; Wolverine squares off against a rampaging Hulk; and allied with Captain America battles the Vision. Wolverine must defeat the infamous Baron Strucker. Collects Uncanny X-Men #139-140, #172-173, #268; Incredible Hulk #340; and Wolverine #150-153. 272 pages. Wizard. Paperback. $5.95

SUPERCYCLE: The Coming of the Superman, by N. Adams & T. Bedard. In the not too distant future, Apokolips has been destroyed. Krypton has been reborn. The Earth is safer than ever. And from Metropolis to the Middle East, the Man of Steel soars through the skies—righting wrongs and saving lives all over the world. Collects Superman: The Coming of the Superman #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

THE ACTION COMICS ARCHIVES, VOLUME 4. By J. Siegel & D. Camelon. In this fourth collection from Action Comics, Superman is back with new and expanded powers, new villains and new storytelling ideas. Collects Action Comics #53-68. 222 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99 $11.95

★ 3820653 WHITE INDIAN. Ed. by J. David Spurlock. Collects the complete Frank Frazetta sixteen issue run, of White Indian from the back pages of Durango Kid comics. Frazetta leads us through the wild adventures of Dan Brand and his blood brother Tipi. 192 pages. Vanguard. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


COMPELLING COMICS. By Eric Hove. Presents tales of existential terror, global warming and a vengeful God in this fantastic collection. Includes The Glacier; I Killed Dan Clowes; Mammalogy; and The Gunslinger. Collects issues 1-3 of Tales to Demolish. A Day at the Corner; I’m OK. I’m Wearing a Tie; Confluence; and Secret Origins, appeared in the Aviatrix. In color and B&W. 144 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

FOLLOW THE BEE. By Eric Haven. A solitary man has telepathic encounters with a demonic aviaxir, a wandering crystalline being, a flaming sword wielding warrior, and a mysterious sorceress, all within his living room. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

CONSTANTINE, VOLUME ONE: The Spark and the Flame. By R. Fawkes & J. Lemire. A deadly cabal of sorcerers is on the hunt for a mystical artifact that will allow them access to any magical resource on Earth. Now Constantine is in a race around the globe and against time to stop them. Collects issues #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

VIGILANTE, VOLUME ONE. By Marv Wolfman. As a district attorney for New York City, Adrian Chase used the legal system to keep the streets safe. But when it came to protecting his own family, the system failed. Concealed behind a featureless mask, Adrian Chase becomes the Vigilante, and declares all-out war on criminals. Collects The New Teen Titans Annual #2, and Vigilante #1-11. 320 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95


DC COMICS: Zero Year. By Scott Snyder. A young Bruce Wayne has only recently emerged as Batman, but he is already facing a full-scale disaster: a massive storm is heading for Gotham, and the Riddler has shut down the city’s drains. Collects the seven all 12-Zero Year tie-ins. DC Comics. $8.95

DC GOES APE, VOL. 1. By Otto Binder et al. Humans beware, you have not been kind to the Simian race, and we will have our revenge. Collects Superboy #76, Superman #138, The Flash #127, Detective Comics #599, Hawkman #1, Green Arrow Woman #170, Strange Adventures #201, Shazam! #45, Detective Comics #482; Super Friends #30; and Flash #151. 168 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

SUPERCYCLE: UNCHAINED, By Scott Snyder. From the skies above Metropolis to the four corners of the globe to the star-streaked spaceways beyond, one man is synonymous with the word hero. But when another with incredible power falls to Earth, could it spell the end for the Man of Steel. Collects Superman Unchained #1-9, and Superman Unchained Director’s Cut #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99

SUPERMAN, VOLUME FIVE: The Golden Age. By Jerry Siegel. In the early 1940s Superman was a much-needed hero for a nation on the brink of war. The Man of Steel and the comic book medium were in their Golden Age. In these early adventures, Superman thwarted racketeers, gangsters, the Puzzler, the Prankster, and more! Collects adventures from Action Comics #1-52. Superman #16-19; World’s Finest Comics #6-8. 398 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95
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“don't know” anything, will come along, too. Cactoid Jim, Phillip Fathom, Jefferson Reid, Amelia Earhart, Colonel Tick-Tock, and Captain Laserbeam! 138 pages. Archaia. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**3922907 D-DAY: Storming Fortress Europe.** 
By J. Chambers & E. Hendrix. The D-Day landings are brought to life in this electric graphic novel which blends a historically authentic narrative with masterful illustration to tell the story of that Longest Day. Through the eyes of the men who were there. Graphix. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

**3890538 ROGUE ONE: A Star Wars Story.** 
By Jody Houser. All looks lost for the galaxy when Rebel spies uncover super-soldiers discovered. Any insurgency will quickly be thwarted by the devastating new Death Star. But maybe there's hope for the Rebel cause when a crew of new heroes sets out on a desperate mission to steal the plans to the threat. Collects Star Wars: Rogue One Adaptation #1-6 and One–Cassian & K-250 Special #1. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**3915050 AMAZING MYSTERIES, VOL. 1: The Bill Everett Archives.** Ed. by Blake Bell. Collects some of the original stories and covers from 1938-1942 of one of the first “five-tool players” authors penciller, inker, letterer, and colorist of the Golden Era of the 10-cent comics. Includes material from Amazing Mystery Funnies; Target Comics; Blue Bolt Comics; and more. 240 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $39.99 $9.95

**3935920 THE SILVER AGE TEEN TITANS VOLUMES, VOLUME 2.** 
By Bob Haney. This volume contains 16 full-length adventures of the original band of super-teens, spanning the greatest years of one of comics’ most exciting and acclaimed titles. Collects Teen Titans #6-20 and The Brave and the Bold #83. 396 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00 $14.95

**3905098 ROAD TO OZ.** 

**394762 DOROTHY AND THE WIZARD IN OZ.** 
By Eric Shanower. Once upon a time, a tornado brought Dorothy and the Wizard to Oz. Now, an earthbound Dorothy on her latest and greatest adventure. Collects Dorothy & the Wizard in Oz #1-18. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 3930270 Earth 2, Volume 1: World's End.** 
By Daniel H. Wilson et al. In the infinite vastness of the Multiverse there exists a world much like our own, with heroes and villains different from the ones we know, yet strangely familiar. Together, the heroes of Earth 2 battled the forces of Darkside and the New Gods of Apokolips. They thought they’d won. They were wrong. Collects Earth 2: World’s End #1-11. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**3894932 GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY: Tomorrow's Avengers.** 
By Arnold Drake et al. A thousand years from now, Vance Astro, Yondi, Martinex and Charlie-27—the Guardians of the Galaxy—rise to retake the reptilian raiders. Collects Guardians of the Galaxy: Super Heroes #18; Marvel Two-in-One #4-5; Giant-Size Defenders #5; Defenders #26-29; and Marvel Presents #3-12. 362 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $33.99 $6.95

**3894988 THE MOLLAH TREE.** 

**3926915 HULK: Banner/The End.** 
By Brian Azzarello. Hounded by authorities, the Hulk has so far managed to elude General Thunderbolt Ross and Doc Samson—but is Banner’s luck about to run out? Collects Starling Stories: Banner, Vol. 1 #1–4. Marvel. Paperbound. £6.95

**3927024 ULTIMATE X-MEN: The Return of the King.** By Mark Millar. Magneto, the mutant Master of Magnetism and enemy of all mankind is about to launch his final assault on humanity. Only an outlaw band of mutant heroes—the X-Men—can hope to thwart his army of murderous mimics. Collects Ultimate X-Men #26-33. Marvel. Paperbound. £6.95

**3930688 KICK-ASS, BOOK FOUR: The Dave Lizewski Years.** By Mark Millar. Hit-Girl’s been thrown in jail, and Kick-Ass now has to step up to lead crime fighting superhero team Justice Forever. There’s one catch, the police have outlawed superheroes in the city, just as the murderous Mafia boss Rocco Genovesi returns to reclaim New York and reunite the East Coast crime families. Collects Kick-Ass 3 #1-8, Image. Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 £6.95

**3905292 SWAMP THING: Trial by Fire.** By Mark Millar. Hit-Girl’s been thrown in jail, and Kick-Ass now has to step up to lead crime fighting superhero team Justice Forever. There’s one catch, the police have outlawed superheroes in the city, just as the murderous Mafia boss Rocco Genovesi returns to reclaim New York and reunite the East Coast crime families. Collects Kick-Ass 3 #1-8, Image. Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 £6.95

**3926553 THE IMAGE REVOLUTION: Widescreen.** 
Through rare archival footage and brand new interviews with all seven founders of the most successful publishers in comic book history, this film brilliantly tells the story of the rise, fall and triumphant return of one of the most successful publishers in comic book history, Image. £7.99

**3894649 CONVERGENCE.** By Jeff King et al. The evil alien intelligence known as Brainiac has stolen 50 doomed cities from throughout space and time and brought them to a place beyond the Multiverse—a sentient planet existing in infinite vastness of the Multiverse there exists a world much like our own, with heroes and villains different from the ones we know, yet strangely familiar. Together, the heroes of Earth 2 battled the forces of Darkside and the New Gods of Apokolips. They thought they’d won. They were wrong. Collects Earth 2: World’s End #1-11. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95
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Children's Books

**11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95**

**382599X JUST SO STORIES.** By Rudyard Kipling. Have you ever wondered how the Leopard got his spots? How did the Rhinoceros get his skin? This collection of 12 magical and witty stories will help to answer those questions. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 174 pages. Dean. Paperbound. $5.95

**3826422 THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS.** By Kenneth Grahame, illus. by E.H. Shepard. One sunny spring day, Mole decides to visit the river bank. There he meets and soon becomes firm friends with Ratty, Badger, and car-crazy Mr. Toad. Life on the river couldn’t be better, until Toad’s reckless driving lands him in jail. When the nasty weasels and stoats decide to take over Toad Hall, it’s up to the friends to save the day. Ages 10 & up.

**3907481 THE HOUSE WITH A CLOCK IN ITS WALLS.** By John Bellairs. When Lewis Barnavelt, an orphan, comes to stay with his uncle Jonathan, he expects to meet an ordinary person. But he is wrong. Uncle Jonathan and his next-door neighbor are both magicians! But soon Lewis unknowingly resurrects the former owner of the house, who built a clock that could obliterate humankind—and the Barnavels have to stop him! Ages 8 & up. Illus. 179 pages. Penguin. $5.95

**3829324 MORY MOOSE’S TIME-TRAVELING OUTHOUSE ADVENTURE!** By Darin Carpenter, illus. by C. Carpenter. Mory is a young moose who would rather play video games than do anything. But Mory’s mother doesn’t feel that way and tells him to go outside and use his imagination. Mory isn’t sure how, but his best friend, Doug, has an idea. Fully Illus. in color. Willow Creek 11x8½. Paperbound. $12.95

**3809303 THE BOX-CAR CHILDREN.** By Gertrude Chandler Warner. Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny are brothers and sisters. They’re orphans too, and the only way they can stay together is to make it on their own. When the children find an abandoned boxcar in the woods, they decide to call it home—and become the Boxcar Children! Ages 7-10. Illus. 151 pages. Dover. Pub. at $12.99.

**3832155 THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF SANTA CLAUS.** By L. Frank Baum. Every child knows that Santa Claus comes but once a year, bringing presents and joy to the world. But who is Santa Claus? This delightful story by L. Frank Baum, tells Santa’s whole story, from being found as a babe in the woods to his life as the immortal Santa Claus. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 144 pages. Hesperus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

**3819114 WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUNG.** By A.A. Milne. For nearly a century, children and adults alike have delighted in this endearing volume of verse and its whimsical illustrations by Ernest H. Shepard. This volume is a republication of the work originally published in 1924. Ages 8 & up. 100 pages. Dover. Pub. at $12.99.


**2892618 FARMER BOY.** By Laura Ingalls Wilder. This volume in Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Little House series is her account of her husband’s childhood in old New York State. This classic with its detailed descriptions of the life and activities of a working farm vividly evokes what that life was like. Ages 8 & up. 342 pages. Harper. Pub. at $12.99.

**3732614 BISCUIT STORYBOOK FAVORITES.** By Alyssa Satin Capucilli. Features ten beloved stories with your favorite puppy dog. Biscuit, stories filled with treasured, cuddly moments and classic big adventures. Ages 4-8. Fully Illus. in color. 191 pages. PB. $9.95

**378164X PADDINGTON STORYBOOK FAVORITES.** By Michael Bond, illus. by R.W. Alley. Paddington’s nose for adventure leads him into one sticky situation after the next in this collection of classic stories. But with a little curiosity, the best of intentions, and a marmalade sandwich, this beloved bear is a story-time favorite. Ages 4-8. Fully Illus.

**3835006 BEAUTY AND THE BEAST: The Poster Collection.** Bringing together an incredible collection of film stills and promotional images, this collection includes sixteen posters that showcase the key locations, pivotal moments, and colorful characters featured in the live-action movie. Each poster is easy to remove and perfect for display. Insight Editions. 11x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

**7491212 THE COMPLETE TALES OF UNCLE REMUS.** By Joel Chandler Harris. Reprints the 1955 edition which gathers for the first time all the animal tales from eight books, including all his inimitable characters. Brer Rabbit, Brer Fox, Brer B’ar and Brer Wolf. Includes the illustrations that originally accompanied them. All ages. 815 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00.

**3872017 FLORA: A Botanical Pop-Up Book.** By Yoojin Kim et al. Peek inside this spring-inspired pop-up and discover how flowers are more than just beautiful; they are critical components of the natural world. Filled with seven pop-up pages, revealing pull-tabs, and captivating facts. Ages 4 & up. Fully Illus.

**3902870 CHILDREN’S BOOK OF MYTHICAL BEASTS & MAGICAL MONSTERS.** Ed. by Deborah Lock. Takes readers on a journey north into the magical world of mythology to discover and understand stories that have been told for thousands of years. With fun activities to recount the tales in your own words, this is the complete guide to the art of storytelling. Ages 10 & up. Fully Illus. in color. Jumping Jack. Pub. at $29.99.


**392632X DISNEY FROZEN II: An Enchanted Adventure.** By Emily Stead. Anna and Elsa are back with their fearless friends Kristoff, Sven, and Olaf. Learn all about your favorite characters, then go on a journey north out of Arendelle as they reveal inner strengths and discover their destinies. Ages 6-10. Fully Illus. in color.

**3872017 FLORA: A Botanical Pop-Up Book.** By Yoojin Kim et al. Peek inside this spring-inspired pop-up and discover how flowers are more than just beautiful; they are critical components of the natural world. Filled with seven pop-up pages, revealing pull-tabs, and captivating facts. Ages 4 & up. Fully Illus.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>Discounted Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>384417X</td>
<td>TO ALL THE BOYS I'VE LOVED BEFORE</td>
<td>Jenny Han, Lara Jean</td>
<td>S&amp;S. Paperbound</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>$11.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3738655</td>
<td>MARY POPPINS BOXED SET</td>
<td>P.L. Travers</td>
<td>HMH. Paperbound</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3846612</td>
<td>BIBLESTROP</td>
<td>Andy Mulligan</td>
<td>Beach Lane</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Children's Books**

**Short Story Anthologies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>Discounted Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3746445</td>
<td>THE LOTTERY AND OTHER STORIES</td>
<td>Shirley Jackson</td>
<td>Picador</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$11.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3878244</td>
<td>GOING FOR A BEER: Selected Short Fictions</td>
<td>Robert Coover</td>
<td>Picador</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$11.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3786633</td>
<td>BEAUTIFUL DAYS: Stories</td>
<td>Joyce Carol Oates</td>
<td>Ecco</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3901548</td>
<td>THE SEA BEAST TAKES A LOVER: Stories</td>
<td>Michael Andreason</td>
<td>Putnam</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**3786722** 
**COME TO THE GARDEN.** By Jennifer Whilder Morgan. Jenn, a Texas homemaker, wakes up on her birthday to discover an angel in her backyard garden. The angel, who calls herself Margaret, is charming and funny, and she knows that Jenn has been questioning a lot of things about God recently. Framed as a series of conversations between Jenn and her guardian angel, this charming novel is based on real events. 224 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00  
* SOLD OUT *

**3920089** 
**THERE WILL BE STARS.** By Billy Coffey. Upon his unlikely death, Bobby’s final thought is a curious one—there will be stars. Yet it is not one of great fear or hope. Instead, he returns to the day he has just lived and finds he is not alone in this strange new world. Six others are trapped with him. 403 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  
* SOLD OUT *

**3729230** 
**PROMISE, TEXAS.** By Debbie Macomber. In Promise, everyone’s life is a story. Times are good or bad, you’re never alone in a place of triumphs, sorrow as well as joy. This town, like towns everywhere, has its share of secrets. But whether limited, or great, beyond the Universe. And as one of the citizens, Annie Applegate knows, that makes all the difference. 379 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**3904717** 
**COME TO THE TABLE.** By Neta Jackson. Kat may be new in her faith, but she’s embraced the holiday spirit. She’s marrying off her niece and nephew, helps with the town’s festivities. While directing a nativity pageant, she finds a surprise in the manger: a live baby. A note from the mother says it’s time for the father to take care of her—and implicates Meg’s brother Rob as the father. 279 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $24.99

**298668X** 
**LARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING.** By Donna Andrews. It’s a few days before Christmas and Meg Langslow’s grandfather is hosting Owl Fest, a scientific conference on owls, at the elegant Caerphilly Inn. When one of the visiting ornithologists is murdered, no one—including the killer—can escape because of the snowstorm raging outside. Now Meg must come to the rescue, or no one will make it home for Christmas! 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  
* SOLD OUT *

**3929011** 
**THE PAGES OF HER LIFE.** By James L. Robert. Barely making it and struggling with her life, a woman is given a journal that contains the pressures in her life, Allison pours her fears and heartaches into the journal. As her words in the journal begin to disappear and new words fill in, Allison is forced to look at everything she knows about herself in a new light. 372 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**3868540** 
**INDIVISIBLE.** By Travis Thrasher. Darren and Heather Turner share a passion for serving God, family, and country. When Darren is deployed to Iraq as an army chaplain, Heather vows to serve military families back home as she cares for the couple’s three young children. Based on a true story, 321 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**3884775** 
**STATION ELEVEN.** By Emily St. John Mandel. Kirsten will never forget the night Arthur Learner, the famous actor, had a heart attack onstage during a production of King Lear. That was also the night when a devastating flu pandemic arrived in the city, and world civilization as we know it came to an end. The story moves back and forth in time, before and after the pandemic, connecting the twists of fate. 333 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**3893073** 
**ZOMBIE-IN-CHIEF: Eater of the Free World.** By Scott Kenemore. When a tycoon and a TV tyrant try to squash a third party, the nominee for the presidency, pundits and analysts are as baffled as they are certain that he will never win the general election. Can a candidate revealed to be a proud Zombie American win the White House and remake history? 261 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**3875607** 
**DEATH OF A NEIGHBORHOOD SCRUGGOE.** By Laura Levine. Scotty Parker, a former child star and current neighborhood watch volunteer, thinks he can make a comeback with the screenplay he’s working on, and Jaime Austen is editing. So when Scotty is bludgeoned with a frozen chocolate yule log, the police have a long list of suspects—including Jaime. Sure she’s been under stress, but she’s not guilty of murder! Now prove it. 327 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95

**3894857** 
**A TIME TO STAND.** By Robert Whitlow. Adisa Johnson, a young African American attorney, returns to her home town, where a police officer shot an unarmed black teenager who is now lying comatose in the hospital. Adisa is itching to jump into the fight as a special prosecutor, but feels pulled to do what she considered unthinkable: defend the officer. 399 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**392341X** 
**OWL BE HERE FOR CHRISTMAS.** By Donna Andrews. It’s a few days before Christmas and Meg Langslow’s grandfather is hosting Owl Fest, a scientific conference on owls, at the elegant Caerphilly Inn. When one of the visiting ornithologists is murdered, no one—including the killer—can escape because of the snowstorm raging outside. Now Meg must come to the rescue, or no one will make it home for Christmas! 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  
* SOLD OUT *

**3875626** 
**A DOG’S PROMISE.** By W. Bruce Cameron. The continuing story of Bailey, the good dog whose journey started in A Dog’s Purpose. The dog is joined by Lacey, another very special dog, who helps Bailey fulfill his promise over the course of several lives. 384 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

**3862917** 
**THE FRIEND.** By Sigrid Nunez. When a woman unexpectedly loses her lifelong best friend, she finds herself burdened with the unwanted dog he has left behind. Her own battle against grief is intensified by the mute suffering of the dog, traumatized by the inexplicable disappearance of its master. This story celebrates the healing power of human-canine devotion. 212 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  
* SOLD OUT *

**3864597** 
**TENDING ROSES.** By Lisa Wingate. When Kate Bowman temporarily moves to her grandmother’s Missouri farm with her husband and son, she learns that the lessons most enrich our lives often come unexpectedly. Here she discovers her grandma’s hand-made journal, full of stories that celebrate the importance of family, friendship, and faith. 310 pages. Berkshire. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95

**3876209** 
**A CUP OF HOLIDAY FEAR.** By Ellie Alexander. Ashland, Oregon, looks as pretty as a postcard this holiday season. The halls are decked, stockings hung, and eyes are all aglow. Jules Capshaw and her staff at her bakery, are busier than ever. But while hosting a local feast, one of the guests ends up as dead as Scrooge’s doornail. It’s up to Jules and her helpers to try to find out who’s guilty of murder. 296 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**3845974** 
**THE HELLLFIRE CLUB.** By Jake Tapper and Charlie Marder. An inside look at the world’s most popular and popular academic, an unlikely congressman. Thrust into office by his power-broker father’s connections, Charlie is determined to use his new position for good. He quickly learns however that in 1930’s Washington D.C., corruption is everywhere. 342 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00  
* SOLD OUT *

**3756181** 
**MARRY CHRISTMAS MURDER.** By Stephanie Blackmoore. As professional wedding planner Mallory Shepard organizes a Christmas Eve gala, her best friend Olivia’s life is turned upside down when a note to outnumber Santa’s reindeer. Soon Mallory is left with a murder to solve—among other mysteries including a missing cat, a toy-drivestyle heist, and a baby found in a manger that wasn’t hers! 316 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3756076** 
**DEATH OF A NEIGHBORHOOD SCRUGGOE.** By Laura Levine. Scotty Parker, a former child star and current neighborhood watch volunteer, thinks he can make a comeback with the screenplay he’s working on, and Jaime Austen is editing. So when Scotty is bludgeoned with a frozen chocolate yule log, the police have a long list of suspects—including Jaime. Sure she’s been under stress, but she’s not guilty of murder! Now prove it. 327 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95
More Fiction

3817571 A DOG’S JOURNEY. By W. Bruce Cameron. Sequel to A Dog’s Purpose. Buddy is a good dog. As he watches over baby Clayly he is certain that little girl is very much in need of a dog of her own. When Buddy is reborn, he’s overjoyed to be adopted by Clayly, now a troubled teenager. But when they get separated, Buddy worries who will care for his new mate of 336 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95 ★ 3929051 THERE IS CONFUSION. By Jessie Redmon Fauset. The unabridged republication of the work originally published in 1924. Set in Philadelphia and New York a century ago, this story traces the hopes and dreams of three young African-Americans as they search for love, financial security, and success. 280 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


3699618 MARTHA. By Diana Wallis Taylor. 247 pages. Revell. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95 ★ 4757121 STOLEN MARMADUKE. By Diane Chamberlain. Read by Susan Bennett. It is 1944. Pregnant, alone, and riddled with guilt, 23 year old Tess abruptly gives up her budding career as a nurse and enters her engagement to the love of her life, unable to live a lie. Turning to the baby’s father for help, she agrees to sell a story for $20,000. Slowly she realizes that she has trapped an innocent man into a strange and loveless marriage with no way out. Fourteen hours on 8 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $44.99 $7.95 3847101 SECRETS OF CAVERNDALE. By B.A. Thomson. Read by Taylor Bradford. Read by Sarah Level. Spring. Summer. 1949. As the new generation is at the helm, and also at the forefront of new scandal and intrigue. The families of Caverndale will have to find a way to come together and protect one another in the face of threats they never could have predicted. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $44.99 $17.95 3846833 THE FAMILY NEXT DOOR. By Sally Hepworth. Read by Barrie Kreinik. When a new woman named Isabelle moves in, she is an immediate object of curiosity in the neighborhood. What mysterious job does she have? And why is she so fascinated with Essie? As the two women grow closer and Essie’s friends voice their disapproval, it becomes clear that their choice of neighborhood was no accident. Nine hours on 6 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

Audio Books

3733785 PRIVATE GAMES. By James Patterson & M. Sullivan. Read by Paul Panting. Private, the world’s most renowned investigation firm, has been commissioned to provide security for the 2012 Olympic Games in London. The opening ceremony is hours away when Private investigator Peter Knight is called to the scene of a ruthless murder. Over 9 hours on eight CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95 373336X AT FIRST SIGHT. By Nicholas Sparks. Read by Karen Borsay. Read by Karen Borsay. Reading this is engaged to the love of his life, Lexie, and anticipating the start of their family. But just as everything seems to be settling into a blissful pattern, a mysterious e-mail sets off a chain of events that the couple never could have predicted and distract him from his dream of recapturing Bebbenburg. Over 10 hours on nine CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95 3846849 THE FIRST FAMILY. By Michael & Daniel Palmer. Read by Fred Berman. Is someone trying to murder Cam, the president’s son? Or is Cam just startlingly eccentric? Secret Service agent Karen Ray race for a cure to Cam’s mysterious and deadly disease, they begin to uncover betrayals that breach the highest levels of national security. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $6.95

CD 3733388 ALL SUMMER LONG. By Dorothy Bentley Frank. Read by Bernadette Dunne. With only days to go before her diagnosis of cancer takes hold, she gives up Manhattan life to move with her husband to South Carolina. But in between settling in and adjusting to southern life, there are some dazzling diversions. Olivia begins to open her mind to her newfound surroundings and considers an unorthodox relationship. Fifteen hours on 12 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95 3846903 THE HUSH. By John Hart. Read by Todd McLaren. A boy with a gun waits for the man who killed his mother. A troubled detective couple search in the aftermath of a brutal shooting. After 13 years in prison, a good cop walks free as, in a state of uneasy peace. Northumbria’s Viking ruler, Sigtryggr, and Mercia’s Saxon king, Ethelflaed, have agreed to a truce. But fate is inexorable, and the enemies Uhtred has made now want revenge against his son. As Dr. Leo Blackwood and Daniel Palmer. Read by Fred Berman. Is someone trying to murder Cam, the president’s son? Or is Cam just startlingly eccentric? Secret Service agent Karen Ray race for a cure to Cam’s mysterious and deadly disease, they begin to uncover betrayals that breach the highest levels of national security. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $6.95

new home’s magic and to the surprising ways that a place can claim a heart. Eleven hours on 9 CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95 3847098 REDEMPTION ROAD. By John Hart. Read by Scott Shepherd. A boy with a gun waits for the man who killed his mother. A troubled detective couple search in the aftermath of a brutal shooting. After 13 years in prison, a good cop walks free as, in a state of uneasy peace. Northumbria’s Viking ruler, Sigtryggr, and Mercia’s Saxon king, Ethelflaed, have agreed to a truce. But fate is inexorable, and the enemies Uhtred has made now want revenge against his son. As Dr. Leo Blackwood and Daniel Palmer. Read by Fred Berman. Is someone trying to murder Cam, the president’s son? Or is Cam just startlingly eccentric? Secret Service agent Karen Ray race for a cure to Cam’s mysterious and deadly disease, they begin to uncover betrayals that breach the highest levels of national security. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $6.95

CD 3773388 ALL SUMMER LONG. By Dorothy Bentley Frank. Read by Bernadette Dunne. With only days to go before her diagnosis of cancer takes hold, she gives up Manhattan life to move with her husband to South Carolina. But in between settling in and adjusting to southern life, there are some dazzling diversions. Olivia begins to open her mind to her newfound surroundings and considers an unorthodox relationship. Fifteen hours on 12 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95
**Audio Books**

---

**CD 3733602 HEAT STORM**. By Richard Castle. Read by Robert Petkoff. Castle’s two most popular characters—New York Police Captain Nikki Heat and Private Alex Stone—collide for the first time. It’s a good thing, as they’ll need all their considerable skills to stop a villain who has the resources and ruthlessness to kill them both. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00. Over ten hours on 9 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $37.95

**CD 3733718 LET’S PLAY MAKE-BELIEVE: BookShots**. By James Patterson with J.O. Born. Read by Helen Wick. Both survivors of the divorce wars, Christy and Martin don’t believe in first sight, and certainly not on a first date. But from the instant they lock eyes, life becomes a sexy, strange dream come true. That is, until they start playing a strangely intense game of make-believe—a game that’s about to go too far. Three hours on six CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $10.00. $3.95

**CD 3733774 THE TRIAL: BookShots**. By James Patterson with M. Paetro. Read by January LaVoy. An accused murderer called Kingfisher is about to go on trial for his life. Or is he? By unleashing unexpected violence on the lawyers, jurors, and police involved in the case, he has paralyzed the city. Detective Lindsay Boxer and the Women’s Murder Club are caught in the eye of the storm. Over two hours on 3 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $10.00. $3.95

**CD 3733483 CRADLE AND ALL**. By James Patterson. Read by E. Balla rini & R. Soler. In Boston, 17-year-old Kat Leneretti is pregnant, but she wears she’s a virgin. In Ireland, another teenage girl, Colleen, discovers she is in the impossible condition. Cities all around the world are suddenly overwhelmed by epidemics, droughts, and worse. Who can pull it off: Will Robie and his partner, Jessica, or the man they all married, and a passionate dislike for each other father, she begins receiving hate filled racist threats from a shadowy group. It becomes clear that her pursuit of justice may be putting her own life in jeopardy. Six hours on 5 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

**CD 3847178 TELL TALE: Short Stories**. By Jeffrey Archer. Read by Robert Bathurst. Nearly a decade after his last volume of short stories was published, Archer returns with this eagerly awaited collection, giving us a fascinating, exciting, and sometimes poignant insight into the people he has met, the stories he has come across and the countries he has visited. Thirteen hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

---

**CD 2979772 THE TARGET**. By David Baldacci. Read by R. McLarty and O. Cassidy. If the president gives the order, he has the opportunity to take down a top enemy. If the mission fails, he could face certain imprisonment, and the threats to the nation will multiply. So the president turns to the one team that can pull it off: Will Robie and his partner, Jessica. Reel. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $34.98. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2979790 NO MAN’S LAND**. By David Baldacci. Read by N. Johnson & Orlagh Cassidy. Past and present collide for Special Agent John Puller when his father is accused of killing Puller’s mother, who disappeared 30 years ago. Paul Puller also present at the scene and claims his mother’s disappearance was a result of ten years in prison, he’s bent on revenge. The only thing standing in his way is Puller. Over 11 hours on ten CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $40.00. $7.95

**CD 373370X LAST MAN STANDING**. By David Baldacci. Read by Jason Culp. It took ten seconds for Conklin: will love destroy the Women’s Murder Club? Between Cindy and Lindsay’s partner, Detective Rich Patterson & M. Paetro. Read by Carolyn McCormick. The Seven hours on 7 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $39.98. $9.95

**CD 3733454 THE COLOR OF FEAR**. By Marcia Muller. Read by Elizabeth Evans. When private detective Sharon McCo ne starts investigating a racially motivated attack on one of the man they all married, and a passionate dislike for each other father, she begins receiving hate filled racist threats from a shadowy group. It becomes clear that her pursuit of justice may be putting her own life in jeopardy. Six hours on 5 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

**CD 2979748 STARTED EARLY, TOOK MY DOG**. By Kate Atkinson. Read by January LaVoy. Hachette. Pub. at $34.98. **SOLD OUT**
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